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Abstract

Quasicrystals are intermetallic alloys which exhibit long range order but lack periodicity. While, 

until recently, all stable quasicrystal species discovered are ternary alloys, consisting of 3 ele

mental species, recent studies have developed the binary system i-Cd-Yb, which in turn has led 

to the inception of a new family of ternary quasicrystals, of which one is i-Ag-In-Yb. This the

sis documents studies performed on the high symmetry surfaces of the i-Ag-In-Yb quasicrystal 

using a variety of techniques such as STM, LEED, XPS, UPS, MEIS and thin film deposition.

The five, three and twofold high symmetry surfaces of TAg-In-Yb have been characterised 

in terms of their atomic structure and composition. All three surfaces produce surfaces that 

are atomically flat and composed of a stepped and terraced structure. All three surfaces are 

found to be formed along atomic planes that intersect the centers of the rhombic triacontahedral 

(RTH) clusters, the building blocks of this material. By comparing the results from STM, LEED, 

XPS and MEIS, the structure and composition of the these surfaces are determined to be bulk 

truncated. Each surface also possesses comparable stabilities.

The deposition of Sb on the fivefold surface creates a quasiperiodic overlayer expressing long 

range order. The thin film grows firstly as a monolayer with Sb atoms forming fivefold features 

on top of the truncated RTH clusters. It then forms a partial second layer before growing in a 

disordered manner. The first layer Sb atoms settle in adsorption sites similar to those recorded 

for the Pb monolayer on the same surface. The second layer of Sb adsorps in sites forming 

pentagonal features that are r scaled in size in respect to the monolayer features. Depositing 

Ceo on both the clean surface and the clean surface modified by a predeposition of Sb yields a 

thin film expressing no ordering.

Behaviom's that are expressed when exposed to oxygen for all three high symmetry surfaces 

are identical, with each constituent species also behaving in a similar manner to each element in
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its pure form. Upon oxidising the fivefold surface in vacuum, atmospheric conditions, and water, 

it was found that water is the most effective oxidising agent due to a greater concentration of

oxygen.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

With the discovery of quasicrystals in 1982 and their subsequent publication in 1984 [1], for

bidden symmetries in crystal structures became an intense area of research. This new type of 

material expressed long range order but no periodicity, which led to a reclassification of the 

definition of a crystal from a material that has translational invariance, to a material that pro

duces a discrete diffraction pattern [2]. Since the documentation of the icosahedral phase of the 

met a stable Al-Mn system, many materials of differing structures have been created. Materials 

expressing five, eight, ten and twelvefold symmetries have been discovered. These include, but 

are not limited to, i-Al-Pd-Mn, d-Al-Ni-Co, i-Al-Cu-Fe, i-Cd-Yb and i-Ag-In-Yb.

Quasicrystals pose an interesting mathematical and structural challenge. The consideration 

of aperiodic order in a two dimensional plane was broached by Sir Roger Penrose [3] in which 

he constructed an aperiodic tiling consisting of 4 unique tiles. Further work produced simpler 

sets of tiles with specific selection rules. The formulation of their structures also requires the 

consideration of more spacial dimensions than the typical three that express periodic systems. 

Also, quasicrystals have interesting physical properties, such as low surface friction, non sticking 

behaviour, hardness, and unexpected thermal and electrical conductivities [4-9]. Such properties 

offer a wide variety of potential applications, such as the coatings of moving parts in mechanical 

engines.

Many studies have been conducted on quasicrystals, with several having the aim of deter

mining their surface and bulk structures. The surfaces of these materials are important for a 

variety of reasons. For instance, the differences to periodic crystals can help explain why and
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how the surface properties of quasicrystals originate. Determining not just the structure, but 

also the chemical compositions and distributions are pivotal in understanding the behaviour of 

such surfaces. For more complicated studies such as epitaxial growth, without knowledge of the 

substrates surface the characterisation of any formed structures would be impractical.

The three most studied quasicrystals, i-Al-Pd-Mn, d-Al-Ni-Co and i-Al-Cu-Fe, have been 

investigated with a wide variety of techniques. Techniques such as STM and DEED [10-29] have 

discovered that specific preparation conditions produce surfaces that exhibit bulk structures 

and hence are not reconstructed. Further studies, including work such as the epitaxial growth 

of different elements, have found that these materials interact with the adsorpates in such a 

way that form quasicrystalline single element overlayers [5,30-43]. Such overlayers can grow 

as islands where multiple orientations of the adsorpates lattice occur with common directions 

related to the high symmetry axes of the substrate. This is known as rotational epitaxy, and has 

been observed in several systems [32,33,44,45]. Interest in these novel structures lies with how 

the quasiperiodic ordering imparted by the substrate onto these films has affected their physical, 

electrical and chemical properties. A recent study has analysed the surface of the clean Al-Pd- 

Mn quasicrystal in regards to the amounts of features that relate to truncated Bergman and 

Mackay clusters, known as dark stars and white flowers, and are two potential candidates for 

adsorption sites of metals and semi metals, and how they differ in terms of structure and chemical 

decorations [46].

A great deal of work has been done to gain a better understanding of these materials, but sev

eral inherent difficulties continue to arise. One of these issues is that a quasicrystal is chemically 

complex; all stable quasicrystals contain three elemental species which makes the calculation of 

their structures using techniques such as X-ray diffraction problematic, as similarities between 

certain element’s Bragg peaks do not contrast well with each other. Although each atomic po

sition can be determined, the specific atomic species cannot always be estimated to a degree of 

sufficient accuracy.

In 2000 Tsai et at discovered a stable binary quasicrystal [47]. This new species was created 

by reducing the amount of Mg in the Cd-Mg-Yb quasicrystal. The result was an icosahedral 

phase from which a perfect structural solution could be calculated [48]. The structure of this 

new material differs from that of A1 based quasicrystals. A quasicrystal can be considered to 

be a three dimensional intersection of a six dimensional periodic lattice [49]. This forms an
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atomic model that can be considered as an aperiodic packing of atomic clusters. For example, 

the i-Al-Pd-Mn quasicrystal can be considered to be created from Bergman and pseudo Mackay 

clusters [50,51]. Structure calculations have determined that the i-Cd-Yb material is created 

by the packing of a different structure of cluster. This cluster is constructed by placing atomic 

shells within a larger rhombic triacontahedron, creating the rhombic triacontahedral, or RTH 

cluster. There are also differences in the higher order concepts where their aperiodicity can be 

envisioned using periodic lattices. However, unlike i-Al-Pd-Mn, fc-Cd-Yb is unsuitable for study 

in ultra high vacuum due to the high vapour pressure of its Cd component. To rectify this the 

Cd was replaced by equal amounts of Ag and In to produce an isostructural stable ternary alloy 

which was suitable for study under vacuum [52].

This new structure makes this family of quasicrystal significantly different from existing 

well studied families of quasicrystals, and presents an excellent opportunity to test how and 

why its different structure and composition affects its properties. The difference in structure 

creates many opportunities for further studies into thin film growth and the search for novel 

surface structures, such as discovering single element quasicrystals which can be grown upon 

AAg-In-Yb.

Chapter Breakdown

Chapter 2 introduces the basics of quasicrystals and how mathematics can be employed to 

describe their aperiodic structures. The ACd-Yb and AAg-In-Yb systems are also introduced, 

as well as a review of the work into their creation and the calculation of their atomic structure.

Chapter 3 summarises previous studies on the i-Al-Pd-Mn surface, a prominent icosahe- 

dral quasicrystal which has been studied extensively. The clean surface’s characterisation is 

described, as well as several epitaxy experiments conducted upon it.

Chapter 4 details the experimental methods that have been utilised for the work in this 

thesis. Ultra High Vacuum is introduced with an explanation as to why it is employed for 

surface studies, as well as crystal growth used to grow the studied samples and crystal cleaning 

routines. Experimental techniques are described for Scanning Tunneling Microscopy (STM), 

Low Energy Electron Diffraction (LEED), X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS), Ultraviolet 

Photoelectron Spectroscopy (UPS), Medium Energy Ion Scattering (MEIS) and thin film growth.
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Chapter 5 presents the first in depth study into the fivefold surface of i-Ag-In-Yb. The 

studies employed in its characterisation include STM, LEED, MEIS and XPS. Through the 

collective results of these four techniques while referring to the model structure of i-Cd-Yb, the 

surface structure has been understood and its surface planes characterised.

Chapter 6 introduces the other two high symmetry surfaces that exist for the i-Ag-In-Yb 

material. STM, LEED and XPS have been conducted on these two surfaces and the results 

compared to the model structure as for the five fold case.

Chapter 7 explores the epitaxial growth of thin films on the quasicrystal surface of i-Ag-In- 

Yb, concentrating primarily on Sb. Through the study of STM, the structure of the growing 

film is explained, with a complimentary XPS study assisting in the determination of the films 

growth mode. A smaller study involving the growth of a Ceo film on the fivefold AAg-In-Yb 

surface is also included.

Chapter 8 looks at the behaviour of the three high symmetry surfaces when exposed to 

oxygen. XPS is employed to monitor surface composition and core level behaviour as the three 

surfaces as slowly oxidised in UHV. Pure metal forms are also oxidised for comparisons. The 

stability of the oxide layer on the fivefold layer was then tested, as well as the oxide layer 

thickness being calculated. Further to oxidation in UHV, conditions such as atmosphere and 

pure water were also employed to see if the presence of greater amounts of oxygen modified 

i-Ag-In-Yb’s oxidation behaviour.

Finally, chapter 9 provides a summary of this thesis, and suggests possible studies for the 

improvement of data presented and future areas of research.
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Chapter 2

An introduction to Quasicrystals

2.1 Introduction

Our universe has been dominated by matter ever since a primordial asymmetry at the beginning 

of the universe. Matter has changed and evolved to create everything we can see and touch, 

from the planets and stars suspended in the cosmos, to the food we eat. Matter exists in several 

forms, the more common of which are Solids, Liquids and Gases. These three types of matter 

have particular behaviours and physical laws associated with them. Solids can exhibit several 

different structures, which are known as amorphous, crystalline and quasicrystalline.

Introduced in this chapter is a form of solid known as quasicrystals. Also, the mathematics 

behind aperiodicity is explored. The binary quasicrystal i-Cd-Yb and the discovery of A Ag

in-Yb is also presented, with a brief summary of the work carried out on the structure of this 

material.

2.2 The discovery and history of quasicrystals

Until the end of the last century, crystallography defined a crystal structure as exhibiting 2-, 

3-, 4- and 6-fold symmetries, with such materials possessing periodic long range order. Any 

other symmetries in a crystal were thought forbidden, and as such could not exist. This can be 

demonstrated using tiles of certain shapes and tiling them to infinity. On an infinite surface, 

a tiling of rectangles, triangles, squares or hexagons will cover it completely with no gaps or 

overlaps. If this is attempted with pentagons, heptagons, octagons or decagons, the pattern
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Figure 2.1: Arrangements of 2-, 3-, 4-, 5- and 6-fold tilings comparing the issues with tiling a 
pentagonal pattern.

will be incomplete and feature faults. These examples can be seen in figure 2.1. Because of the 

occurrence of such gaps and overlaps, it was thought that these configurations would not create 

stable structures, and hence would not exist in nature.

In 1982 Dan Shechtman, a visiting scientist at the National Bureau of Standards in America, 

discovered a material that would place the original definition of Crystal structure into doubt. 

While studying varying amounts of Mn in an AIMn alloy, Shechtman discovered icosahedral 

patterns while probing these crystals using Transmission Electron Spectroscopy (TEM). This 

material contained 25% Mn and was created by rapid cooling. It was polycrystalline, being made 

up of grains of up to 2/mi in size. This material was found to exhibit an icosahedral structure, 

containing six fivefold, ten threefold and fifteen twofold axes. This materials was a metastable 
phase.

This discovery faced many challenges after its publication in 1984 [1], being dismissed by 

many scientists, including the well known chemist Linus Pauling, who stated the findings were 

caused by multiply twinned cubic crystals [53]. The controversy surrounding these materials 

eventually diminished as more and more thermodynamically stable quasicrystalline species were 

discovered, and their existence became irrefutable. Since then a wide variety of stable quasicrys

tals have been discovered, taking one of two possible forms; axial quasicrystals exhibiting ten 

fold symmetiy in 2 dimensions while the 3rd dimension features a periodic stacking of aperiodic 

planes, or fivefold materials which are aperiodic in every direction.

With the discovery of an icosahedral polycrystalline material, it was only a matter of time
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before materials that were more appropriate for surface sensitive studies became available. In 

1986, the first single grain quasicrystal was grown [54]. With careful study into the phase 

diagrams of suspected quasicrystalline materials, it has become possible to grow single grain 

crystals of many differing species.

As well as five and tenfold species [55-57], eight [58-60] and twelvefold [61,62] quasicrystalline 

materials have been discovered. Quasicrystals exhibiting eight or twelvefold order are also axial, 

but they are metastable.

Around 80% of discovered thermodynamically stable quasicrystals are composed of A1 along 

with 2 or more other elements. Some well studied families include, in the icosahedral phase, 

Al-Pd-RE (RE — Rare Earth), Al-Cu-Fe and RE-Mn-Zn, and in the decagonal phase, Al-Ni-Co 

and Al-Co-Cu [63]. These crystals are good candidates for study due to the ability to grow 

these materials as single grains of satisfactory size, and their stability in vacuum conditions, 

with the exception of RE-Mn-Zn. The alloy containing no A1 exhibits a high vapour pressure 

which makes its preparation in such an environment problematic.

There has been a great deal of research conducted into the surface structures of quasicrystals. 

While bulk studies are important in characterising the structure of solids, in efforts to understand 

their physical properties, surface studies are important as surfaces have strong influences on the 

physical and chemical properties, and behaviour of materials. Some of the studies are listed in 

table 2.1

Table 2.1: List of various quasicrystal studies, performed using various surface sensitive tech
niques.

Quasicrystal Technique Reference

i-Al-Pd-Mn STM [10-14]

FEED [22-24]

i-Al-Cu-Fe STM [15-18]

LEED [25,26]

i-Ag-In-Yb STM/RHEED [64]

d-Al-Ni-Co STM [19-21,27]

LEED [27,28]
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More recent discoveries include the binary quasicrystal ■z-Cd-Yb [47]. This material is unique 

amongst quasicrystals due to it being thermodynamically stable, and composed of only two 

elements. This material then led to the discovery of a new family of ternary quasicrystals, which 

includes i-Ag-ImYb.

This new family of quasicrystals is significantly different from existing well studied families of 

quasicrystals, and presents an excellent opportunity to test how and why its different structure 

and composition effects its properties. Such properties include low surface friction, extreme 

hardness and electrical and thermal conductivities [9]. The difference in atomic structure, and 

hence the surface structure, creates many opportunities for further studies into thin film growth 

and the search for novel surface structures, such as discovering single element quasicrystals which 

can be grown upon i-Ag-In-Yb.

While all studied quasicrystals are materials that can be synthesised in the laboratory under 

controlled conditions, there is a recent documented occurrence of a quasicrystal having formed 

naturally [65]. The material is an alloy of aluminium, copper and iron, and occurs as micrometer 

sized grains associated with khatyrkite (with a nominal composition of (Cu,Zn)Al2) and cupalite 

(with a nominal composition of (Cu,Zn)Al). This mineral was reportedly taken from the the 

Koryak Mountains, northeast of the Kamchatka Peninsula in Russia. The complex assembly of 

mineral phases suggest that the grains were formed naturally under geological conditions, and 

not as a result of human activity.

2.3 Simple forms of long range order

2.3.1 Periodicity

Solid matter was classically thought to exist in one of two structures. It is possible to differentiate 

these two forms by looking at how the atomic arrangements of these materials differ over small 

and long distances. The first type of solid is commonly referred to as amorphous. These materials 

have no ordering in their arrangement of atoms; they are akin to a liquid that has been flash 

frozen in time. Types of amorphous solids include materials such as ceramics. The second form 

are known as crystals, previously thought to be formed by a periodic arrangement of atoms. It 

is possible to model a periodic crystal by first creating an array of lattice points r that can be
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Figure 2.2: All 14 possible 3 dimensional spacial arrangements that can take the form of a unit 
cell in crystallography.

explained by;

r = nia + ^b + nsc (2.1)

where ni, ri2 and ns are integers, and a, b and c are fundamental units of translational symmetry. 

This describes the materials primitive cell. There are only 14 unique ways in which to arrange 

these lattice points and create a periodic structure in 3D space. These primitive cells are known 

as the Bravais Lattices and are shown in figure 2.2. Simple solids can be constructed from these 

frameworks by placing a basis, or a collection of atoms, at every single lattice point. Collectively 

the primitive cell and the basis form the Unit Cell, and this can be used to describe the structure 
of a solid.

Defining a crystal in such a way would dictate that only certain rotational symmetries can 

exist. Those that are based on intervals of 60° and 90° and as such materials exhibiting only 

2-, 3-, 4- and 6- fold symmetries can be described as a crystal. Such configurations will provide 

discrete diffraction patterns associated with Bragg Scattering. This means some other kind 

of order must be responsible for the fivefold diffraction patterns observed in 1982. If periodic
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Table 2.2: Fibonacci sequence as created by S and L segments

S (1)
L (1)

LS (2)

LSL (3)

LSLLS (5)

LSLLSLSL (8)

LSLLSLSLLSLLS (13)

LSLLSLSLLSLLSLSLLSLSL (21)

ordering cannot be responsible for the diffraction patterns, then it must be due to aperiodic 

ordering.

2.3.2 The Fibonacci sequence

The Fibonacci sequence is a one dimensional arrangement of numbers that has segments that 

are familiar through out its sequence, but over an infinite length, none of these segments ever 

repeat. The first form of this consists of a sequence of numbers, where every new number is the 

sum of the previous two numbers such that;

32n == 3'n—2 T 1 (2.2)

This produces the sequence of numbers 1, 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 13, 21... etc. It is possible to construct 

the same sequence by using two segments, named S and L, and using the simple rules S —> L 

; L —> LS when constructing the next term of the sequence. The sum of the letters occurring 

mirrors the number progression generated by equation 2.2. This creates the sequence seen in 

table 2.2.

For this sequence, if successive terms are taken and divided by the preceding term and the 

mean of this ratio is taken as the successive term approaches infinity, lim xn{xn-i, an irrational
n—>oo

ratio is obtained. This ratio is known as the golden mean or golden ratio. This value is also the 

ratio of L to S segments in the second form of the Fibonacci sequence presented. The ratio can
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Figure 2.3: The Golden Ratio in nature, (a) A cauliflower/broccoli hybrid, (b) The inside of a 
sunflower, (c) The Parthenon in Greece.

be calculated by:
>/5 + 1^— = r = 1.618034... (2.3)

The golden mean r and the Fibonacci sequence also appear in nature. The Fibonacci se

quence features in the patterns of seeds observed in pinecones, sunflowers and other plants. 

Figure 2.3 (a) and (b) show examples of Fibonacci ordering in plants, where the numerus of 

clockwise and anti-clockwise spirals are consecutive terms in the Fibonacci sequence. Our art 

has also been influenced by this ratio and sequence, with ratios of arches seen on the Parthenon 

in Greece being equal to r (figure 2.3 (c)).

2.3.3 Penrose tilings

While the Fibonacci sequence can describe long range aperiodicity over a single dimension, a 

manifestation of such ordering in two dimensions was presented by Sir Roger Penrose. First con

sider an infinitely large table. It is possible to cover this table with identically sized rectangles, 

triangles, squares or hexagons, and create a pattern that features no overlaps or gaps. This is 

not possible with other shapes, such as pentagons, heptagons, or octagons etc. However, Roger 

Penrose deduced a way of tiling two or more shapes using specific matching rules, to create 

patterns that exhibited 5, 7, 8 and other higher orders of symmetry [3]. The five and tenfold 

patterns formed in this way show the aperiodicity of the Fibonacci sequence in two dimensions, 

and this becomes important when discussing the atomic arrangements of the surfaces of qua

sicrystals. Patterns such as these were conceived a decade before Shechtman et al. published 
their findings.

The first pattern to be constructed is known as the PI tiling shown in 2.4 (a). This pattern 

involves 4 differently shaped tiles; boat, star, pentagon and rhomb. These are used to construct
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Figure 2.4: The two more famous Penrose tiling patterns, (a) Demonstrates a PI tiling, consisting 
of 4 tile shapes; a rhomb, a star, a boat and a pentagon, (b) shows a P3 tiling, with appropriate 
matching rules.

an aperiodic arrangement that stretches to infinity, although to keep the aperiodicity of the 

pattern while avoiding any spaces or overlaps, matching rules are be applied. One of Penrose s 

tilings, the P3 tiling, is constructed using just two shapes; the fat and skinny rhombs, as shown 

in figure 2.4 (b). These rhombs, with internal angles of 108°and 72°, and 114°and 36°, can again 

be tiled to infinity to form either a periodic structure, or a five fold aperiodic structure when 

the correct matching rules are used. Each polygon has a number of arrows pointing in a specific 

direction along its sides. To get a perfectly aperiodic pattern, polygon sides may only be joined 

if they have the same number of arrows and if the arrows point in the same direction. A P2 

tiling features two different shapes of tiles, namely kites and darts, and is not described.

The relationship of the Fibonacci sequence and r are intrinsic to the aperiodic versions of 

these patterns. By drawing lines down the common edges of tiles in the P3 tiling, a Fibonacci 

sequence can be created. The ratio of areas of the two rhombs is equal to r, as is the ratio of 

the occurrence of both tiles within the pattern.

Penrose tilings are important in the world of quasicrystals due to their mathematical origins 

and their relationship to theoretical atomic models that are generated using hyperspace. It is 

possible to superimpose a Penrose tiling onto quasicrystal atomic models [29,66], as well as 

experimental data [27]. In such cases it may be possible to superimpose Penrose tilings onto 

atomic positions. Examples of such superimposing are shown in figure 2.5. Such a technique is 

invaluable when characterising quasicrystal surfaces and the thin films grown upon them.
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Figure 2.5: (a) A P3 tiling super imposed onto the atomic structure of d-Al-Ni-Co projected 
along the tenfold axis, with dark and grey dots denoting transition metals and A1 respectively, and 
larger dots denoting atoms at 2 = 0 and smaller dots at 2 ~ 2A. Structure reprinted from [66], 
superimposition reprinted from [29]. (b) A P3 tiling superimposed on a high resolution STM image 
from d-Al-Ni-Co. It is possible to see mismatches in the tiling caused by surface defects, indicated 
by tiles with a thicker edge. Reprinted from [27].

2.4 Generating aperiodicity from higher dimensions

While it is relatively simple to produce a periodic sequence in three dimensions by identifying a 

segment, or group of segments, and repeating them to infinity, generating a sequence which never 

features any repeating segment is a more complex task. To construct an aperiodic system in 

one, two or three dimensions, it is necessary to utilise the concept of higher dimensionality [67].

In an effort to construct an aperiodic structure in three dimensions, which is required to 

describe quasicrystallinity, a basic one dimensional system must first be considered.

2.4.1 Section Method

To generate a one dimensional aperiodic sequence, it is necessary to consider a two dimensional 

arrangement of lattice points. A periodic lattice can be defined by r = ma + ri2b, where 

ni = n2 = d. An infinitely long line, i7par, is projected from the origin at a specific angle 9. 

Every lattice point will then have a line projected from it, Rperp, which is oriented perpendicular 

to Rpar- The length this line. A, is defined as

A = d(cos 9 + sin 9) (2.4)
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Figure 2,6: A schematical representation of the section method.

and centered on the lattice point. Any lattice point whose Rperp component intersects with Rpar 

is then projected onto Rpar. The angle at which the Rpar is oriented will dictate what kind of 

sequence is projected upon it. If the angle is irrational, it will never intersect a coordinate of 

integer values other than at the origin. If the angle of Rpar is related to the golden mean cot d — t, 

then a sequence of points corresponding to the Fibonacci sequence will be generated. For such 

a sequence, the longer separations (L) will have length dcosr and the shorter separations (S) 
will have length dsinr.

Using such a method, the original two dimensional lattice is considered to be a hyper dimen

sional construct, from which real space can be obtained. For the case of the Section method, 

Rpar is considered real, or parallel or external space, while RPerp is considered perpendicular or 
internal space.

This method can then be expanded to create aperiodicity in three dimensions. Firstly, a 

lattice in six dimensions must be considered. Lattice vectors are specified by:
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Where c — 1 for a hypercubic lattice and tan^ = 2. From this lattice, three dimensional real 

space HJI can be obtained with the first 3 terms of the matrix forming realspace coordinates. 

The remaining three terms form the virtual space H‘L. The lattice points can then be decorated 

with occupational domains (OD’s), which are three dimensional constructs and oriented with 

respect to H^. Lattice points from the OD’s that fall upon the real space plane will be equivalent 

to the atomic positions of the crystal structure that is being derived.

A simple cubic 6D reciprocal lattice gives rise to a primitive type structure, or P~type. By 

giving each lattice coordinate a basis of 3 points, a face centered structure can be constructed, 

or F-type. Aluminium based quasicrystals are based upon an F-type 6D reciprocal lattice, with 

Al-Pd-Mn having the space group FmS5 [6,68], while the binary i-Cd-Yb quasicrystal is based 

on the P-type lattice [47] and has the space group Pm35.

The notation used for indexing the space groups is known as the Hermann-Manguin notation 

and is used to represent the symmetry elements in point groups, plane groups and space groups 

[69], and is adequate to describe the symmetries of the higher dimensional groups used to create 

quasicrystals [70]. A cube, which has three point groups and a mirror axis, is denoted as m3. 

However the quasicrystal is formed in higher dimensions, for which 5 point groups can exist, 

denoted by a 5. These two sets of point groups may also be inverted to generate themselves, 

which is denoted by overlining. The initial symbol denotes the type of cubic lattice used. P 

denotes a primitive cube, while F denotes a face centered cube.

2.4.2 Indexing methods for aperiodic diffraction

For indexing purposes, generalised Miller indices are used as introduced by Elser [71], and take 

the form < hi, hs,/m, ^5, he > f°r 6D space. These indices are utilised in a similar way to 

Miller indices for a periodic crystal, in that hi corresponds to a lattice vector. However an
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aperiodic crystal is not limited to symmetry in three dimensions, hence more than three terms 

are required.

To understand the indexing method, first consider the reciprocal of the 6D lattice used to 

create the bulk quasicrystal. Lattice points in reciprocal space are given by:

di = a'

f 0 1 sin 9 cos Hp '

0 sin 9 sin

1 1

0
>’ i —c sin# cos

0 —csin#sin^p
i C j \ —CCOS# j

i = 2,..., 6 (2.6)

With c = 1 and tan# — 2. The vectors af, i = 1, ...,6 can then be considered real space 

projections of the basis vectors d*, i = 1,..., 6, where:

a* = (0,0,1), = a*(sin#cos-—-,sin#sin—— ,cos#), a* =|| a| ||, i = 2,...,6 (2.7)5 5

These lattice vectors can be envisioned as vectors of an icosahedron, with the vectors being 

directed towards the corners of an icosahedron as shown in figure 2.7 (a). These vectors can 

then be projected onto a real space diffraction plane in order to create a diffraction pattern as 

seen in 2.7 (b). The vector a^ is perpendicular to the projected plane and hence its magnitude 

is not measurable.

For a periodic crystal, diffraction spots are limited in their distribution in that the distance 

between the spots must be at least ie. the minimum separation of the atoms in a periodic 

lattice is a. However an aperiodic diffraction pattern is different. Combining certain vectors 

as shown in figure 2.7 (c) creates new vectors of magnitude less than a*. As the combination 

of vectors can create new vectors that have irrational angles, this leads to a diffraction pattern 

composed of an infinitely dense set of diffraction spots, and in experiment would create diffraction 

patterns that could not be discerned. However, the intensity of each diffraction spot in the 

infinitely dense pattern is not uniform. This enables an aperiodic crystal to generate a diffraction 

pattern that consists of discrete diffraction spots.
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Figure 2.7: (a) The orientation of the reciprocal lattice vectors a*, (b) Physical space projection 
of the reciprocal lattice vectors, and how the vectors are labeled with generalised Miller indices, 
(c) Example of how diffraction spots for an aperiodic crystal can occur with separations less than
27T

2.5 The discovery of i-Cd-Yb and subsequent ternary alloys

For the 16 years after the publication of Dan Shechtman’s discovery, the majority of subsequently 

discovered stable quasicrystals were ternary alloys usually consisting of A1 and two other con

stituents. Several binary quasicrystals were discovered, such as the dodecagonal quasicrystal 

Ta-Te [72], but their lack of abundance and stability made them difficult to study. In 2000, An 

Pang Tsai published the discovery of the first thermodynamically stable binary quasicrystal [47].

Tsai et al. have been able to prepare quasicrystal alloys made from Cd-Mg-RE (where RE 

is a rare earth) [73]. This family of quasicrystal was discovered taking an z-Zn-Mg-RE and 

replacing the Zn component with Cd. Quasicrystals can be considered to be a Hume-Rothery 

electron compound with a definite valence concentration (valence electron to atom ratio or e/a) 

of roughly 2 [74]. The e/a ratio may be calculated by;

e/a = Za(1 — cb) + Zbcb (2.8)

Where Z is the valency of species A and B and cb is the concentration of species B.

The e/a ratio is an important determinant crystal structures due to its indication of how 

full the structures Brillouin zones are. If a Brillouin zone is filled but more electrons are present, 

it is energetically favourable to change4 the shape of the Brillouin zone to accommodate more 

(resulting in a structure change) then to promote electrons across the band gap to the next
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empty or partially filled Brillouin zone.

This makes it possible to predict what compounds may make quasicrystals when swapping 

constituents from existing quasicrystals to make new materials. Stable Al-transition metal 

quasicrystals have an e/a of around 1.75, while AZn-Mg-Al quasicrystal has an e/a ratio of 

2.1-2.2. By replacing the Zn with Cd in the Zn-Mg-Dy quasicrystal, a new stable compound was 

discovered with stoichiometry Cd(36Mg2iDyi3 and an e/a of 2.15. The Dy component can be 

replaced with several rare earth materials. By adjusting the composition to CdesMg^oKEis to 

maintain an e/a of 2.15, new icosahedral materials including Cd-Mg-Yb and Cd-Mg-Ca, can be 

created. Cd-Mg-Yb is of note as it is the most stable material from this family of quasicrystals. 

This ultimately means that a quasicrystal of this composition can be grown as a large crystal 

relatively easily.

Other conditions to construct a stable quasicrystal include size of the constituent atoms, 

and electronegativity [74]. The difference in size of atomic species present in a material may be 

calculated by;

6 = TA - rs 
ta

(2.9)

Where r is the atomic radius of species A and B. If the size of the constituent species differs 

by more than 15%, even at low concentrations, a quasicrystalline structure is unstable. The 

constituents must also have a significant difference in their electronegativity, ensuring bonds 

with some ionic character are formed. In terms of the most important factors for forming 

a quasicrystal, e/a is the most stringent rule, with even the smallest change in composition 

of a quasicrystal giving a large change in e/a. In materials where species can be exchanged 

freely because they are divalent, atomic size is the next important factor. Electronegativity is a 

comprehensive rule for forming any ionic compound, and must also be adhered to strictly.

In this system it is found that Cd and Mg form a mutual continuous solid solution over a 

wide temperature range, implying that the two elements are interchangeable without affecting 

the solids structure. So by systematically eliminating the Mg component of the alloy, a brand 

new quasicrystalline phase was discovered at a composition of Cds.TYb [47,73]. X-ray diffraction 

reveals diffraction peaks that can be attributed to icosahedral symmetry using the indexing

method proposed by Elser [71], exhibiting a primitive icosahedral lattice. Both Cd and Yb 

are divalent, with the e/a of the quasicrystal being 2.0, adhering to the valence concentration
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condition. Also, the difference in size of the two species is 2%, so the size condition is also 

adhered to.

The surface study of the Cd-Yb system is however hindered by the high vapour pressure of 

Cd. The study of this material in an Ultra High Vacuum (UHV) environment is problematic, as 

upon heat treatment the Cd component of the material evaporates from the surface. To solve 

this issue i-Cd-Yb is modified so that a new species of quasicrystal is created, i-Ag-In-Yb.

2.6 The icosahedral Ag-In-Yb quasicrystal

Guo et al. replaced the Cd component with equal amounts of Cd’s neighbours in the periodic 

table, namely Ag and In [52]. Substituting Cd in this way creates a compound that still adheres 

to the Hume-Rothery conditions above. Silver is monovalent while In is trivalent, so in equal 

parts the new material will have 2 free electrons per atom. In regards to atomic sizes, dcd — 0.314 

nm, d.Ag ~ 0.290 nm and din = 0.332 nm with do.5vip-i-o.5Jn — 0.311 nm, so that the overall 

difference in size between the original constituent and its substitutes is 1%. Only the Cd 

species is replaced and the amount of Yb is unchanged in this new quasicrystal. This gives a 

material with a composition of Ag42ln42Ybi6. This process can also be used to produce a sister 

material Agq^Im^Caio.

X-ray diffraction of this material reveals diffraction peaks that can be attributed to icosa

hedral symmetry with an estimated quasilattice parameter of 0.559 nm. Selected-area electron 

diffraction of this material, shown in figure 2.8, confirms it to have six fivefold, ten three fold and 

fifteen twofold axes. The composition of this material cannot be modified to the same extent of 

that of its progenitor, Cd-Mg-Yb. To remain in the quasicrystalline phase, the amount of Yb 

can only be changed by 1 at.%. If the concentration of Yb is fixed at 16 at.%, the amounts of 

Ag and In can be modified by a few at.% and still produce a stable quasicrystal, showing that 

this material is a Hume-Rothery electron compound.

One of the prominent comparisons between i-Cd-Yb CAg-In-Yb and i-Ag-In-Ca are that 

these materials are isostmctural; the atomic structure of i-Cd-Yb is the same as A Ag-In-Yb. 

The similarity of their structures can be seen by comparing the X-ray diffraction peaks as shown 

in figure 2.9, and by comparing their selected-area electron diffraction patterns (which are not 
shown).
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Figure 2.8: Selected-area electron diffraction patterns of i-Ag-In-Ca, which has the same structure 

as Ag-In-Yb and displays the same diffraction pattern, (a) Fivefold symmetry pattern, (b) threefold 

symmetry pattern, (c) twofold symmetry pattern. Reprinted from ref. [52].

■ ■ 1 ■ ■ ■ ‘ 1 ■ ■ ■ ■ 1 *

29 (degree) Cu-Ka

Figure 2.9: X-ray diffraction spectra from z-Cd-Yb and z-Ag-In-Yb. Spectrum (a) reprinted from 

ref. [73] and spectrum (b) reprinted from ref. [52].
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Bulk structure determination of i-Cd-Yb and i-Ag-In-Yb

Determination of a crystal structure is an essential part in understanding the crystals physical 

properties, and predicting how the crystal will behave under certain conditions. Takakura et 

al. [48] have calculated a complete model structure for i-Cd-Yb, which also supplies a model 

structure for i-Ag-In-Yb. This is the first time such a complete model has been calculated for 

any species of quasicrystal.

Unlike periodic crystals and ten fold quasicrystals, icosahedral quasicrystals are aperiodic 

in all three spatial dimensions. Due to this, it is not possible to use two dimensional imaging 

techniques such as High Resolution Electron Microscopy (HREM) to determine their structures. 

For previous icosahedral quasicrystals progress has been made on their structure determination, 

as is the case for «-Al-Pd-Mn [75], but due to the chemical disorder it is difficult to determine 

the contrast between diffraction spots, and hence detail the exact species of the atoms present. 

However, as i-Cd-Yb is binary, the contrast between the two constituents is enough to tell them 

apart. x-Cd-Yb also has the benefit of having two approximants, 1/1 CdgYb and 2/1 Cds.gYb, 

for which detailed structural analysis has also been achieved [76,77]. The approximant materials 

are useful for the determination of the quasicrystals structure, as they have similar compositions 

to the quasicrystal but are periodic, having very large unit cells.

The structures of previously discovered quasicrystals, such as Al-Mn and Al-Zn-Mg, have 

been deduced by considering their respective approximant materials. The structure of Al-Mn was 

deduced by studying the structure of 1/1 a-Al-Mn-Si, which has a large unit cell that features a 

three dimensional Penrose tiling similar to that of Al-Mn [71]. The structure of Al-Zn-Mg was 

also discovered in a similar way [78].

Both approximants of the Cd-Yb system are constructed by a packing Rhombic Triacontra- 

hedral (RTH) clusters which exhibit well-defined chemical order. These approximants exhibit a 

cubic packing of clusters, the 1/1 having clusters stacked in a body centered structure, and the 

2/1 approximant having a more complex packing. The cell parameters of 1/1 and 2/1 approx

imants are related to each other as 6 = 1.566 nm and rb — 2.533 nm respectively. The cluster 

units are linked along the twofold access at a distance of b (b-linkages), and along the threefold 

axes by a distance of c = by/3/2 (c linkages). The structure of the RTH clusters is shown in 

figure 2.10. The individual atomic shells are placed inside each other in a maimer similar to a 
Russian doll.
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Figure 2.10: Atomic structure of the 5 shells responsible for the atomic clusters present in z-Cd- 
Yband it’s 1/1 and 2/1 approximants, and their radii (r). These shells include (a) tetrahedron 
of 4 Cd atoms (b) dodecahedron of 20 Cd atoms (r = 0.46 nm) (c) icosahedron of 12 Yb atoms 
(r = 0.56 nm) (d) icosidodecahedron of 30 Cd atoms (r = 0.65 nm) (e) rhombic triacontrahedron 
of 92 Cd atoms (r = 0.78 nm along its twofold direction). Grey atoms signify Cd, while yellow 
signifies Yb. Reprinted from ref. [48]

To determine the structure of the quasicrystal, X-ray diffraction spectra were obtained at 

varying angles [48]. Synchrotron radiation was used due to the resolution obtainable, on a single 

grain of high structural quality and low mosaic spread. This determined the space group of the 

quasicrystal to be Pm35 with an icosahedral lattice constant of a = 0.5689 nm. For the first step 

of structure determination, a phase reconstruction for Fourier synthesis was achieved by applying 

a low-density elimination method. The obtained phases and Fourier amplitudes were then used 

to generate the electron densities within the 6D unit cell of the quasicrystal. The densities 

clearly concentrate at the three high symmetry planes, and allow the chemical decoration to 

be identified due to the contrast between Cd and Yb atoms, with the higher electron densities 

observed being attributed to Yb atoms. From a detailed analysis of this map, atomic clusters 

of identical structure and chemical decoration to that observed in the approximant crystals are 

also present in the quasicrystal.

The density maps calculated are not detailed enough to achieve a structural description 

similar to those achieved for periodic crystals. Hence it is necessary to design a structural model 

with a reasonable number of parameters that can be tested and refined using experimental data. 

This process is simplified by using the approximant crystals structures and the 6D electron 

density map. It is shown that a subset of vertices can be derived from a three dimension 

Penrose tiling (3DPT), of edge length a, and connected by b linkages and c linkages. The 

resulting structure generates a model with no unreasonably small interatomic distances (apart
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Figure 2.11: Demonstration of a r3 inflation of the z-Cd-Ybmodel. Yellow dots represent RTH 
units which grey dots represent c-linkages. (a) Demonstrates the inflation in 2D space, while (b) 
shows this in 3D. Reprinted from ref. [48]

from those seen in the disordered Cd4 tetrahedron) and a composition of Cdgs.rYbie 3 which 

is in agreement with experimental data. Another way of describing the structure is through 

inflation, in that a set of specific points when scaled up by a specific factor, for the case of this 

model the factor is r3, can be seen to occur again in an identical arrangement, as shown in 

figure 2.11. Inflation in this sense also occurs within a PI Penrose tiling and is also know as self 

similarity.

Atomic surfaces can then be determined by taking slices from the atomic model perpendic

ular to the five, three or two fold axis, depending on which surface is required. Figure 2.12 

demonstrates a plane of atoms taken perpendicular to the five fold axis. This figure also illus

trates the possibility of superimposing a PI tiling upon the atomic structure by using the centres 

of the RTH clusters as vertices. These atomic planes can then be compared to experimental 

results and their validity of potential bulk terminations determined.

To modify this model for use for i-Ag-In-Yb, the replacement of Cd with Ag and In must 

be considered. As the Yb component is unchanged the positions of the Yb atoms will not be 

modified. However, the species of atom that replaces each Cd atom position is ambiguous, and 

cannot be known with certainty. However, this model provides an excellent tool for comparison 

with experimental results.
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Figure 2.12: A Penrose tiling superimposed upon a plane of atoms perpendicular to the five 
fold axis of the z-Cd-Yb atomic model. The red dots indicate the positions of Cd, green dots the 
positions of Yb, and the blue dots the position of the cluster center. The smaller darker red dots 
indicate Cd atoms on a lower atomic plane.

2.7 Comparisons of the bulk physical and electrical properties 

of i-Ag-In-Yb to A1 based quasicrystals

Until the discovery of z-Cd-Yb, the majority of icosahedral quasicrystal structures were com

posed of a combination of atomic clusters; the Mackay cluster for the Al-Mn class of quasicrystals, 

and the Bergman cluster for the Al-Zn-Mg class of quasicrystal. The former cluster consists of 

an icosahedron of 12 atoms within a larger icosahedron, while the latter of these clusters is made 

from an icosahedron surrounded by a rhombic triacontrahedral. The z-Cd-Yb and z-Ag-In-Yb 

quasicrystals are constructed by an aperiodic packing of rhombic triacontrahedral clusters. Be

cause of this it is possible to underpin the chemical ordering of the z-Cd-Yb, and to a degree, 

the chemical ordering for z-Ag-In-Yb. For A1 based quasicrystals it is not possible to overcome 

the chemical disorder. Reasons for this include lack of contrast on X-ray diffraction spectra, and 

the inability for certain experimental techniques to identify the species of any observed atoms, 

and an inherent chemical disorder present in quasicrystals.

Electronically, icosahedral quasicrystals are interesting due to a drop in the density of states
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Figure 2.13: Density of state calculations for i-Ag-In-Yb and z-AleMn. (a) shows the individual 
DOS of all 3 metals in z-Ag-In-Yb while (b) shows the total DOS (both spectra reprinted from 
ref. [83]). (c) Total DOS of AleMn (Reprinted from ref. [80])

(DOS) at the Fermi level, as seen from first principle calculations. This pseudogap separates 

the bonding and anti-bonding states. For example in i-Al-Cu-Fe the drop in the DOS about the 

Fermi level is ~ 1/3, while in i-Al-Cu-Ru the drop in the DOS is ~ 1/10 [79]. First principle 

calculations indicate that a hybridisation of the s, p and d orbitals of the materials leads to 

the pseudogap, as well as a contribution from the Hume-Rothery mechanism responsible for the 

valence electron concentration condition e/a [80,81].

Unlike A1 based quasicrystals, z-Cd-Yb does not exhibit sp-d hybridisation, but instead 

exhibits p-d hybridisation, as seen in the DOS calculations around the Fermi level (figure 2.13). 

It is determined that for z-Cd-Yb, the pseudogap is caused primarily by the hybridisation of the 

Yb 5d band with the Cd 5p band [82].

The z-Cd-Yb quasicrystal exhibits physical and electronic properties expected from a qua

sicrystalline material. However, due to the inclusion of a rare earth in the Cd-RE family of 

quasicrystals, other physical and electronic properties are observed, such as large electronic 

specific heat coefficients and high magnetoresistance [6-8].
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Chapter 3

Surface studies of quasicrystals

3.1 Introduction

While bulk studies of materials are important for characterising the structure of such solids, 

surface studies play an important role in discovering their physical and chemical properties. 

Since quasicrystals exhibit properties not observed for periodic crystals, it is of interest to explore 

how the aperiodic structures of these materials has modified them to have these characteristics.

Several species of quasicrystalline materials have been discovered and have been utilised in 

further surface studies such as epitaxy. It is important to consider these previous studies while 

examining new materials so that their behaviour can be compared, and how the differences in 

these materials influence such reactions.

Introduced below is a brief summary of work completed on the clean surface of the icosahedral 

quasicrystal Al-Pd-Mn. This quasicrystal is considered due to it being an already established 

field of study, and also due to several key similarities and differences between i-Al-Pd-Mn and 

z-Ag-In-Yb. Both quasicrystals are tri-metallic and exhibit an icosahedral symmetry. However 

there are several differences including properties, atomic structure and behaviour of epitaxially 

grown elements that makes the Al-Pd-Mn system a good comparative tool when studying the 

i-Ag-In-Yb quasicrystal.

The first elements that were found to create aperiodic overlayers on a quasicrystal were Sb 

and Pb, having been deposited on the i-Al-Pd-Mn and d-Al-Ni-Co quasicrystals [30]. This dis

covery has led to the growth of many more single element quasicrystalline thin films. One system
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Figure 3.1: (a) LEED pattern taken from the fivefold surface of i-Al-Pd-Mn. (b) and (c) HAS 

spectra taken along two high symmetry directions. Reprinted from [84]

that has been extensively studied is that of Bi on i-Al-Pd-Mn, which forms a quasicrystalline 

monolayer followed by the growth of islands. This epitaxial investigation is briefly detailed to 

show how quasicrystals can be used as a template for other quasicrystalline structures. Finally, 

the first surface study into z-Ag-In-Yb is reviewed, and a brief comparison of both systems is 

included.

3.2 Determination of the surface structure of the i-Al-Pd-Mn 

quasicrystal

Icosahedral Al-Pd-Mn is one of the most studied quasicrystals to date. Its ease of preparation and 

suitability for surface studies makes it an excellent choice for exploring the effects of aperiodicity 

of a surface, and a prime candidate for epitaxial studies.

As well as various techniques, the fivefold surface has also been explored in terms of prepara

tion conditions. It is found that the anneal temperature plays an important role in determining 

the type of surface plane that is observed. This surface has been studied at anneal temperatures 

of 700 K up to anneal temperatures of 1050 K. Anneal temperatures below 900 K produce a 

surface that is covered in protrusions [13]. An anneal temperature of 900 K or more for a suffi

cient period of time will produce an atomically flat, step terrace structure, while greater anneal 

temperatures modify the surface further. A surface prepared using an anneal temperature of 

900 K ~ 950 K is presented first, while studies using higher anneal temperatures are explained 

later.

The long range ordering of z-Al-Pd-Mn is examined by using a combination of Low Energy 

Electron Diffration (LEED) [22] and Helium Atom Scattering (HAS) [84], the latter of which
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Figure 3.2: (a) An STM image of the clean fivefold surface of i-Al-Pd-Mn (600 nm x 600 nm), 

with two line profiles with (b) from the black line and (c) from the white line. Reprinted from [85].

is extremely surface sensitive providing information from the topmost layer of atoms. LEED 

shows a diffraction pattern of sharp spots conforming to a fivefold diffraction pattern (figure 

3.1 (a)), while HAS displays a r scaling of maxima (figure 3.1 (b)), indicating the presence of 

aperiodic ordering.

Probing the local surface structure using STM displays a surface that is atomically flat and 

arranged in a step terrace structure [13], which is shown in figure 3.2 (a). The step heights 

encountered depends on the anneal temperature used. An anneal temperature of 900 K will 

produce a surface exhibiting steps of three heights, 5 = 2.4 ± 0.2 A, M = 4.1 ± 0.2 A and L = 

6.5 ±0.2 A. The medium step height is not encountered often, indicating that terraces featuring 

an M step axe less preferred. Also, the step heights are related by r such that M/S ^ L/M « r.

The sequence of step heights also forms a Fibonacci sequence shown in figure 3.2 (b). This 

feature shows with greater clarity the importance of this sequence and the golden mean in the 

understanding of aperiodic order. There are also occurrences of pits on terraces. These pits have 

depths that are the same as step heights, or combinations of step heights, as shown in figure 3.2 

(c).

The structure on these terraces can be resolved using STM, with the structure of 2 adjacent 

terraces shown in figure 3.3 (a) and (b) [86]. The terraces are atomically flat and axe dominated
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Figure 3.3: (a) and (b) 30 nm x 10 nm atomic resolution images of the fivefold surface of i- 
AlPdMn, showing the different density distribution of holes on consecutive terraces, (c) A 10 nm 

x 10 nm STM image with white lines super imposed running through specific points of the dark 

stars demonstrating the Fibonacci sequence exhibited by the surface. Reprinted from [86].

by a surface depression in the shape of a ‘dark star’ (three of these have been highlighted in figure 

3.3 (b)), and a formation of protrusions known as a white flower (one of which is highlighted in 

figure 3.3 (c)). The dark stars all have the same orientation while the white flowers are oriented 

parallel to the dark stars or at 36° to them. The spacings between the points of the dark stars 

are related by r and by drawing lines through these points it is possible to form a Fibonacci 

sequence, which is demonstrated in figure 3.3 (c).

However the two adjoining terraces have different densities of these features, with the terrace 

displayed in (b) having roughly 3 times more of the amount of dark stars than the terrace 

displayed in (a). It has been suggested that there are only two differing bulk terminations that 

constitute surface planes for i-Al-Pd-Mn; a plane which features many dark star features, and 

a plane that has few dark star features [12].

These results may then be related to the model structure of z-Al-Pd-Mn, which has undergone 

several refinements [50,75,87]. Firstly the step heights, or terrace separations, are considered [16]. 

The three major contributing factors to the selection of a surface plane have been recognised as 

the surface free energy of the elements present [23], the atomic density [88], and the gap size 

between subsequent atomic planes above and below the surface [89]. While for periodic systems 

a higher atomic density is believed to be the prevailing factor in surface plane selection, for 

quasicrystals there is evidence that a combination of all three conditions play a role in what 

atomic planes become surfaces.
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Figure 3.4: Schematic view of the refined structure of z-Al-Pd-Mn projected normal to the fivefold 

axis. Grey and black rectangles depict blocks of layers and gaps, respectively. Schematics showing 

(a) small and medium gaps, (b) only larger gaps, (c) larger gaps above regions of a moderate or 

high density, and (d) larger gaps above regions of a high density. Reprinted from [16],
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Figure 3.5: (a) A 10 nm x 10 nm STM image of one of the two possible surface planes on the 
fivefold i-Al-Pd-Mn quasicrystal, and (b) a termination from the model structure. Several features 
have been highlighted including dark stars (dS), white flowers (wF), upwards pointing white stars 
(wSu) as well as Bergman cluster below the terrace (Bb), above the terrace (Ba) and dissected by 
the terrace (cB). Reprinted from [12].

Gierer et al. has selected specific atomic planes from the model that match the experimental 

results [22]. However, the layers selected feature another atomic plane in very close proximity to 

the initially selected plane. These layers are close enough that they have been considered to be 

a single buckled layer. This produces atomic planes that have atomic densities similar to that of 

an fee Al(lll) crystal, and are also contain a high concentration of Al. This produced possible 

surface terminations which were separated by distances similar to the step heights observed by 

STM. Next, Sharma et al. have considered the gaps between atomic planes [16] using a refined 

structure model of z-Al-Pd-Mn [75,87]. The projection normal to the fivefold axis is displaying 

as a distribution of atoms along the fivefold axis is shown in figure 3.4. By considering certain 

termination rules potential surfaces are selected from atomic planes that occur after large gaps 

within the refined model structure (figure 3.4 (b)) on planes that have a high Al content. However 

it is coincidental that the bulk terminations occur on atomic planes that exhibit a high atomic 

density, are composed mostly by Al, and occur after or before large gaps.

The features and motifs expressed by the terraces can themselves be related directly to the 

model structure also. Papadopolos et al. have compared the two different terraces observed by 

STM, an example of which is shown in figure 3.5 (a) to specific planes within the model structure,

b)
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Figure 3.6: STM images of the fivefold surface of z-Al-Pd-Mn, illustrating the change in terrace 
morphology in respect to anneal temperature, (a) 500 nm x 500 nm, after annealing at 900 K.
(b) 500 nm x 500 nm, after annealing at 915 K. (c) 500 nm x 500 nm, after annealing at 925 K. 
Reprinted from [14].

with the atomic plane corresponding to (a) shown in figure 3.5 (b) [50]. Specific features have 

been identified, such as the dark star depressions which are formed from truncated Bergman 

clusters, with these features then being identified on the theoretical atomic planes (figure 3.5 

(b) and (d)). Due to the similarities between the experimental results and model structure, the 

surfaces expressed by this material are considered to be bulk terminated.

Annealing at temperatures higher than 900 K induces a change in the observed structure of 

the surface. As the anneal temperature is increased, terraces start to exhibit more voids [14]. 

However these voids are only observed on specific terraces, while other terraces appear to be 

free of such features. Terraces that exhibit voids are bordered by S steps. By increasing the 

anneal temperature, the terraces that sport voids begin to evaporate off the surface, until at 

temperatures above 925 K where these terraces have seemingly been removed. This evolution is 

shown in figure 3.6. At such preparation conditions, the terraces continue to exhibit previously 

identified features such as dark stars. However, the evaporating terraces also exhibit ten fold 

rings. These rings are not found on void free terraces.

Annealing the surface to 1050 K produces step heights that no longer feature the S step [90]. 

However, steps of heights greater than the M and L steps are observed. ‘Step bunching’ gives 

steps a height that can be considered combinations of the original three step heights [85]. An 

example of this is shown in figure 3.7 (a) with a line profile shown in (b). A linear combination 

of these three original heights can produce the height of a ‘bunched step’. For example step 

heights consisting of 5 + 2L, 2S + 3L and 35+5L are observed, although the occurrences of these



Figure 3.7: (a) An Al-Pd-Mn surface after an anneal at high temperature, (b) A line profile 
taken from (a), down several successive steps. Reprinted from [85].

heights varies, with some bunched heights being less frequent than others. This phenomena is 

not restricted just to the surface of z-Al-Pd-Mn, as it is also observed in other systems such as 

i-Al-Cu-Fe [17], z-Al-Cu-Ru [49] and i-Ag-In-Yb [91].

3.3 Epitaxially grown single element overlayers on the fivefold 

i-Al-Pd-Mn quasicrystal

With the clean fivefold surface of z-Al-Pd-Mn understood, further studies featuring the aim 

to grow a single element quasicrystal using i-Al-Pd-Mn have been accomplished. The first 

instance of Bi and Sb forming a quasicrystalline ordering on the fivefold z-Al-Pd-Mn surface was 

documented by Pranke et al [30]. The materials were deposited on the surface at 300° C, with 

the Sb layer being subsequently annealed to 550° C. LEED patterns taken from the clean surface 

and the subsequent depositions are shown in figure 3.8. The LEED patterns from Bi (figure 3.8 

(b)) and Sb (figure 3.8 (c)) show more diffraction spots. This does not indicate the existence 

of a super structure, but instead is caused by the higher electron cross scattering of the heavier 

elements which allows for the detection of more diffraction maxima.

Helium atom scattering has also been employed to test the structure of the grown over layers, 

and spectra along two different high symmetry directions are shown in figure 3.9 (a) and (b).
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Figure 3.8: LEED patterns taken from (a) the clean surface of z-Al-Pd-Mn, (b) After a deposition 

of Bi and (c) after a deposition of Sb. Reprinted from [30].

The diffraction spectra of the clean surface demonstrates r scaling as expected. The overlayers 

also show this scaling, as well as more intense peaks. The peak intensity indicates that the films 

that have been grown have a very low defect density.

Smerdon et al. have investigated the formation of the Bi overlayer by studying its growth from 

a fraction of a monolayer up to a coverage close to a complete monolayer [92]. Sub monolayer 

growth is shown in figure 3.10. Growth begins with the nucleation of several pentagonal Bi 

clusters shown in figure 3.10 (a). EFT patterns of STM images show r scaling, indicating 

the presence of quasicrystalline ordering. Further growth leads to a roughening of the overlayer 

leading to a loss of resolution. At this level of deposition, preferential absorbtion sites are limited 

to either the nucleation of clusters in sites that are still vacant, or to fill any remaining vacancies 

in an already forming cluster. At a coverage of 0.54 ML (figure 3.10 (c)) the islands begin to 

coalesce, and the overall resolution of the film reduces further. At near monolayer levels (figure 

3.10 (d)) it is still possible to resolve the structures of the Bi pentagons, but their orientation 

cannot be discerned. It is still possible to obtain fivefold FFT patterns from the surface at these 

levels of coverage, which indicates that even though the overlayer is difficult to resolve, it still
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Figure 3.9: HAS spectra of the clean surface, Bi overlayer and Sb overlayer, taken along two high 

symmetry directions. Reprinted from [30].
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Figure 3.10: Several STM images taken at varying coverages of Bi on the clean i-Al-Pd-Mn 

quasicrystal, (a); 0.13 ML,(b) 0.38 ML, (c) 0.54 ML and (d) 0.9 ML. Reprinted from [92].
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Figure 3.11: (a) STM image of the fivefold z-Al-Pd-Mn surface after a 0.13 ML deposition of 

Bi, with a PI Penrose tiling superimposed upon it. The tiling is of edge length 7.8 A. Bottom 

pentagons contain a dark star depression and axe highlighted as such, while Bi atoms are only- 

present in the top pentagons, (b) A DFT simulation of the fivefold z-Al-Pd-Mn surface with a PI 

Penrose tiling of edge length 7.76 Asuperimposed. Light grey atoms represent Al, dark grey atoms 

represent Pd and white atoms represent Mn. Bi atoms are shown in off white and form pentagons 

sitting on top of the substrate layer in the top pentagonal tiles. Reprinted from [92],

exhibits quasicrystalline order. When the monolayer is complete, it is not possible to resolve 

the overlayer. However, LEED images still indicate that the surface is quasicrystalline.

A nucleation site has thus been proposed by Smerdon et al. [92]. DFT calculations by Krajc 

et al. [5] have led to the interpretation of the i-Al-Pd-Mn quasicrystal surface being composed 

of truncated Bergman and psuedo-MacKay clusters [93]. A PI Penrose tiling has been placed 

on the 0.13 ML deposition STM image, shown in figure 3.11 (a). This image indicates that Bi 

atoms are only forming in clusters within one orientation of pentagon, namely the pentagon that 

contains the white star feature. The white star pentagon is formed from the intersection of a 

pseudo-MacKay cluster, and features a Mn atom in the center of the substrate plane. Smerdon 

et al. hence proposes that the pseudo-MacKay clusters must have a Bi pentagonal cluster form 

upon it before other nucleation sites can be considered for adsorption.

Further growth has been investigated by Sharma et al. [45], in which coverages of 1.02 ML 

and 4.5 ML were investigated. Growth further than the original wetting layer forms as islands of 

irregular size that have specific heights of four atomic heights or multiples of this number, shown 

in figure 3.12 (a). These islands have a [012] rhombohedral axis (ie. pseudocubic [100]) parallel 

to the surface normal, with the structure of these islands displayed clearly in figure 3.12 (b).
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Figure 3.12: (a) STM images of a deposition of 4.5 ML of Bi on the surface of fivefold i-Al-Pd-Mn 

at room temperature (400 nm x 400 nm). (b) 10 nm x 10 nm STM image showing the surface 

of a pseudocubic island, (c) 30 nm x 30 nm STM image of a domain boundary of a twinned 

pseudocubic island, (d) 300 nm x 300 nm STM image showing hexagonal islands, (e) 10 nm x 

10 nm STM image showing the structure of the hexagonal islands, (f) LEED pattern from the 

monolayer with hexagonally oriented Bi islands. Arrows indicate the contribution to the pattern 

from the substrate, (a) Reprinted from [45], (b) - (e) reprinted from [44].
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These islands can grow along five different orientations with respect to the surface, at angles of

Such relative orientations are shown in figure 3.12 (a).

The specific heights (or magic heights) of the islands can be explained by influence of a 

quantum size effect (QSE), where the nanometre sized scale of the system becomes comparable 

to an electron’s Fermi wavelength [94,95]. This confines electrons at the film/subtrate and 

film/vacuum interfaces, which leads to the formation of quantum well states which depend on 

the films thickness [96], Hence, certain thicknesses of a thin film will be more stable than others, 

preferentially growing to these magic heights. This effect has been reported in several other 

surfaces, such as Ag, Bi and Pb on Si(lll) [97-99].

Smerdon et al. investigated the structure of the Bi islands [44]. They document that after a 

time scale of several hours, the islands of irregular size transform into long and thin islands while 

maintaining their magic height condition. They also document the twinning of islands, where 

two islands are joined along their respective edges. Figure 3.12 (c) demonstrates the joining of 

two islands at the atomic scale, showing the domain boundary.

Increasing the amount of deposited material increases the sizes of the pseudocubic islands. 

As the size of the single domain islands increases, the island’s morphology undergoes a change 

which exposes a hexagonal plane (rhombohedral (111)) parallel to the surface. These islands 

are shown in figure 3.12 (d), with their atomic structure detailed in figure 3.12 (e). Unlike 

the pseudocubic islands, that have had reported heights of 24 layers, the hexagonal islands are 

restricted to a size of 6 layers.

As well as discrete island heights, their widths can be measured in excess of of 0.25 /rm2, which 

is in contrast to the pseudocubic islands, where if the island was of a size of 200 nm2 or greater it 

would possess at least two domains. The persistence of the pseudocubic structure indicates that 

some of these islands are stable enough to resist the transformation into a hexagonal structure.

The LEED pattern displayed in figure 3.12 (f) also demonstrates the rotational symmetry 

imparted onto the islands from the substrate. The diffraction from the hexagonal island domains 

is shown to have five possible directions of orientation indicating that the islands are rotationally 

aligned with the substrate, known as rotational epitaxy. The islands taking on a periodic 

structure indicates that the adsorbate-adsorbate interaction is stronger than the adsorbate- 

substrate interaction. If the converse were true, the islands would adopt a quasicrystalline 

order.
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The formation of this structure is dependent on the flux used to create it. A flux of 0.16 

ML/sec exhibits 30 hexagonal domains per yum2, while doubling that flux led to 900 domains 

per imr2 which are not hexagonal.

3.4 Other surface studies on A1 based quasicrystal

The studies on A1 based quasicrystals are by no means limited to the short review of literature 

included here. A Pb overlayer has been grown upon i-Al-Pd-Mn [100] and d-Al-Ni-Co [101] and 

has been shown that the first atomic layer of a deposited thin film mimicks the quasicrystalline 

structure of the substrate. Another study has shown Sn growing several fivefold features on the 

2-Al-Cu-Fe quasicrystal [39].

A more recent study onto the growth of single element quasicrystal thin films features Ag on 

the fivefold surface of i-Al-Pd-Mn [102-104]. Tins element was deposited at 325 K and grows 

as islands. The initial growth mode sees the formation of a Ag monolayer that adopts the same 

structure as the substrate, expressing dark star motifs. Islands quickly grow to a height of three 

atomic layers, after which they prefer to grow laterally. The structures exhibited by the two 

and three atomic height Ag islands consist of periodic atomic arrangements. This was observed 

previously by Fournee et al [103].

Other studies have also led to the discovery of novel structures, such as films with fivefold- 

twinned structure [29], films with magic heights influenced by quantum size effects [45,96,105] 

and quasiperiodically modulated multilayer Cu structures [32,33,106].

3.5 First UHV Surface Studies of Single-Grain Icosahedral Ag

in-Yb Quasicrystal

As i-Ag-In-Yb is relatively new, few studies have been conducted on the surface of this material. 

Studies completed on the quasicrystal have aimed to prove its quasicrystalline nature. The most 

in depth surface study conducted before the work shown in this thesis was initiated, was that 

of Sharma et al [64]. For this study, the crystal was grown using the Bridgman method, after 

which it was polished using diamond paste of 0.25 fim, and prepared using cycles of sputtering 

with Ar+ ions at an energy of 3 KeV, and subsequent annealing up to a temperature 620 K.
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Figure 3.13: Summary of results from the first surface study of z-Ag-In-Yb from ref. [64]. (a) 
RHEED pattern after annealing the surface to 470K. (b) STM image and corresponding EFT 
pattern of the surface, with a surface defect highlighted.

Reflection High Energy Electron Diffraction (RHEED) was performed on the annealed sur

face and a five fold pattern produced. Scanning Tunneling Microscopy was the final technique 

to be employed in this study and resultant images are obtained after annealing at 670 K. The 

surface appears to exhibit a step-terrace morphology as shown in 3.13 (c). Analysis of step 

heights indicate that steps tend to have height values of 0.22 to 0.29 nm, 0.70 to 0.74 nm or 0.94 

to 0.96 nm. The terraces are atomically flat, having a roughness of 0.05 nm. It is also possible 

to generate an EFT pattern from the STM images, which displays 10 spots, emphasising the 

fivefold order present.

The studies presented in this thesis aim to extend this work by characterising the surfaces 

of the five, three and twofold planes of i-Ag-In-Yb, as well as observing the behaviour of these 

surfaces when subjected to epitaxy techniques and oxygen.
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Chapter 4

Experimental methods and 

techniques

4.1 Introduction

To study a surface there are many factors that must be taken into consideration. Chemical 

species in the atmosphere prohibit the study of materials that may be reactive to small quantities 

of these contaminants. To remove the presence of this factor, Ultra High Vacuum is introduced 

as a principle tool for use in the following studies. Surface sensitive techniques which are used 

to probe such surfaces are also introduced and explained.

4.2 Experimental Methods

4.2.1 Ultra High Vacuum (UHV)

It has been understood for some time that surfaces are an important aspect of the physical 

and chemical properties of a material. Although a considerable amount of theoretical work was 

conducted on this issue, experimental work was hindered by a key fact; at a pressure of 10~6t 

(r, torr, of which 1 mbar = 0.76r — 100 Pa) a clean surface will accumulate one monolayer 

of impurities from a residual gaseous environment in roughly 1 second. This time frame is far 

too short for any experiment to be conducted. Surface impurities have a dramatic effect on a 

surface’s physical and chemical properties. For example, oxygen can rapidly change the chemical
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Low vacuum Medium vacuum High vacuum Ultra high vacuum Extreme high vacuum

1 mbar > 10 3 mbar > 10 7 mbar > 10 12 mbar < 10 12 mbar

Table 4.1: Different levels of vacuum and what pressure applies to each description

composition and structure of a metallic surface. Impurities also represent unknown quantities 

on a surface, which may change or inhibit any techniques used to collect data from the surfaces. 

The rate at which a surface will be covered by impurities can by deduced from kinetic theory;

bPrate =------ p (4.1)
MrT2

Where 6 is a universal constant (2.63 x 1026m“2s_1K1/2mbar-1)1 P is the residual pressure, Mr is 

the relative molecular mass of the contaminant and T is the temperature. So, for an atmosphere 

of N2 molecules at a pressure of 10“6 torr (or 1.31 x 10-5 mbar) at 300 K a material’s surface 

will suffer a surface impact rate of 3 x 1018 atoms m_2s“1. If every N2 molecule sticks, this 

will cover the surface in around 3 seconds (assuming the number of atoms in a m2 is 1019). 

Although this is an ideal case, there will be some modification of the sticking rate due to the 

sticking coefficients of N2 to the substrate, and the rate at which clean substrate is covered by 

the impurities.

However, technology has improved and since the 1960s and 1970s new pumps and vacuum 

systems have been developed that can create a vacuum several million times better than 10“5 

mbar. At a pressure of 10-10 mbar the time for a surface to become coated in N2 will be 

97 hours, giving plenty of time between preparation cycles to conduct meaningful experiments 

without fear of a surface becoming contaminated. With a long experimental window, and the 

relative ease of attaining such pressures, ultra high vacuum is a desirable environment in which 

to conduct surface studies.

Vacuum chamber

To obtain an ultra high vacuum environment, a few things must be considered. Firstly, how 

does one obtain such a low pressure? Secondly, how does one maintain this pressure, keeping it 

stable over long periods of time? To obtain such low pressures, a vacuum chamber is constructed
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Figure 4.1: The UHV chamber that facilitated the majority of data collection presented in this 
thesis.

in which a vacuum may be maintained and monitored, which also includes the ability to house 

apparatus required for experimental techniques. It is important that all materials inside the 

vacuum chamber are made from materials which have low vapour pressures, to stop them from 

evaporating when vacuum pressures are achieved.

A vacuum chamber is constructed from many interconnecting parts made from stainless 

steel, and a typical chamber is shown in figure 4.1. The thickness of the stainless steel walls is 

roughly 1.5 mm thick. This means that common highly reactive gases in the atmosphere, such 

as oxygen and carbon dioxide, cannot permeate into the vacuum. Although these gases cannot 

enter the chamber, hydrogen can diffuse through the steel walls, although this only occurs in 

trace amounts and does not affect experimental results. The quantities that do diffuse through 

are removed through the pumping mechanisms described below. Although it is essential to 

protect the encompassed vacuum, it is also a requirement to be able to look inside the chamber,
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Figure 4.2: Representation of the formation of an air tight seal using a copper gasket and a knife 

edge.

so that apparatus may be manipulated and samples moved. For this purpose, several blank ends 

have glass windows placed inside them. These windows are sealed so that no atmospheric gases 

can enter the chamber.

Sections of chamber and blanks are secured by simple nuts and bolts. The parts that 

interconnect to each other sport a small knife edge rim. A schematic is shown in figure 4.2. 

This allows a copper gasket to be placed between the 2 chamber pieces and when they are 

affixed to each other a seal is formed. Since copper is malleable, as the knife edge is forced into 

the copper gasket it is deformed, creating an air tight seal. Rubber can also be used as a gasket 

and at some times may be favourable due to its reusability. Ceramics are also used to allow 

wires to enter the chamber without breaking containment and without earthing them through 

the walls of the chamber. These feed-throughs are ceramic sleeves that create a buffer between 

wire and metal chamber, and also create an air tight seal.

It is often required that a vacuum chamber needs be opened to atmosphere so that equipment 

can be moved, replaced or repaired. During this time the inside of the chamber, which is kept 

clean by the presence of vacuum, is exposed to contaminants. To minimise any exposure, instead 

of venting the chamber to air it can be vented to an atmosphere of pure nitrogen. To reduce the 

contamination by macroscopic impurities work on the chamber is carried out quickly. Gloves 

are used by the operator to stop oils, dead skin and hair from hands and arms from falling 

into the chamber. If a chamber needs to be opened for a lengthy amount of time, areas open
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to atmosphere can be covered using tin foil to stop dust from falling into it. Although these 

methods are not 100% guaranteed to stop contaminants from entering the chamber, they do stop 

the majority. Any contaminants that do enter can then be removed without problem, although 

if a chamber has been open for a long time, it will take longer for the system to attain suitable 

UHV.

One contaminant that is not easy to avoid is water. Since the atmosphere consists of 1% 

water, it is inescapable that the inside of the vacuum chamber will accumulate a significant 

amount on its internal surfaces. Water is notoriously difficult to pump away using the methods 

described below, as in UHV it will freeze. To remove the bulk of water in the system, the entire 

chamber can be baked to a temperature slightly higher than that of water. This causes any 

present water and ice on the chamber walls and equipment to vapourise and be removed. This 

process does have its drawbacks however. The chamber’s main constituents are the stainless 

steel of the walls and the ceramics of the windows and feed-throughs for equipment. These 

two materials will have different heat capacities. This will mean that the materials will cool at 

different rates, and hence undergo thermal contraction at different rates and can cause breaches 

or cracks in the ceramics. To alleviate this issue, metal foil can be placed over any exposed 

ceramics to slow down their rate of cooling by trapping in hot air, and making the rate of 

thermal contraction similar to the rest of the chamber.

Other considerations in a vacuum arise from active filaments. Filaments within a UHV 

chamber will usually be constructed of a thin wire of metal, usually Ta. Some techniques 

require more specific filaments, such as LaBe for a Low Energy Electron Diffraction (LEED) 

optic. While it is active, the surface atoms of the filament will react with any contaminants in 

the chamber and sublimate. This means that filaments must be treated with extreme care. The 

gradual increase and decrease of current to a filament over a prolonged period of time will help 

increase its lifetime. If a filament sublimes in vacuum, it is no longer possible to utilise that 

technique until the chamber is vented so that it may be repaired. The process of venting, baking 

and pumping back down to UHV can take several days so it is not desirable to vent often.

Vacuum pumps

With a chamber to hold and maintain a stable vacuum, it is necessary to use a pump or pumping 

system to obtain a UHV pressures. A system of many kinds of pumps that all work in tandem is
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Figure 4.3: Schematics of the most used pumps employed for studies presented in this Thesis, (a) 
Rotary vane pump, (b) Turbomolecular pump, (c) Sputter ion pump, (d) Titanium sublimation 
pump.

used in the majority of chambers, and pumps encountered during studies featured in this thesis 

are detailed here [107].

Rotary vane pump

A rotary pump (figure 4.3 (a)) is used to obtain pressures in the region of 1 x 10-3 and as 

such functions to prepare the chamber for more delicate pumps that can reach better vacuum 

pressures, as well as evacuate those pumps of residual atmosphere. These pumps may also be 

used to remove the exhaust from the more powerful pumps, and as such are referred to as back

ing pumps. A rotary vane pump consists of a rotor mounted off centre in a chamber surrounded 

by a stator. The pump functions on a basis of changing gas volumes produced by the rotation 

of an eccentric motor which has two blades in a diametric slot. During the gas inlet phase, the 

open volume near the inlet expands until after further rotation this volume is separated from 

the inlet. Then, during the compression phase, the gas is compressed and forced through the 

exhaust valve. Due to the requirement of oil for this pump, a zeolite trap between it and the 

previous UHV pumping stage will prevent any oil contaminating the clean system.
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Turbomolecular pump

A turbomolecular pump (figure 4.3 (b)) can be used to sustain a pressure of 1 x 10-9 mbar 

and in many UHV systems is the main pump for the system. It cannot be activated above a 

pressure of 1 x 10-2 mbar due to the delicate nature of how it functions. A turbo molecular 

pump consists of several bladed fans, of which the blades are densely packed. These are at

tached to a rotor, with each successive fan having blades oriented and moving in the opposite 

direction and are usually suspended within the pumps casing using a magnetic field. The blades 

are then made to spin at high speeds (90,000 rpm is an optimal speed). Any gas molecules 

that are within the volume swept by the first set blades undergo a collision that then forces the 

gas molecule into the path of the next set of blades and so on. Since this pump is mechani

cal and undergoes many rotations in a short amount of time, it needs to be regularly maintained.

Diffusion pump

This pump can be used instead of a turbo molecular pump, although it can be used in 

tandem if the vibrations caused by the turbo molecular pump are counter productive to any 

techniques being performed but pumping is still required. It can be used to sustain pressures of 

1 x 10"10 mbar and can be used from a base pressure of 1 x ICT1 mbar. A reservoir of oil is heated 

and directed as a jet of heated gaseous molecules. This is then deflected into the path of gas 

molecules from the UHV system. The collisions then force the flow from the UHV chamber into 

the the bottom of the chamber, while the heated oil particles return to the liquid reservoir they 

originated from. This creates a greater gas pressure at the bottom of the diffusion pump, which 

is then removed using a backing pump. Cooling is required along the sides of the pump to oppose 

any back streaming of molecules, and is supplied using a liquid nitrogen reservoir. As this has no 

moving parts, it is a long lived pump, but requires the coolant to be replaced at regular intervals.

Titanium sublimation pump

The titanium sublimation pump (figure 4.3 (d)) is an additional pump used to correct any 

bursts of pressure that might occur during an experimental process (for example, recovering 

the base pressure after sputtering) and cannot be used as a stand alone pump. It functions by 

passing a current of 40 amps through a thick Ti based filament. This causes Ti to sublimate and
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coat the inside of the chamber wall ai’ound it. The Ti film is highly reactive to gaseous species 

and forms stable chemical bonds with any stray contaminants, binding them to the wall of the 

chamber. As some Ti molecules may find there way into the experimental parts of the chamber, 

it is important not to use this pump if samples are reactive to Ti atoms. Titanium sublimation 

pumps are usually activated for a minute once over a cei'tain period (usually between 4 to 8 

hours) and after a clean and stable vacuum is obtained, are rarely used afterwards.

Sputter ion pump

To obtain a pressure of 1 x 10 ^ mbar a sputter ion pump (figure 4.3 (c)), more commonly 

known as an ion pump, is used. The pump is usually operated from a pressure of 1 x 10~8. 

This pump operates by ionising gases and then trapping them using a strong electric potential 

between 3kV to 8kV. Electrons are produced in hollow cells which ionise free atoms, and then 

cause them to become trapped within the crossed electric and magnetic fields. These ions then 

swirl around until the positive ions come in contact with a chemically active cathode, usually 

composed of Ti, inducing a sputter effect. The sputtered Ti atoms then travel to the anode, 

forming a ’getter’ film. The Ti atoms then react with the active gases present, forming stable 

compounds which become buried under successive sputtered Ti atoms that form a new active 

film over captured impurities. Since this pump contains no moving parts and causes no vibra

tions, it needs little maintenance, and can be used to maintain a good UHV environment during 

vibration sensitive experiments.

Pressure monitoring

Although it’s possible to guess how good a vacuum is by monitoring the efficiency of any 

used pumps, it is imperative to monitor the pressure of a vacuum during an experiment to 

ensure that results taken are not being altered by any unexpected contaminants. It is also a 

requirement to know the pressure in case of sudden leaks, so that pumps may be shut down or 

isolated before they become damaged.

Between a pressure range of 1 x 10-6 to 1 x 10-12, an ion gauge is used. This gauge consists 

of 3 electrodes; a filament, a grid and a collector plate. An electron emitted by the filament will 

move into the grid. During the travel time, there is a chance it may collide with a gaseous atom, 

causing the gaseous atom to become ionised. These ions are then captured by the collector plate,
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Figure 4.4: A simple representation of the Bridgman method.

from which an ion current is formed. The current will be proportional to the amount gaseous 

atoms present in the system, and hence a pressure can be calculated.

4.2.2 Sample cleaning 

Ex situ preparation

Samples used in these studies were grown at IMRAM at Tohoku University in Sendai, Japan. 

They were grown using the Bridgman method [108] shown in figure 4.4. This process involves 

heating a polycrystalline material above its melting point, and slowly cooling it from one end 

where a seed crystal is located. A single crystal can then be grown along the length of the 

container. The sample is then cut (spark-etched) perpendicular to the required axis, which is 

determined using Laue backscattering.

Once a crystal is grown and cut to the required size, the surface intended for study needs 

to be prepared. The surface is roughly polished using a suspension of diamond granules of 

different sizes in the micrometer range. The greater the granule size, the rougher the treatment. 

Diamond granules can be suspended in several mediums, although for crystal polishing these 

mediums tend to be a paste or an oil. The suspension is held by using a polishing pad of specific 

roughness. The roughnesses of pads vary from sand paper-esque to delicate fibres. Larger 

granule sizes benefit from rougher polishing pads. While it is possible to polish a crystal using 

paste on a polishing pad affixed to a turn table, due to the brittleness of quasicrystals, polishing 

by hand is preferred to minimise potential damage.
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With a clean and polished crystal, it is now possible to prepare the sample for insertion into 

UHV. Since crystals come in a variety of shapes and sizes, a standardised plate shape and size 

is introduced onto which a crystal can be affixed. These plates are made from either Mo, Ta or 

stainless steel. Since sudden thermal gradients can cause crystals to undergo structural changes 

or break along grain boundaries, the crystals are affixed to the plate by using thin tantalum 

straps that hold the crystal to the plate by the straps tension. Upon affixing to a plate, the 

crystal and plate are cleaned in a sonic bath while submerged in methanol to remove as much 

excess polishing material as possible. The crystal is then kept submerged in methanol until it 

is ready to be placed into the chambers load lock.

In situ preparation

Once inserted into a UHV environment, it is no longer possible to directly manipulate the 

crystal or its surface. Any adjustments must now be made via apparatus pre inserted into the 

the chamber. With treatment detailed above, the crystal surface will be clean and smooth to 

the naked eye. On the atomic scale this is not the case, as even though the crystal has been 

immersed in methanol, there will still be residual amounts of diamond paste remaining, as well as 

any contaminants picked up while transferring the sample to the chambers load lock. To further 

clean the crystal and eventually prepare an atomically flat surface, it is exposed to cycles of ion 

bombardment, or sputtering, and subsequent heat treatment, or annealing.

Sputtering is the process of bombarding the surface with energetic ions in an attempt to 

remove the top-most atomic layers from the surface. This will remove any impurities such as 

oxides that accumulate over a long period and any structures which may have been grown on 

the sample in a previous study that are no longer required. This process involves ionising an 

inert atomic species such as a Argon. Although any noble gas can be used, one of sufficient mass 

is preferred. The sputtering is done by use of an electron gun, which utilises free electrons to 

remove electrons via elastic collisions from the valence bands of the noble gas. This leaves the 

noble gas with a positive charge.

Next, the ions are subject to an electric field. This will then accelerate the ions to a specified 

energy, which is aimed at the surface of the crystal to be cleaned. The resulting collisions with 

the crystals surface will knock the surface atoms off of the bulk, ’etching’ away at the surface. 

This processes may be carried out for varying periods of time, depending on the condition of
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Figure 4.5: Concentrations of atomic species on the z-Ag-In-Yb surface as a function of anneal 
temperature as observed by XPS. Reprinted from [64].

the surface.

The effect of sputtering on i-Ag-In-Yb has been studied by Sharma et al. [64]. By utilising 

X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS), which is explained below, the relative amounts of 

the surfaces constituents were measured as a function of anneal temperature. The resulting 

concentrations shown in figure 4.5 shows that sputtered surface is chemically different to that 

of the annealed surface. During ion bombardment, In is preferentially sputtered away leaving a 

Ag rich surface of composition Ag7iIn24Yb5. As heat is applied, the concentrations shift so that 

the resulting surface has a composition similar to the bulk of the material, of Ag4oIn45Ybi5.

Reflection High Energy Electron Diffraction (RHEED) was also performed at several tem

peratures. After sputtering no pattern was discernable, indicating no surface structure. This 

is in contrast to Al base quasicrystals that adopt a periodic structure after surface bombard

ment. Upon heating to 470 K diffraction streaks were observed, with the pattern not changing 

as anneal temperatures approached 670 K.

After sputtering, the surface is reduced to a rough structure. For some Al based quasicrystals
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the resulting rough structure is periodic [24], This is caused by the preferential removal of A1 

from the surface, which adjusts the surfaces composition to a phase which exhibits a periodic 

structure. For i-Ag-In-Yb the sputtered surface shows no structure [64], with the change in 

composition shifting the material to an amorphous phase. While these rough structures may 

be suitable for some surface techniques, for techniques such as Scanning Tunneling Microscopy 

(STM) a rough surface may actively damage the apparatus.

To smooth the surface to make it suitable for several surface sensitive techniques, the crystal 

is annealed. The process of annealing requires the crystal to be heated up to a temperature just 

below the surface melting point. This allows atoms from the bulk to diffuse to the surface and 

create an energetically favourable termination. Heat treatments can last for a varied amount of 

time. Long treatments are used on newly cut samples in an attempt to remove bulk impurities 

[109]. Samples that have already experienced several preparation cycles may only need a couple 

of hours of heat treatment to re-correct for the damage done during sputtering. The temperature 

of the crystal can be measured using an optical pyrometer set to the emissivity of the annealing 

material, or by using a thermocouple.

4.3 Experimental techniques

There are a wide variety of experimental techniques that can be performed on a crystal in 

efforts to determine its structure and composition. Work undertaken for this thesis is specifically 

tailored to the determination and characterisation of the surface of a quasicrystalline surface, 

as well as structures grown upon it. For this task the following surface sensitive techniques are 

used.

4.3.1 Scanning Tunneling Microscopy (STM)

Scanning Tunneling Microscopy (STM) is a technique in which the spatial dependence of the 

Local Density of States (LDOS) of a surface are probed to estimate the positions of surface 

atoms. This technique makes use of the physical phenomena known as quantum tunneling. 

This refers to the behaviour of an electron in a non-classical system. In classical physics, an 

electron can only exist where it has the energy to do so. This means that if a potential barrier 

has ‘walled off’ a certain area of space, if the electron does not have sufficient energy to overcome
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the potential barrier, it cannot exist in the space occupied by the barrier or on the opposite 

side of the barrier. However, in the quantum world an electron can behave like a particle and a 

wave. This means its wave form can penetrate into a potential barrier even if it does not have 

the energy to overcome it, as described by the Schrodinger equation, with the probability of its 

existence diminishing exponentially the further into the potential barrier it tunnels.

The first evidence of metal-vacuum-metal tunneling was documented in 1971 by Young et 

al, [110]. A tungsten field emitter was positioned within a few hundred angstroms of a platinum 

surface. Movement was induced using 3 piezoelectric controllers so that very fine adjustments 

in position were possible. Upon maintaining a constant field between tip and surface, a current 

was measured and a topographical map was created.

The relation governing STM is;
JT oc eA^l/2s (4.2)

Where Jt is the current, cl) is the average barrier height, S is the distance between tip and sample 

and A is a constant equal to 1.025 A~1eV_1/2 for tunneling through a vacuum. The exponential 

dependence on the width of the potential gap and the flow of electrons that permeate it give rise 

to the resolution of the technique, with very subtle changes in separation of tip to the corrugated 

nature of a surface at the atomic level giving rise to significant changes in the tunneling current. 

This technique was perfected in 1982 by Binning and Roher, which eventually led to them 

winning the Nobel Prize for physics for demonstrating the technique on CrIrSn4 [111]. We can 

now expect atomic measurements from such a device due to improvements in damping thermal 

and vibrational effects.

It is possible to control the direction in which electrons tunnel in respect to the surface and 

the tip by controlling the bias voltage across the gap between surface and tip. If the surface 

is biased negative with respect to the tip, or V# < 0, electrons will tunnel from the surface to 

the tip and hence filled states of the surface are probed. If the surface is biased positive with 

respect to the tip, or Vs > 0, electrons tunnel from the tip to the surface, and unfilled states of 

the surface are probed.

The precise nature of STM stems from the use of piezo-electric drives. These mechanisms 

are created using tubes of piezo-ceramic materials. To create such a material, a piezo-ceramic 

tube is heated to a high temperature and then exposed to a voltage generated using tubular
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Figure 4.6: An Omicron variable temperature scanning tunneling microscopic stage.

electrodes running outside and through the centre of the tube. This aligns the polar molecules 

within the material with the electric field, and as the tube is cooled the radial polarisation is 

preserved. If the tube is exposed to a potential, the tube will contract or expand rapidly due 

to the electrostatic interaction. By utilising a tripod of these materials it is possible to obtain 

precise movement on the nanoscale in three dimensions.

STM Device and UHV chamber

Figure 4.7: Operation of an STM in the two most common modes; (a) Constant current and (b) 

constant height.
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The majority of data acquired from STM presented in this thesis has been taken using an 

Omicron VT-STM, shown in figure 4.6. This figure shows the position of the tip relative to 

the sample, the sample stage, copper fins used for eddy current damping, a carousel for sample 

storage and a wobble stick to manipulate samples in situ. There are two possible modes of 

operation for this type of STM shown in figure 4.7; constant height or constant current modes. 

Constant height fixes the tip at a defined height and measures the tunneling current as the tip 

is raster scanned across the surface. This mode can create images quickly, but has the draw 

back that the sample’s surface must be very flat, as a rough surface would cause the tip to 

crash. As prepared quasicrystal surfaces are composed of steps and terraces, constant current 

mode is preferred. For this mode the tunneling current is maintained, which will also maintain 

a constant tip-surface separation. A feedback loop is used to adjust the z-piezo controlling the 

position of the tip. The z-motion of the sample may then be used to create a topographical image.

STM Tips

An STM tip can be made from any conducting material. To produce well resolved images 

that can detail atomic features, a tip must be tailored to have specific attributes. A tip that 

approaches within one atomic nearest neighbour distance of a surface will undergo a large in

crease in current measured, therefore an atomically sharp tip is the most effective at gathering 

atomic scale images.

Commonly a tungsten tip was used. These are produced by chemically etching a tungsten 

wire. A meniscus of a concentrated potassium hydroxide solution is created on a stainless steel 

plate across an aperture of radius 2 mm. A tungsten wire is placed through this hole and 

meniscus, so that the wire does not touch the metal plate and so that there is an equal distance 

between the holes edge and the wire in all directions. A potential is then applied across the 

wire and plate. The tip will be etched away around the meniscus until the wire breaks. When 

viewed through a microscope, the severed ends of the wire will appear vanishingly sharp. A tip 

that appears hooked or malformed at this stage is then discarded. Successful tips will then be 

washed in pure water to remove any hydroxide residue.

When entered into UHV, several in situ preparation techniques can be applied to ensure 

cleanliness and further improve on the sharpness of the tip. Sputtering will remove the oxide 

layer from the surface of the tip, and the tip may also be annealed to remove other impurities.
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Figure 4.8: Example of a double tip encountered on Cgo deposited on the fivefold surface of 
i-Ag-In-Yb after surface modification by a small deposition of Sb (75 nm x 75 nm).

Sometimes asymmetric or multiple tips can be formed, the effect of which can be seen in figure 

4.8. For the case of a multiple tip, every feature is imaged multiple times. This is caused by 

the existence of several areas of the tip which are roughly the same distance to the surface and 

encourages multiple paths for electron tunneling. This can come about from the tip absorbing 

atoms from the surface or impurities from the environment. To correct this, it is possible to 

apply a sudden high voltage pulse (15nA, 10V) between tip and surface which will eject material 
from the tip.

Image processing and analysis

Image processing and analysis presented in this thesis was performed on the WSxM software 

package [112]. This package allows for the easy manipulation of images into a workable format by 

means of flattening the image with respect to separate terraces, the ability to remove information 

occurring at specific heights (height filtering) and to recolour the image with respect to specific 

heights. The analysis tools provided by this package include Fast Fourier transforms, auto 
correlations and line profiles.
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4.3.2 Low Energy Electron Diffraction (LEED)

Diffraction is a common tool used to discover the overall physical structure and ordering of a 

material. William Henry Bragg and William Lawrence Bragg were the first to use X-ray diffrac

tion to determine the structures of crystals, such as diamond, and in the process ascertained the 

interactions of waves with an ordered crystal lattice, which is commonly known as Bragg’s law. 

This led to father and son winning the Nobel prize in 1915. Braggs law provides the condition 

for which a diffraction peak is produced for X-rays permeating into a surface, which occurs when 

the scattered waves interact constructively;

nX = 2dsin9 (4.3)

Where n is an integer, A is the wavelength, d = (h2 + j2 4- fc2)1/2 and d is the angle between the 

incident beam and the scattering plane.

The method employed to study the structure of a surface employs the diffraction of electrons, 

and only concerns itself with the first layer of atoms. As electrons have mass, they were thought 

to behave as particles until Louis de Broglie theorised wave particle duality in 1924. This states 

that all matter with momentum p has a wavelength A;

A = - (4.4)
P

Where h is Planck’s constant. This would allow electrons to diffract from a surface and produce 

a pattern if that surface was ordered over a long distance. Electron diffraction was first reported 

by Davisson and Germer in 1927, where they accidently produced an electron diffraction pattern 

from a Ni (111) crystal [113]. An incident beam has a wavevector K and the scattered beam 

has a wavevector of K/ [114]. In three dimensions the conservation of momentum gives [115];

K + AK = K' (4.5)

where K and K' is the wavevector for the incident and reflective beams respectively and AK is 

the change in wavevector. A wavevector is a measure of momentum given by;

I K |= y (4.6)

The amplitude of the incident and reflected waves is given by;

| K |=| K' | (4.7)
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Figure 4.9: A graphical representation of an Ewald circle superimposed onto a periodic surface.

The diffraction condition may also be expressed by;

K7 — K + ghki (4-8)

with the reciprocal lattice ghki = ha* + kb* + Ic*. As diffraction will originate from the surface, 

this can be simplified to only include conservation of momentum parallel to the surface;

K i| Km + (4.9)

and;

ghfc = /Mi* + fcb*

If AK = G and K + G = K7 the diffraction condition can be expressed as;

2k • G + G2 = 0

(4.10)

(4.11)

Which gives the central result in the theory of elastic scattering of waves in a periodic lattice. 

If G is a reciprocal vector, then so is -G and hence the Bragg condition can be written as

2k ■ G = G2 (4.12)
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Figure 4.10: (a) A schematical representation of a LEED optic, (b) The ’Universal Curve’ 
showing the escape depth of an electron in relation to its energy.

A graphical representation of the process of diffraction from a surface is called an Ewald 

circle and is represented in figure 4.9. This was conceived by Paul Peter Ewald, a German 

born physicist and crystallographer who pioneered X-ray diffraction techniques. While bulk 

diffraction would require an array of dots and a sphere construct, LEED only measures the 

surface and instead a series of lines and a sphere construct is used.

A circle is placed on the surface at an origin, and the radius of the circle is defined by K 

(or 27r/A). At every point the circle generated by K cuts a rod, the condition for diffraction is 

satisfied. Scattered beams that emerge into the vacuum will be detected, while beams directed 

into the solid will not. It should be noted that the representation in figure 4.9 is for a periodic 

crystal. For an aperiodic crystal, the rods will be separated by r scaled spacings.

The LEED system widely used in the following experiments is an Omicron SpectaLEED 

source, and a schematic is shown in figure 4.10 (a). Electrons of high scattering cross section 

have energies of 1 keV or lower. According to the ‘Universal Curve1, shown in figure 4.10 (b), 

using electrons of an energy in the range of 60 eV to 300 eV is considered to be surface sensitive. 

The basics of the apparatus consists of an electron gun pointed at the sample, which can fire 

an electron beam of specific energy (and hence wavelength) with a collection of grids and a 

phosphorous screen behind it. The volume between sample and the electron gun is field free, 

provided by the first and third grids Gi and G3 which are earthed. The second grid G2 is set to a
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Figure 4.11: Energy level diagram of the photoemission process encountered in XPS. A photon 
excites an electron so that it escapes the surface. This electron is then detected by an electron 
analyser.

positive potential similar to that of the original potential used at the electron source. This retards 

any inelastic backscattered electrons, allowing only those that have been elastically scattered 

to pass through it. Although not shown in the schematic, the Omicron SpectaLEED uses two 

grids for the retardation of backscattered electrons. The screen is then used to accelerate the 

electrons is set at 4 - 6 keV. This causes the screen to emit a photon where an electron collides 

with it, allowing for a visible diffraction pattern to be observed.

4.3.3 X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS)

X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy is a technique that uses photons that interact with the core 

level electrons of atoms on the surface to determine what those atoms are. The penetration 

depth of the X-rays will be determined by their energy. However, not every electron the incident 

photons interact with will escape the bulk to be detected, as the ejected photoelectrons will 

undergo several collisions with adjacent atoms leaving them with not enough energy to escape. 

This means each photoelectron will have a mean free path which is dictated not only by the 

incident photons energy, but also the kinetic energy of the electron before it is ejected. Hence, 

only photoelectrons from atoms in the surface and near surface region have sufficient energy to 

escape the material for detection, making XPS a surface sensitive technique.

The electrons that interact with the incident photons are emitted with specific energies 

that are collected and analysed. Each element will emit electrons of specific energies, enabling 

them to be identified. The amount of emitted electrons will also relate to the amount of that
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species present, so by studying the relative intensities of electrons of specific energies allows for 

the determination of the studied surfaces composition. Firstly, a photon of specific energy is 

considered;
E = hv (4.13)

which is then adsorbed by an electron at an energy level If the energy is just enough, or 

greater than the energy required to excite the electron to the vacuum, then electron is emitted 

from the surface. An electron must not just have enough energy to overcome its binding energy, 

Eb, it must also have enough energy to overcome the work function, 0. This is the energy 

required to liberate an electron from the Fermi level to the vacuum level. The electron will be 

emitted with kinetic energy;

KE = hv-Eb-(j) (4.14)

This is the simplest case which involves a single electron bound to an atom.

To calculate the binding energy of the electron;

■^binding ~ ^photon {-^kinetic T 0) (4.15)

For this simple case, the energy distribution of photoemitted electrons should be the energy 

distribution of the electron states in the solid surface, shifted by the photons energy hv. However, 

the probability that a photon will be absorbed by varying electronic states is different. The 

photoionisation cross section can be calculated by using the Golden rule that the emission rate 

is proportional to the square of the matrix element;

< m'\i > (4.16)

Where B7 is the interaction between the photon and electron or electromagnetic field, and / 

and i are the final and initial states of the electron respectively. H' is given by;

H, = -2^P-A + A'P> (417)

where p is the electron momentum operator (-iV) and A is the vector potential field. This 

describes the difference of photoionisation cross section between different electron bands. Hence 

in calculations of composition, a ‘sensitivity’ factor is used to determine the amount of an element 

that is detected.
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Figure 4.12: Schematic of an hemispherical analyser.

As mentioned above, photons may penetrate into the near surface region before interacting 

with an electron. Typical photons used for XPS have a penetration depth of the order of 10 //m. 

However, energy loss caused by inelastic scattering prevents electrons emitted from atoms 10 

atomic layers deep from being detected, making this technique surface sensitive [116]. Selecting 

the photon energy for spectroscopy is important, as the photon energy must be greater than 

that of the work function (hv — 9) of the solid so that the emitted electron may escape. For this 

purpose, this restricts the use of photons with radio, visible and near ultraviolet wavelengths. 

For the purposes of XPS the photon energy range is usually restricted to two lines (or group 

of lines); Ala and Mga X-ray emissions at 1486.6 eV and 1253.6 eV respectively. Synchrotron 

radiation sources (hv < 10 keV) can also be used as it is provided in an intense polarised con

tinuum narrowly defined in the plane of the accelerator used to produce it.

Analysers and Lenses

To detect electrons emitted from a surface under study, there are several types of analyser 

available. For the work presented in this thesis, a hemispherical deflector has been used with 

its schematic shown in figure 4.12. This device utilises two plates of radius Ri < R2 with a 

potential placed between them, such that

Vi = Vo(^-l),V2 = V0(^-l)
ill iX2

(4.18)

Where Vf and V2 is the potential at R\ and R2 respectively, and Vq is the potential at Rq, the 

midpoint between R\ and R2. This allows the selection of electrons of energy eVo which will 

travel along the central trajectory Rq. Electrons with energy greater or less than eVb will end
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Figure 4.13: Schematic representation of a triple cylinder electron lens.

up with a trajectory of radius greater or less than i?o, and will collide with the walls of the 

analyser and will not be detected. Electrons that manage to travel through the exit slit will 

then encounter a photomultiplier, which will enhance the signal into a readable current which is 

then fed to a computer for display. To gather a complete spectrum, the potential of the analyser 

is changed so that every required energy is studied.

The incoming beam of electrons at a normal angle to the analyser slit is a small percentage 

of the yield of electrons being emitted from the surface. The yield of electrons is proportional 

to the solid angle, so for a surface to analyser separation of 25 mm and a 0.5 mm sample to lens 

entrance slit separation:

Yield ~ ~ 0.01% (4.19)47r(25)i
To increase this yield an electron lens is used. A lens of diameter 8mm increases this yield to 

0.16%. A lens will also allow the ability to analyse at lower energies. A detectors resolution is 

given by;

AE ~ Eq—— (4.20)
ZKq

Where w is the apertures width. With no lens and electrons being emitted isotropically with 

an energy of 10 eV, an aperture width of 0.01 mm and Rq = l m, the resolution is ~ 0.1 eV. 

Introducing a similar lens in the yield example above improves this resolution to 0.01 eV. An 

example of a lens, called a triple cylinder lens, is shown in figure 4.13.

There are two modes of operation for an analyser and lens pair. The first mode of operation 

has the lens purely focussing the incoming electrons into the analyser. The analyser then varies 

the voltage of its two plates to select which energy of electrons should be scanned. The second 

mode of operation uses the lens to retard the electrons to the required energy for scanning, while 

the analyser works at a constant energy (known as the pass energy) to ensure that a constant
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resolution is maintained. For the studies mentioned later, the second mode of operation was 

employed.

Spectra analysis

Peak intensities and binding energies are determined using the CASA XPS software pack

age [117]. Peak intensities were determined by creating a fixed region, which is set between 

two specific energies to enclose a core level peak. The background was considered linear and 

subtracted from the signal, and the remaining intensity recorded as the intensity due to the 

presence of the element being investigated.

Binding energies can be determined using one of two techniques. The least accurate way 

is to highlight the top most part of a peak and read the energy levels associated with the 

cursors position. The second and more accurate method of determining binding energies can 

be accomplished by fitting a curve onto the core levels, and then reading off the calculated 

peak height. Fitted curves can be created using a convolution of Lorentzian and Gaussian line 

forms [118,119]. Typically, for the following studies, the line forms are generated by convoluting 

60% Gaussian and 40% Lorentzian.

While determining which elements are present on a surface requires the comparison of mea

sured binding energies with that of known values, calculating the composition requires the 

analysis of the relative intensities of all the elemental species present. To determine the amount 

of a specific element, Ca, present on the surface;

7a/(Sa^a)
CA = (4.21)

EVOSWAn)
n

Where I is the intensity of the measured XPS signal, S is the sensitivity factor of the element, 

n denotes each species present on the surface in turn, and A is the mean free path of the ejected 

electrons. A is calculated using the Tanuma-Powell-Penn equation [120];

E
A JV03ln(7.E) —§ +J.)

Where Ep is the plasmon energy Ep — 2S.8VU, Eg is the band gap in eV,

/j = -o.i+ a944
^E„ 2 + 2 + 0.069A1

7 = 0.191p' -0.5

(4.22)

(4.23)

(4.24)
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Figure 4.14: A typical XPS spectrum taken from the clean surface of z-Ag-In-Yb.

C = 1.97 - 0.91C7 (4.25)

D = 53.4 - 20.817 (4.26)

U = Nvp
M (4.27)

Where Nv is the number of valence electrons, p is the density in g/cm~3 and M is the atomic 

mass. The error associated with the intensities measured, 77, is considered to be a counter error, 

or VN.

Figure 4.14 demonstrates a typical spectrum that can be obtained from the z-Ag-In-Yb 

quasicrystal. It shows characteristic peaks at energies of 452 eV (In 3d3/2)i 444 eV (In 

374 eV (Ag Sd^/2), 368 eV (Ag Sd5/2) and 182 eV (Yb Ad doublet). From this spectrum 

information such as surface composition and alloying between materials can be quantified.

4.3.4 Ultraviolet Photoelectron Spectroscopy (UPS)

Ultraviolet Photoelectron Spectroscopy (UPS) is a similar technique to XPS in that it uses 

photons of specific energies which interact with a surface, with the energy of the emitted electrons 

collected and analysed. While XPS can be used to calculate compositions, UPS can be utilised 

to study the effects of reactions with other materials.

For UPS. a different energy of photon source is utilised compared to XPS. Photons used for 

XPS not only excite electrons in the core levels, they also excite the electrons within the valence 

band. However the valence band is typically 10 eV in size, and because of the energy spread
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Figure 4.15: Energy level diagram of the photoemission process encountered in UPS.

of the photons used for XPS (usually 1 eV), this leads to poor resolution for detecting valence 

band electrons. The photons used for UPS are generated using a He gas discharge line source, 

which can be operated to maximise the output of Hel or Hell, producing photons of 21.2eV and 

40.8 eV respectively. As the photon energies are much lower they will be unable to excite core 

levels as in XPS, and instead will primarily excite valence band electrons that lie close to the 

Fermi Edge.

As with XPS, incoming photons are absorbed by electrons and are then emitted from the 

surface, with a measurable kinetic energy oi KE = hv — Eb — cf). Electrons are collected and anal

ysed using a hemispherical analyser and lens as described above. This will then give information 

about the density of states (DOS) of the solid being studied.

4.3.5 Medium Energy Ion Scattering (MEIS)

Unlike the above techniques, Medium Energy Ion Scattering (MEIS) has the ability to measure 

both composition and structure of a surface. This is accomplished by shining an incident beam 

of ions at a surface at differing angles and measuring how many ions are scattered back. The 

intensity of the scattered ions will depend largely on how far they penetrate into a surface, 

and hence will be dependent on the structure of the surface. By measuring the energy of the 

scattered ions it is also possible to determine what kind of element they have scattered from. 

This technique provides structural data due to the basic physical principle that an ion that
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Figure 4.16: (a) A 3nm slice of the z-Ag-In-Yb model aligned along a channeling direction, (b) 
The same model at an angle offset from a channeling direction, (c) A perspective view of the 
model, where it is possible to identify the 5 fold symmetry of the crystal.

oooooooo
Figure 4.17: An example of double alignment geometry.

has penetrated into a solid will have an increasing probability that it will not escape that solid 

the further it has penetrated. An easy way to envision this is to consider a small section of an 

atomic model. Figure 4.16 (a) and (b) shows such a model at two different orientations. In this 

figure, the model is presented without perspective, similar to what a collimated beam would ‘see’. 

Even though the model is opaque at a certain orientation, if the model is approximately aligned 

along a crystal plane, it almost vanishes. These are known as channeling directions, named 

so because ions with incident angles nearly but not exactly aligned may be channeled along it 

due to interactions with atoms in the structure. When viewed along one of these directions 

with perspective, as shown in figure 4.16 (c) it is possible to see the inherent symmetries in the 

surface.

However, this treatment is insufficient to describe this technique, as the detector does not
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measure the reflected component of the ion beam along its incident direction. A double align

ment geometry is achieved when the beam is incident along a major crystallographic direction, 
shown in figure 4.17, and the detector is scanned over a range of angles including the opposite 

ciystallographic direction. In this way, the impinging ions are first scattered from the top few 

layer of atoms, and are then subjected to blocking, due to the atoms that may scatter them 

on the way out of the surface. If the sample is well ordered these dips will only occur at well- 

defined angles relative to the scattering atoms and the coinciding drop in intensity is indicated 

by a blocking dip. By using a two dimensional detector, a two dimensional spectrum displaying 

both the reflected ions intensity and scattering angle can be obtained.

Two-dimensional spectra

Two-dimensional data, of which an example is shown in figure 5.20 provides information 

about the energy intensity dependent on the angle of the analyser to the sample. The spectra 

can be used immediately to analyse the surface being studied. Each diagonal streak of high 

intensity corresponds to an elemental species that is present on the surface. The width of these 

streaks also gives information on how thick the layer is. The constant signal encountered at 

lower energies gives information about the bulk of the crystal. Vertical lines of lower intensity in 

this region are known as blocking dips, and occur at angular positions dependent on the struc

ture of the sample. This information can be used in conjunction with Monte Carlo simulations 

to provide picometer resolution. However, due to the aperiodic nature of the surfaces studied
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in this thesis, this resolution is somewhat lower due to assumptions made in the Monte Carlo 

simulations used.

Data analysis

To be able to gain quantitative data from this technique, the spectra must be modified. 

Compressing the angle resolved data from a specific region into a 1 dimensional line form will 

give you information about the structure of the region highlighted. If information about the 

bulk is required, then that region is compressed into a one dimensional spectrum. This may 

then be analysed by performing a Monte Carlo simulation which is carried out by the VEGAS 

program. This program simulates a specified amount of ions impacting a model structure, and 

then produces the theoretical angle resolved data. The process is then repeated, adjusting the 

model used until a match is made with the MEIS data gathered.

To undertake a compositional analysis, the energy resolved data is utilised. This provides 

information on what species, and how much of that species is present on the surface. For this 

method SIMM A is used, which allows the user to create a model based on the composition of 

a surface. The program allows you to create different atomic layers of varying thickness, from 

which a one dimensional energy spectrum is produced. This is then compared to MEIS results, 

and the model changed until a good match is made. The relative intensities of each element 

are modified by the size of the elemental species being detected. The composition can then be 

calculated thus:
IAIZl

A T,In/Zl (4.28)

Where I is the intensity of the measured MEIS signal (with A denoting the elemental species 

in question and n each elemental species present on the surface in turn) and Z is the atomic 

number of each elemental species.

Technical specifications

The ions used for this technique have an average penetration depth of 10 A and as such 

this technique provides information of the surface and near surface regions. The equipment used 

for MEIS measurements demonstrated in this thesis was utilised at Daresbury CCLRC and is 

represented hi figure 4.19. Data from this technique is gathered in a two-dimensional manner
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Figure 4.19: The MEIS system at Daresbury CCLRC

with an energy scale on the y-axis and an angular scale on the ar-axis. A two-dimensional set is 

created by collecting data in stages (tiles) which are then joined together.

The experimental apparatus includes many interconnected UHV components which facilitate 

the in situ transfer and storage of samples being studied. There are several UHV chambers 

to accomplish this; a load lock, a storage chamber, a preparation chamber and a scattering 

chamber. The load lock is used to insert samples into UHV without the need to pump down 

auxiliary chambers which may eV housing sensitive equipment, while the storage chamber is 

self explanatory. The preparation chamber is used to prepare the samples surface, and includes 

sputtering and annealing facilities, LEED and Auger so that the surface may be characterised, 

and gas dosing for any experiments that may require it. The scattering chamber houses the ion 

analyser, sample goniometer and two dimensional (energy and angle) position sensitive detector. 

Data acquisition is handled by the MIDAS software package, which was originally created for the 

nuclear physics EUROGAM programme.

The ion beam is composed of either H+ or He+ ions, at an energy range of 50 to 400 keV. 

The beam has a divergence less than 0.1° and a spot size of 1 mm horizontal by 0.5 mm vertical, 

and results in a current at the sample of 0.1 to 1.0 /iA, dependent on beam energy and species. 

This technique is destructive due to the nature of the incoming energy beam, and hence the 

sample must be moved regularly so that damaged areas of the surface are not being studied. 

The toroidal electrostatic analyser has an analysing (pass) energy of 0 - 400 keV and can move 

140° in the horizontal plane. The chevron array anode detector with micro channel plates has 

an energy window of 2% and a resolving power of dE/E = 2.4 x 10-3. The angular window is 

27° and has an angular resolution of 0.3°.
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Figure 4.20: The three growth modes encountered during epitaxy.

Sample preparation

Preparation of a sample used for MEIS is the same for other techniques. However, a larger 

crystal will provide a larger amount of surface to collect data from, and hence a longer collection 

time during experimentation due to the need to continually move the beam and reduce physical 

damage to the surface. Due to this fact, the surface being studied must not be polycrystalline, as 

movement across a grain boundary will give different results due to a change in surface structure.

The crystal is mounted onto a unique sample holder. This sample holder contains a filament 

which is then used for direct heating in the in situ preparation of the surface. The crystal is 

secured onto the holder with Mo screws and plates.

4.3.6 Thin film growth and epitaxy

Thin film growth modes and epitaxy play an important role in many branches of industry, such 

as electronics, and are a main pathway to discovering novel small scale structures that can be 

exploited to create new nano-scale frameworks. Deposited overlayers are also used to modify 

the physical and electrical properties of the substrate for example, decreasing surface friction 
for mechanical applications.

Thin film growth can be categorised into 3 different growth modes, shown in figure 4.20. 

If the affinity of the adsorbate to the substrate is high, then two dimensional islands of atoms 

will begin to form, with additional atoms favouring sites around the already nucleated growth. 

This continues until a two dimensional layer is completed, after which a second layer will begin 

to form in the same fashion. This is commonly known as Frank van der Merwe growth mode.
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Figure 4.21: Representation of Youngs equation.

If the opposite is true, and the adsorbate and substrate interact weakly, then there will be no 

preferential adsorption sites, and three dimensional islands will form. Additional atoms will 

prefer to settle upon the growing adsorbate structure rather than the substrate itself. This is 

known as the Volmer-Weber growth mode. The final mode is known as Stranski-Krastanov 

growth, and usually occurs when there is a strong affinity between substrate and adsorbate, but 

there are lattice mismatches present between the film and substrate. This will cause significant 

strain on the overlayer. After the first few monolayers have been formed, the growth converts 

to island growth in an attempt to alleviate this strain.

The mode of growth encountered when depositing a material onto a surface depends heavily 

on the surface free energies of the adsorbate and the substrate (where the surface free energy 

is the increase in free energy caused by exposing a surface plane), and the tendency for ther

modynamically stable films to attain the lowest surface free energy they can. The surface free 

energies or the substrate and adsorbate are related by Youngs equation:

cose = (4 29)

Ifv

Where 7 denotes the surface energy between a substrate and film (sf), substrate and vapour 

(su) and film and vapour (fv). 9 denotes the angle the adsorbate droplet makes with the surface 
(figure 4.21).

Youngs equation can be used to express the conditions for different growth modes in terms 

of free energy. For layer by layer growth, where 0 = 0;

Tsu — Ts/ T 7/,u (4.30)

and for island growth where 0 > 0;

Ifsv < 7s/ + Vv (4.31)
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In general, adsorbates with a low surface energy will wet the substrates with high surface free 

energies resulting in layer by layer growth, while adsorbates with high surface free energies being 

deposited on substrates with low surface energies will result in island growth. While calculating 

the free energy of certain materials is difficult, it is often possible to predict what kind of growth 

mode will occur.

There are several other factors that can dictate the growth of a thin film upon a surface. 

The flux rate denotes how many adsorbate atoms are incident on the surface at any one time. A 

higher flux will cause a large amount of atoms to arrive per unit time, reducing the ability for an 

adsorbing atom to find a preferable adsorption site. A low flux will allow atoms to diffuse across 

the surface, if possible, in an attempt to settle in the most preferred adsorption site. Applying 

external thermal energy will also allow the adsorbate to diffuse, if the substrate - adsorbate 

interaction can be overcome by the increased thermal energy of the system.

Quasicrystal modulated epitaxy

The cases listed above demonstrate the most basic examples of epitaxial growth. These three 

growth modes can be heavily influenced by the stability of the interface between the substrate 

and adsorbate [121-123]. For the example of a system featuring a periodic substrate and periodic 

adsorbate, a stable interface will require the substrate and adsorbate to have a common unit cell, 

which can be determined if both materials have at least two common reciprocal lattice vectors, 

of which G 0, oriented in different directions. If both periodic crystals are incommensurate 

and hence unable to form an epitaxial interface, there is no possibility of them forming any type 

of epitaxial structure. A quasicrystal does not possess a unit cell and hence is incommensurate 

with any periodic system. However thin films with stable interfaces have been observed, and as 

such present an opportunity to study the physical principles governing the interactions between 
substrates and adsorbates.

For the consideration of a classically periodic material growing on top of a quasicrystal, 

the resulting thin film would contain a great deal of lattice mismatches, and hence would be 

unstable. To avoid this issue a quasicrystal and periodic material may be linked together with 

an interlayer. An interlayer exhibits a structure which is commensurate with both substrate and 
adsorbate.

For the majority of epitaxial studies conducted on i-Al-Pd-Mn, the deposited material forms
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Figure 4.22: Schematical views of (a) A single cell evaporator, (b) A Ceo evaporator.

a structure that is heavily modified by the presence of the quasicrystalline substrate. This 

includes, but is not limited to the monolayer growth followed by the growth of islands of Bi 

[44,45], and the nucleation of 3D islands of Ag [102-104]. The behaviour of these deposited 

metals demonstrate that quasicrystalline materials present candidates as templates for growth 
of new types of materials.

One type of growth encountered is known as rotational epitaxy (which should be noted is 

not a behaviour exclusive to aperiodic systems). For this growth mode, islands of a crystalline 

structure normally encountered for the deposited material are aligned along high symmetry 

axes of the quasicrystalline material below. This has been observed in several systems, such as 

Bi [44,45] and Cu [32,33] on i-Al-Pd-Mn, and Pb on z-Ag-In-Yb (not yet published).

Growth of certain elements may also induce alloying on the substrate. Such an example 

is seen when depositing Bi on a Ag(lll) crystal which induces the formation of a BiAg2 alloy 

adopting a long range y/3 x ^3 structure [124]. Alloying is observed on a quasicrystal when 

depositing sub monolayer Au on the fivefold z-Al-Pd-Mn surface [125], where upon annealing 

a multiply twinned AuA12 crystalline layer formed. To induce this structure for a multilayer 

system, In was used as a surfactant.

Evaporators

To aid in surface characterisation and in the search for novel structures, thin film growth 

is an exploitable method that can be used in tandem with the above experimental techniques.
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The process of adsorbing a single element upon a surface requires the use of an evaporator. 

Evaporator designs differ from producers and by method of evaporation. A typical design is 

utilised in the Omicron triple EFM evaporator. This triple cell evaporator is essentially 3 

single cells combined into one piece of equipment, to allow more than one element to be used 

concurrently or for use in succession. This evaporator features a water cooled copper shroud, a 

retractable evaporant holder and a shutter to allow for precise evaporation times.

A single cell evaporator schematic is shown in figure 4.22 (a). It consists of a filament wound 

around a small chamber in which the evaporant is placed. The form of the evaporant depends 

on how it behaves in UHV upon heating; some materials sublimate, for example Fe or Sb, and 

so a rod of the material is acceptable. Some elements like Bi and Pb melt, so a rod form is 

not acceptable. Instead, elements that melt and then evaporate are contained in a Mo crucible. 

Heat is applied by the filament, and is enhanced by applying a potential of several hundred 

volts across the evaporant and filament. This induces the electrons emitted from the filament 

to strike the evaporant or crucible housing the evaporant and increase its temperature, causing 

it to sublimate, or melt and then evaporate. The now vapourised material is then directed out 

of an aperture and towards its intended target.

As well as depositing metals and semi metals, it is also possible to expose gases to the 

surface. This is done by connecting up a canister of the required pure gas, and then letting the 

gas directly into the chamber. The exposure can be measured by recording the pressure and 

the time at which that pressure is maintained, and then converted to Langmuir. 1 Langmuir is 

equivalent to 1 second at a pressure of 1 x 10~® torr. However for this thesis the definition of 1 

Langmuir is taken as 1 x 10-6 mbar instead, as the unit of pressure torr is not used.

It is also possible to deposit molecules. This is done in a similar way as a single element, al

though the evaporants can be slightly more unwieldy. Ceo for example exists in a powdered form, 

and sublimates upon heating. It is therefore advantageous to create a custom built evaporator 

for molecular deposition. For example, a glass tube with an aperture at one end is filled with 

Geo and a filament wound around it. This filament is connected to the outside of the chamber 

via a feed through. This allows the filament to directly heat the Cgo powder and enable it to 

evaporate. Such an evaporator is shown in figure 4.22 (b).
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Chapter 5

Structure and chemical composition 

of the fivefold surface of the 

i-Ag-In-Yb quasicrystal

5.1 Introduction

The first binary quasicrystal, i-Cd-Yb, provides an excellent opportunity to study the physical 

and chemical properties of quasicrystals, by providing a system that does not suffer from chemical 

disorder. However this material cannot be studied in UHV. Instead, a daughter quasicrystal i- 

Ag-In-Yb is suitable for UHV conditions and possess the same structure as its progenitor.

This chapter details the first in depth surface characterisation study conducted on the fivefold 

2-Ag-In-Yb surface [91,126-128]. The process of characterisation of this surface by means of 

study and comparison with the model structure of ?-Cd-Yb will prove invaluable for further 

studies using this material, such as epitaxy, where information of the substrate will facilitate 

the characterisation of more complex structures.

To characterise the surface, STM has been employed to detect features on the surface at 

the atomic level. Comparisons of any discovered features with the z-Cd-Yb model will allow for 

the identification of the surfaces structure. This can be further tested by employing LEED to 

determine what surface symmetries are present on the surface, identify any long range order, 

and measure the materials k-vector for comparison with the bulk lattice constant. MEIS can
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then be used to determine how a quasicrystaPs surface structure relates to that of the model, by 

comparing experimental diffraction data with spectra generated by an ideal theoretical surface. 

Finally, XPS is used to study the composition of the surface.

During the experiments and analysis of characterising the fivefold surface, the valence band 

structure of the fivefold surface of i-Ag-In-Yb was investigated [83]. Although not included 

in this thesis, this study concluded that the near Fermi region is dominated by Yb 4/ states, 

which is in agreement with calculations. It was also found that the valence band structure of 

i-Ag-In-Yb is very similar to that of i-Cd-Yb.

5.2 Samples

The growth of quasicrystals is a process that is being constantly improved upon. Such an 

improvement was accomplished part way through the commencement of this project and better 

quality crystals became available. An ingot of AAg-In-Yb which clearly displays facets of all 

three possible symmetries of an icosahedral geometry is shown in figure 5.1 (a). This sample 

shows the many different symmetries that exist in an icosahedron geometry; five, three and 

twofold symmetries. In terms of stability it is generally accepted that high symmetry surfaces 

that contain high atomic density planes will form the most stable surfaces. This is observed in 

the Al-Pd-Mn system [88,129] where the twofold and threefold surfaces are less stable. The two 

and threefold i-Ag-In-Yb surfaces are explored in a later chapter.

For this study two samples were used, both grown using the Bridgman method. At the 

beginning of this project, the growth of a single crystal of significant size had yet to be ac

complished. This meant that available samples contained many grains and grain boundaries. 

The original crystal used for this study is shown in figure 5.1 (b) and is hereafter referred to as 

sample 1. Sample 1 was extracted from its Bridgman furnace at a rate of 0.2 mm/h and is the 

slower grown sample [130]. The crystal in figure 5.1 (c) was used for further STM studies, and 

is hereafter referred to as sample 2. This sample was extracted from its Bridgman furnace at a 

rate of 0.8 mm/h.

Both samples have several characteristics in common. They both take the form of a silvery 

metal that is hard and brittle, indicated by the edges of the sample having the tendency to 

break off. They then took a mirror finish after polishing treatment. Upon annealing, sample 1
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Figure 5.1: (a) A larger ingot showing planes related to the three high symmetry surfaces present 

in an icosahedron, (b) The original crystal used at the beginning of the studies presented in this 

thesis, known as sample 1. (c) The crystal used for the majority of studies presented in this thesis, 
known as sample 2.

(figure 5.1 (b)) would exhibit different domains formed at the surface. These domains presented 

differing structures, apart from domain F. The crystal had taken damage after this picture was 

taken and before studies began, and domain F was no longer present. The composition of these 

domains were determined using an electron probe microanalyser, and are given in table 5.1. 

Domains A - D all present a composition similar to the bulk crystal. However, each domain has 
a different structure [128].

Domain A is quasicrystalline and exhibits aperiodic STM and LEED results. Domain B was 

the same phase, although the fivefold plane is oriented differently with respect to the cut surface 

plane. This resulted in STM images featuring a large concentration of steps and narrow terraces, 

and a LEED pattern where the specular beam was off center in comparison to domain A. Both 

features indicate that domain B is vicinal. Due to the preparation conditions, the formation 

of this vicinal surface was most likely to have originated during the crystals growth or post 

annealing treatments. Domains C and D were structurally poor and gave weak LEED patterns. 

Local structures were detected by STM. These structures were periodic, and are explored in 
more detail in a later section.

The grain boundaries have different compositions and structures to the larger domains. The 

boundaries contained greater amounts of Yb, but it was not possible to explore their structure 

using surface sensitive techniques due to the small surface area they present.

During the initial study, the opportunity to study a new z-Ag-In-Yb crystal became available
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Table 5.1: The composition of the domains featured on the crystal shown in figure 5.1 (b). 
Compositions given in percentage of total contribution as determined by an electron probe micro- 
analyser.

Domain Ag In Yb Resulting structure

A 42.2 42.9 14.9 QC

B 41.7 43.1 15.2 QC, Vicinal

C 41.7 43.3 14.9 Periodic

D 41.7 43.4 14.8 Periodic

E 40.0 38.2 21.8 Domain Boundary

[131]. Sample 2 took the appearance of the first sample, but annealing did not expose multiple 

grains. It produces good quality LEED and STM results from all areas of the sample. Several 

other samples were cut from the same ingot and sent to other laboratories. All samples exhibited 

good structural quality. Previous STM and LEED results were verified on the new sample and 

shown to be identical to those seen before, albeit easier to obtain due to having more area to 

experiment upon, and, in the case of LEED, giving clearer patterns. The longevity of the crystals 

during experimental sessions was also improved; after a certain amount of hours being annealed, 

a sample surface would begin to degrade. A similar behaviour has been recorded in i-Al-Pd- 

Mn [132] where upon long periods of heat treatment, bulk vacancies migrate to the surface. This 

phenomena could also be occurring for i-Ag-In-Yb during anneal treatments. When a sample 

degraded sufficiently, it would need to be repolished. Two and threefold samples were cut from 

the same ingot, producing samples of the same size as the fivefold. These samples also exhibit 

a single domain and good structural quality, and are explored in a later chapter.

5.3 Experimental Details

The crystals used in this study were grown using the Bridgman technique [52,130,131] at IMRAM 

in Tohoku University, Sendai, Japan, and provided to us for surface study. Pure elements of 

Ag (99.99 wt%), In (99.99 wt%) and Yb (99.9 wt%) were placed in an alumina crucible with a 

sharp end, and sealed under an Ar atmosphere. This was then placed in a Bridgman furnace 

and heated to 1073K. After 2 days of heating the crucible was extracted from the furnace.
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Sample 1 was extracted from its Bridgman furnace at a rate of 0.2 mm/h [130], while sample 

2 was extracted at a rate of 0.8 mm/h [131]. This produced a crystal with multiple grains in 

the case of sample 1, and a single grain crystal in the case of sample 2. These samples have a 

bulk composition of Ag42ln42Ybi6. The ingot was then cut perpendicular to the fivefold axis as 

determined by Laue backscattering [130,131].

The cut samples were then mechanically polished using a turn-table and a rough polishing 

pad to remove the residue left behind by the cutting process. When this residue was removed 

and a shiny surface obtained, the sample underwent manual polishing using a variety of diamond 

pastes containing granules of size 6 jam, 1 /mi and 0.25 /im. Polishing was conducted by smearing 

diamond paste onto a polishing pad and then moving the crystal through a figure of eight 

motion, periodically changing the orientation of the crystal. This ensures that no direction 

is preferentially polished. Excess paste is removed using methanol before the next phase of 

polishing is undergone, and a non-abrasive tissue paper is used to remove excess methanol.

After polishing the crystal is mounted upon a suitable plate, and then submerged in methanol 

and subjected to 30 minutes in a sonic bath. This is to ensure any embedded diamond molecules 

are dislodged and dissolved in the solvent. After this process the sample is not exposed to air 

until it is ready for insertion into UHV. This preparation technique was canned out prior to all 

work presented in this chapter, regardless of the subsequent experimental techniques.

Atomically flat terraces were obtained through cycles of 2.5 KeV Ar+ sputtering (30 - 60 

minutes) at room temperature followed by annealing at 715 K (2 - 4 hrs) at a pressure of 

1.4x 10“10 mbar. Temperatures were monitored using an infra-red pyrometer set at an emissivity 

of 0.35. An emissivity of 0.35 is selected as an arbitrary value, and is also the value used when 

measuring the temperature of z-Al-Pd-Mn. The emissivity has not been calculated for the A Ag

in-Yb sample, however using this value produces good agreement in temperature measurements 

of both the pyrometer and a thermocouple. The samples were then left to cool for 15 minutes 

after annealing.

STM experiments in Liverpool were performed in Ultra High Vacuum (UHV) using an Omi- 

cron variable temperature STM operating at room temperature. Experiments previous to the 

work carried out for this thesis were performed in Tsukuba, Japan, with a Unisoku low temper

ature STM operating at 78 K. The stated bias refers to to the potential applied to the sample 

relative to the tip. The bias relates to the direction of the tunneling electrons.
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MEIS experiments were conducted at Daresbury CCLRC, by delivering 100 KeV He+ ions 

to the surface at an angle incident 31.8°. The intensity was then recorded by a 2D array that 

was rotated around the crystal. The damage to the sample at an ion flux used in previous 

experiments with quasicrystals [34,133] was significant, and as such ±th of the flux (resulting in 

a flux of 0.25 C/mm) of that which was used for a study into Au on i-Al-Pd-Mn [134] was used 
on the i-Ag-In-Yb samples.

LEED experiments were performed using an Omicron Specta LEED optic and source. The 

electrons are supplied from a LaBg filament and were measured by viewing a spherical phospho

rescent screen. For the comparative study, LEED patterns were taken from a Cu(lll) crystal. 

LEED was performed in a different chamber then the STM studies.

Surface composition of the i-Ag-In-Yb crystal was monitored by XPS with unmonochroma- 

tised AIKq. radiation (hz/ ~ 1486.6 eV) using a PSP Vacuum Technology hemispherical electron- 

energy analyser. For studies of the pure elements, 99.9% pure In and Yb foils and a Ag(lll) 

single crystal were used to calibrate the core levels detected form the quasicrystal. Each sample 

was cleaned by Ar+ sputtering with XPS used to monitor their cleanness. The Yb foil was 

difficult to prepare, with a trace amount of oxygen detectable by XPS after many cycles of 

sputtering. These reference samples were used to calibrate the XPS core-level binding energies. 

XPS was carried out in a chamber separate from those used to record STM and LEED results.

5.4 Results

5.4.1 STM 

Step Heights

Sputter and annealing yields a stepped and terraced surface, with terrace widths ranging 

from sub-100 nm to 500 nm widths, with an example shown in figure 5.2 (a) and (b). The 

ten aces are atomically flat. The heights of over 400 steps were measured from STM images. 

There are two methods of determining the height of a step. The first method involves selecting a 

significant portion of two adjacent terraces bordering a step. A histogram plotting the height of 

each pixel of the image is then created, shown in figure 5.2 (e), from which distinct height values 

can be determined. The difference in these two heights will equal the step height between the 

two terraces originally selected. The second method is conducted by creating a line profile across
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Figure 5.2: (a) Large scale STM image enhanced to distinguish step edges. (250 nm x 250 nm) of 

the fivefold i-Ag-In-Ybsurface represented in 3D to detail the step-terrace structure, (b) Example 

of a thin terrace resulting from a M step height (150 nm x 150 nm). (c) Histogram of step height 

values with a bin width of 0.05 nm, with the S, M and L step heights indicated, (d) An example of 

a line profile extracted from an STM image taken from (a), with different step heights highlighted, 

(c) An area-height histogram with two different steps shown, (e) A line profile measuring the 
FWHM of a protrusion.
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a step, shown in figure 5.2 (c), and measuring the difference in the z axis between two adjoining 

terraces. While the first method is more accurate, the second method is quicker. However, the 

results of both methods are in agreement.

A distribution of step heights is presented in figure 5.2 (d). There are 3 major occurring 

step heights; a small step S — (0.28 ± 0.04) nm, a medium step height M — (0.58 ± 0.03) 

nm, and a larger step height L ~ (0.85 i 0.05) nm. The step heights are not t scaled such 

that —■ ^ r. Larger step heights also occur, but it is possible to assign these heights

as combinations of the former 3 heights. ‘Step bunching’ has been observed in other species 

of quasicrystals, such as Al-Pd-Mn [85], ALCu-Ru [49] and ALCu-Fe [17,135]. Step bunching 

occurs in greater frequency with higher anneal temperatures. However the anneal temperature 

used for i-Ag-In~Yb is already close to the melting point of the bulk, and as such it is not 

possible to extensively study the effects of step bunching on this material.

The relative occurrence of the S, M and L step heights is 66%, 12% and 22% respectively 

at the nominal surface preparations specified above. The low occurrence of M step heights, 

highlighted in figure 5.2 (b), as well as the tendency for terraces arising from this height being 

very narrow. For example in 5.2 (b) the M step terrace only contributes to 5.91% of the image, 

while the above terrace which borders an L step occupies 29.34% of the image. This suggests 

that the surface termination arising from the M step is less preferred.

High resolution STM images

Images taken by STM indicate that observations of surface depend on the applied bias 

voltage, Vb. Figure 5.3 (a) - (d) shows images taken on the same terrace but at differing bias 

voltages. Images taken at Vjj < 0 are characterised by large protrusions which are locally 

airanged into pentagons (highlighted in figure 5.3 (a)). These pentagons have an edge length of 

2.40 ± 0.15 nm and two different orientations rotated at 36° from each other. The diameter of 

the protrusions is estimated at 1.30 ± 0.04 nm by measuring the full width at half maxima of 

their height profiles, of which one is shown in figure 5.2 (f). At V5 > 0 the protrusions do not 

appear as shown in figure 5.3 (b). Instead, rings are observed at the vertices of the previously 

described pentagons. The diameter of these rings is 1.80 ± 0.05 nm.

It is found that the protrusions from negative bias images are composed of Ag and In, while 

the rings from positive bias images are composed of Yb. This is explained in more detail below.
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Figure 5.3: (a) Negative bias STM image of a terrace (-0.81V, 30 nm x 30 nm). (b) Positive 

bias STM image of a different terrace (-2.6V, 30 nm x 30 nm). (c) and (d) Close up images of the 
pentagonal arrangements taken from (a) and (b) respectively.
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Fivefold axis

Figure 5.4: (a) The atomic structure of i-Cd-Yb projected normal to the fivefold axis, (b) 
Variation in the atomic density per 0.01 nm layer perpendicular to the fivefold axis. Red indicates 
Cd, green indicates Yb, blue indicates cluster centers (for which (b) has this amount increased by 
a factor of 10) and the grey line represents the overall atomic density. Broken black boxes indicate 
significant gaps in the atomic density distribution.

Comparison with the i-Cd-Yb model

Comparing STM results to the theoretical model enables the identification of bulk termi

nations and surface planes. For this purpose the z-Cd-Yb model is used due to both materials 

being isostructural. This model is created from the placements of RTH clusters as described by 

Takakura et al. [48] and has been displayed as a distribution of atomic planes perpendicular to 

the fivefold axis. The variation of atomic density along the fivefold axis is shown in figure 5.4 

calculated from a 10 nm x 10 nm x 5 nm section of the i-Cd-Yb model. The gaps between 

high density regions of atoms is consistent with the electron density analysis of the same system 

reported by de Boissieu et al. [136].

Experimental evidence indicates that the surface observed by STM is formed at high density 

regions which intersect cluster centers. Obeying this rule, there are three separation distances 

between the high density layers encountered in the model, 0.25 nm (S), 0.57 nm (M) and 0.82 

nm (L). The step heights are not r scaled. These three distances are similar to the S, M and
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a) b) c)

1200 atoms (924 Cd, 276 Yb) 454 atoms (318 Cd, 136 Yb) 276 atoms (89 Cd, 187 Yb)
33 RTH clusters 17 RTH clusters 9 RTH clusters

a-2.53nm a-2.53nm a-4.10nm
b-1.57nm b-1.57nm b-2.53nm

Figure 5.5: The 3 common atomic planes that intersect the RTH cluster centers perpendicular
to the fivefold axis. (10 nm x 10 nm)

L steps observed by STM. The occurrence of S, M and L steps in a 10 nm section projected 

normal to the fivefold direction of the z-Cd-Yb model (of which 20 steps are present) is 55%, 

5% and 40% respectively, which is again similar to the occurrences of these steps as observed 
by STM.

A sequence in cluster separations of LSLSS is observed within the z distribution of atoms 

which matches the previously seen sequence observed by STM (figure 5.2 (a) and (d)). If a surface 

were to form at every high density plane and not just the corresponding planes that contain 

cluster centers (which can be seen in figure 5.4) the only step size that would be produced is the 

S step. This would not agree with the occurrence of the L step as seen by STM. This indicates 

that the surface selection rules for this material are not determined by atomic density alone [88].

There are also significant gaps occurring alongside each high atomic density plane, indicated 

in figure 5.4 (b) by broken black boxes. As these gaps accompany atomic planes that are not 

a preferential choice for a surface, it can be concluded that this factor does not influence the 

selection of a bulk termination either.

By specifying the condition that a surface termination must lie upon a plane of atoms 

that intersect the RTH cluster centers, and by considering the atomic density, it is possible to 

categorise each surface plane into one of three uniqu groups. A dense plane contains 20 - 40
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cluster centers per 10 nm x 10 nm, a moderately dense plane contains 10 - 20 cluster centers per 

10 nm x 10 nm, and a low density plan contains less than 10 cluster centers per 10 nm x 10 nm. 

These three planes all exhibit similar features of concentric Cd and Yb rings. The size of a cluster 

can be considered to be bound by the radius of its largest atomic shell, the Triacontahedron. 

The radius of this shell is 0.78 nm along its two fold direction, which is parallel to the fivefold 

surface. This gives a cluster an area of 1.91 nm2, and hence gives a cluster density from (a), (b) 

and (c) of 0.63, 0.32 and 0.17 clusters per nm2 respectively.

Each atomic plane is related to each other by the process of inflation and deflation by a 

factor of r. The densest plane is a deflation of the moderately dense atomic plane, while the 

moderately dense atomic plane is a deflation of the least dense plane.

Figure 5.5 (a) shows the densest plane selected. This plane exhibits two cluster separations 

of 2.53 nm and 1.57 nm. Both of these cluster separations are observed in experimental results. 

Figure 5.5 (b) shows the second densest plane. This plane also exhibits the smaller cluster 

separation but its occurrence is rare. Figure 5.5 (c) shows the sparsest layer. This layer exhibits 

a larger cluster separation of 4.10 nm which is also observed directly from experimental results. 

The cluster separations are related by r, in that a; « r.

As studies progressed, it became possible to obtain atomic resolution of these rings, which 

was accomplished by Sharma et aim Ecole des Mines in Nancy, France. During the course of 

these studies, initial STM experiments allowed us to resolve the ring like structures previously 

presented. This increment of resolution has enabled both dense and moderately dense terraces to 

be identified. Figure 5.6 demonstrates some of the smaller cluster separations. These occur when 

clusters take the shape of a rhomb and a smaller scale pentagon. Such features are highlighted 

by white shapes. For comparison, a pentagon of edge length ~ 2.53 nm is highlighted in black.

If the densest plane intersecting cluster centers was chosen as a surface plane, the step sizes 

produced by this new selection would not match those observed by STM. These step sizes would 

now be combinations of the S', M and L steps. Step bunching with a frequency to allow this 

selection of atomic planes to be considered for surface terminations has not been observed on 

this surface. This detail, as well as the comparison of STM from Nancy with the model indicates 

that both high density and moderate density planes can occur as a stable surface.

The atomic density of each potential surface is shown in figure 5.7. The denser atomic 

planes (corresponding to figure 5.5 (a)) contain more Cd than Yb, while the moderately dense
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Figure 5.6: High resolution positive bias image of the clean fivefold surface of z-Ag-In-Yb. This 
image details cluster formations that feature separations of 2.53 nm (black shapes) and 1.57 nm 
(white shapes). Courtesy of Dr V. Fourne of Ecole des Mines, Nancy.

atomic planes are characterised by containing more Yb than Cd (refer to figure 5.7 (b)). The 

distribution of the atomic planes in reference to their density does not dictate the sequence of 

step heights. An M step accompanies a lower density plane. However, due to the limitations of 

the model and the lack of examples of M steps and low density planes, it cannot be conclusively 

proven that these low density planes are always accompanied by an M step.

Further evidence for these atomic planes being selected for surface terminations can be 

obtained by comparing the positions of protrusions and rings with the positions of features from 

the i-Cd-'Vb model. A pentagonal tiling of edge length 2.53 nm can be superimposed on atomic 

planes that intersect the center of the RTH clusters, taken from the i-Cd-Yb model structure, 

and is shown in figure 5.8 (a). This atomic plane features Yb atoms from the 3rd shell of the 

RTH cluster, and Ag/In atoms from the 4th shell of the RTH cluster. 80% of the 4th shell is 

populated by In [137]. However, this calculation has been conducted for the 1/1 Approximant, 

but it is assumed that the RTH clusters from the quasicrystal and its approximants are similar 

in composition [48]. Each vertex of this tiling coincides with the position of a cluster center. A 

similar pentagonal tiling can be superimposed onto the STM images with the same criteria for
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Figure 5.7: The atomic density of viable surface terminations along the direction normal to the 
fivefold axis using a step size of 0.01 nm. Blue indicates the amount of cluster centers, red indicates 
the amount of Cd and green indicates the amount of Yb.

Figure 5.8: (a) The projected structure of the atomic planes that intersect the cluster centers 
(20 nm x 20 nm). (b) A close up of a pentagonal arrangement of clusters from the same atomic 

plane highlighting the pentagonal motif of the superimposed tiling and the position of the atomic 

cluster (7 nm x 7 nm). STM images at (c) a negative bias and (d) a positive bias, highlighting the 

pentagonal formation of protrusions and rings, as well as their position in relation to the tiling.
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Figure 5.9: Partial DOS’s about the Fermi level for the 1/1 approximant of i-Ag-In-Yb [83].
Partial density of states for Yb 4d (black), Ag/ In 5p (grey), and Ag/ln 5s (light grey).

the positions of the vertices.

Comparing the sizes of the protrusion from negative biased images (figure 5.8 (c)) and the 

ring from positive biased images figure 5.8 (d)) from the model allow us to identify what the 

features are. These features are highlighted from the model shown in figure 5.8 (b). The first 

ring around the cluster center, a red ring composed of Cd (or Ag/ln for the ternary alloy) 

corresponds to the cross section of an icosidodecahedron (the fourth shell of the RTH cluster) 

which has a diameter of 1.30 nm. This matches the diameter of the protrusions observed at 

negative bias, and indicates a bias of V# <0 enhances the Ag and In sites. The second ring 

from the center of the RTH cluster has a diameter of 1.94 nm and belongs to different RTH 

clusters or the linkages between these units. This diameter is similar to that of the observed 

ring at a positive bias V# > 0 and indicates that a tunneling current at V# >0 enhances at 

the Yb sites. The choice of this atomic plane as a surface would indicate that the surface of 

i-Ag-In-Yb is rich in In and Yb.

From calculations performed for the 1/1 approximant of z-Ag-In-Yb [83] it is shown that 

unoccupied states just above the Fermi level are dominated by Yb 4d levels. This is also seen 

for the ternary alloy and is shown in figure 5.9 which displays the partial DOS’s around the 

fermi level. While the states above the Fermi level are dominated by Yb 4d, the states just 

below the Fermi level are combinations the Yb4d and Ag/ln 5p states. Levels around -6 eV are
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Figure 5.10: Pentagonal feature of the clean surface of z-Ag-In-Yb at varying bias’. Images (a, 
b, c) taken at -1.0V, +0.1V and +1.2V respectively.

a combination of all three elements, Ag/In 5s, Ag/In 5p and Yb Ad levels, although for STM 

measurements this is not a consideration as STM measurements primarily focus on potentials 

between ±2 V. The states just below the Fermi level are a combination of Ag/In 5p and Yb Ad 

levels with negligible contributions from the Ag and In 3s levels. This represents the presence 

p-d hybridisation for this material. The occurrence of Ag, In and Yb states at various energies 

about the Feimi level explains protrusions of Ag and In are visible at a negative bias, while rings 

of Yb atoms are visible at a positive bias. The coupling of Ag and In states also explains the 

difficulty in obtaining atomic resolution of the clusters.

Figure 5.10 shows in greater detail the changes that occur as the bias is changed from neg

ative to positive. These images feature the pentagonal motif described above. As the bias is 

changed, it is possible to resolve the inside of the protrusions. This is a rare occurrence and is 

not observed often. At a +0.1V bias atoms can be resolved in a protrusion. The exact distribu

tion of Ag and In atoms in the central ring is currently unknown. Specific arrangements of these 

different elemental species could cause the local density of states (LDOS) being concentrated 

about an atom, which in turn would allow that specific atom to be imaged clearly by STM. For 

example, the inclusion of a pentagon of Ag within the Ag/In ring could cause such a feature to 

be resolved by STM given appropriate tunneling conditions.

Step and terrace morphology

Theie are also features that occur in the STM images, that are directly comparable to the 

model, that exist on step edges. At the edge of 0.28 nm high steps it is possible to observe 

protruding clusters from STM images taken at a negative bias. These protruding clusters can 

yield a Fibonacci sequence of A and B segments, extending for several tens of nanometers. This
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Figure 5.11: (a) A step edge exhibiting protrusions in the form of the Fibonacci sequence, (b) 

A small section of the i-Cd-Yb model, displaying only the Cd atoms present on the surface, (c) A 

negative bias image and (d) a positive bias image of the same area of the clean surface. (50 nm x 
50 nm)
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Figure 5.12: (a) Fast Fourier Transform of a negative biased STM image from the fivefold surface 
of i-Ag-In-Yb.(b) Fast Fourier Transform of a positive bias STM image of the same surface.

is shown in figure 5.11 (a), with a triple A defect highlighted. These A and B segments measure 

4.24±0.27 nm and 2.53 ±0.22 nm respectively. These two lengths are r-related, so that A = tB. 

A segments occur more often than B segments, with the ratio of occurrences also being related 

by r. The Fibonacci sequence can be explained if the step-edge is parallel to the edge of the 

pentagon features observed in the model, which corresponds to high symmetry directions as 

shown in figure 5.11 (b). No individual atoms are imaged at the step edges, and it has not been 

possible to resolve ring like features at a step edge by probing with a positive bias.

These sequences are only observed on steps of the smallest height. This may be due to the 

larger step height being the combination of a many atomic planes, with such a high density of 

atoms being present at various heights obstructing any cluster resolution from being obtainable.

Negative bias images may also exhibit a change in morphology as highlighted in figure 5.11 

(c). Areas differing in morphology can occur on the same terrace. The tunneling current of 

this different morphology is greater and manifests itself as a brighter area on the STM image. 

However a positive bias image of the same area does not display this change in morphology, as 

shown in figure 5.11 (d). This indicates that this differing morphology is an electronic effect.

Surface ordering

Fourier transforms of the negative and positive bias’ images show ten fold patterns with
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Figure 5.13: (a, b) are auto correlation patterns taken from negative and positive bias STM im

ages respectively. These are accompanied by autocorrelation patterns taken from (c) the positions 
of clusters and (d) the positions of Yb atoms from the i-Cd-Yb model (20 nm x 20 nm).

maxima located at r scaled distances which confirm quasiperiodic order, and are shown in

figure 5.12 (a) and (b). The negative bias FFT is scaled down by a factor of r from the positive 

bias FFT.

By observing autocorrelations taken from negative and positive biased STM images it is 

possible to test long range order by displaying the distances between recurring features that 

occur in the positive and negative biased STM images. Figure 5.13 (a) and (b) demonstrate 

autocorrelation pattern taken from negative and positive biased STM images, respectively. The 

autocorrelation patterns from the negative image displays many rings of maxima with radii 2.3 

nm, 3.8 nm, 6.1 nm and so on. These are related by 1, r and r2 respectively, and confirm 

aperiodic order. The first maximum corresponds to the protrusion separations observed by
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STM.

The autocorrelation of a positive-bias STM image consists of smaller and more frequent rings 

of maxima. The first maximum occurs at a radius of 0.6 nm which corresponds to the atomic 

separation of Yb atoms, 0.6 nm. The radius of the second maxima at 1.1 nm originates from 

the next nearest neighbour separation of the Yb atoms, and is r-related to the first maximum. 

The third maximum of 1.9 nm corresponds to the diameter of the Yb rings.

An autocorrelation pattern from a dense atomic plane from the model structure (shown 

previously in figure 5.5 (a)) is then compared to the experimental results. The densest plane is 

chosen as opposed to the other two atomic planes as these are merely inflations of the densest

plane which contains more information. Figure 5.13 (c) and (d) are autocorrelation patterns 

taken from the «-Cd-Yb model. Figure 5.13 (c) has been determined using the positions of 

the cluster centers which are associated with the positions of the protrusions. These have been 

modeled as a point source as opposed to larger objects that match the size of these protrusions, 

so that a clearer, sharper autocorrelation pattern is produced. The pattern produced agrees 

with that of the negative biased STM image shown in figure 5.13 (a), apart from one feature. 

The first maximum on the theoretical autocorrelation pattern occurs at 1.4 nm which is smaller 

than the first maximum from the STM autocorrelation pattern by a factor of r. This is due to 

the omission of a small cluster separation occurring in the STM image, due to a lack of resolution

To compare the model structure to the positive biased autocorrelation, the Yb atom place

ments have been used. This produces a complex pattern similar to that of the experimental 

autocoirelation pattern, and as with the cluster centre position autocorrelation pattern, matches

up well to the experimental data with maxima at similar positions. The positive bias autocorre

lation patterns are a factor of r2 smaller than the negative bias autocorrelation patterns. This 

is consistent with the autocorrelation patterns from the model, and also consistent with fast

Fourier transform (FFT) patterns obtained from the respective STM images (see figure 5.12 (a) 
and (b)).

Impurity phases

It was mentioned previously that sample 1 is not a single grain quasicrystal, and contains 

two periodic domains. These domains offer many examples of periodic features, of which two 

examples are shown in figure 5.14 (a) and (d). Auto correlations and FFT’s are used to determine
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Figure 5.14: (a) and (d) Negative bias STM images of areas of periodic domains of the clean 
fivefold z-Ag-In-Yb quasicrystal. (50 nm x 50 nm) (b) Autocorrelation of (a) with the unit cell 

highlighted. (25 nm x 25 nm) (e) Fourier pass filter of (d) with the unit cell highlighted. (25 

nm x 25 nm) Inset: Autocorrelation of (d). (10 nm x 10 nm) (c) and (f) FFT’s of (a) and (d) 
respectively.
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Figure 5.15: (a) An STM image of the 1/1 approximant of the Ag-In-Yb system (40 nm x 40 
nm). (b) An FFT pattern taken from (a).

the sizes of the unit cells expressed by these structures. Many examples of periodicity of this 

surface produce autocorrelations that exhibit rod features. This makes the measuring of the 

unit cell problematic. Figure 5.14 (a) produces a clear autocorrelation which is shown in Figure 

5.14 (b). Figure 5.14 (d) does not produce a similar autocorrelation, and instead the Fourier 

pass filter is shown in figure 5.14 (e) is used to determine the unit cell size. The autocorrelation 
for (d) is shown in the inset of (e).

The structure shown in figure 5.14 (a) has a unit cell of size 2.01 nm x 2.91 nm, and is a 

near perfect rectangle (a distortion has been incurred from thermal drift encountered during 

STM measurements). The structure shown in figure 5.14 (d) has a unit cell of size 1.42 nm x 

2.36 nm. Both these structures are accompanied by step heights of 1.7 nm, which is similar to 

the unit cell length of the 1/1 approximant of Ag-In-Yb of 1.57 nm [48] with an example of the 

1/1 Ag-In-Yb approximant shown in figure 5.15. The periodic nature of these STM images are 

emphasised in their FFT patterns, which are shown in 5.14 (c) and (f).

Occasionally periodic structures in the quasicrystalline domain can be observed which coexist 

with the present aperiodic structure. An example of this is shown in figure 5.16 (a). This 

structuie has a unit cell of 2.47 nm x 1.3 nm. A second periodic domain occurs adjacent to 

the first, with this domain and a domain boundary featured in figure 5.16 (b). This structure 

has a unit cell of 2.7 nm x 2.3 nm. Both these domains are accompanied by step heights of 0.5 

nm. This step height is consistent with the periodicity of the 1/1 approximant along the [110] 

direction. The distances between clusters along this direction is related to the unit cell, a, by 

^ = 0.53. This is not conclusive proof that this structure is related to the 1/1 approximant. 

Firstly, the encountered unit cell sizes of all 4 structures do not match up to the unit cell of the
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Figure 5.16: (a) An STM image taken from the quasiperiodic domain of sample 1 that displays 

local periodic ordering (160 nm x 90 nm) (b) An STM image taken from the same domain showing 

coexisting periodic structures, with Fourier pass filters of both domains included in inserts. The

lower part of (b) corresponds to the same structure observed in (a). (97 nm x 65 nm). Reprinted 
from [128]

1/1 or 2/1 approximants, of 1.57 nm and 2.53 nm. Also, while the step height of 0.5 nm agrees 

with that of the 1/1 approximant along the [110] direction, analysis of the 1/1 approximants 

bulk structure prohibits this [138]. Bulk truncations along the [110] surface produces a step 

height distribution that does not conform to the observed values.

As no correlation is found between these periodic phases and the approximant phases, there 

are several speculations as to what is being observed. Firstly, it is possible that we are looking 

at a surface projection of the approximant, but along a low symmetry direction. Secondly, it is 

possible that we are observing an unknown phase of the quasicrystal. Known periodic phases of 

this system are Agln2 (tetragonal; a = 0.688 nm, c = 0.562 nm), Ir^Agg (cubic; a = 0.992 nm). 

InAg3 (hexagonal; a = 0.295 nm, 0.786 nm), Ag3In (hexagonal; a = 0.299 nm, 0.480 nm) and 

YbAg5.4In6.6 (tetragonal; a = 0.973 nm, 0.571 nm) [139], but all these phases have unit cells 

that are not related to the observed measurements. By observing the partial phase diagram of 

Ag-In-Yb in figure 5.17 it is clear that these periodic phases do not occur within the vicinity

of the quasicrystal. Thirdly, it is possible that the periodic surface has reconstructed from the 

known theoretical structures.

5.4.2 LEED

Low Energy Electron Diffraction have been performed on sample 2. Patterns are observed only 

at a range of low energies for this surface, appearing at ~ 10 eV and persisting to an energy
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Figure 5.17: Partial phase diagram of the Ag-In-Yb system. Reprinted from [130]

of ~ 80 eV. Diffraction patterns for a variety of energies are displayed in figure 5.18. These

patterns demonstrate a well ordered surface displaying a five fold symmetry. Successive orders

of diffraction spots are related by factors of r. The first order of a second distinct set of rings

has a distance from the reflected beam of k is the two dimensional projection of the three

dimensional reciprocal lattice vector k = i = 2...6 where 9 = 31.72° for icosahedral
cos 9

geometry. The ratio edge length, t, to radius i? of a pentagon is denoted by £ = xR where 
X = 1.175.

Reciprocal lattice vectors are compared with that of LEED patterns of Cu(lll). Patterns at 

the same energies are compared using the k-vector of Cu calculated from its lattice parameter 

[140]. This is then used to calibrate spot separation measurements while analysing the z-Ag-In- 

\ b LEED patterns. X-ray diffraction has been performed multiple times on the bulk material 

[52,130,131], which has led to a calculated lattice constant of o ~ 0.559 nm. This translates to 

a reciprocal lattice vector of a* ~ 15.86 nm—^ where

(5.1)a

A LEED pattern from Cu(lll) becomes observable at around 45 eV. This does not leave
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Figure 5.18: LEED images of the fivefold i-Ag-In-Yb surface taken at; (a) 10.5 eV, (b) 15 eV, 
(c) 33 eV and (d) 64.6 eV.

Figure 5.19: LEED image of the fivefold i-Ag-In-Yb surface taken at 45 eV.



Figure 5.20: Two di

mensional MEIS spectra 

obtained from the clean i- 

Ag-In-Yb surface.

many coinciding energies at which patterns from both Cu (111) and z-Ag-In-Yb are observable, 

and will exclude the use of the sharper LEED patterns observed from z-Ag-In-Yb at energies of 

15 - 35 eV. At 45 eV there are at least 3 rings of spots observable from the i-Ag-In-Yb surface, 

highlighted in figure 5.19. Spots of ring 1 yield a reciprocal lattice constant a* = (13.854± 1.222) 

nm which translates to a lattice constant a = (0.642 ± 0.056) nm. This value is consistent 
with the lattice constant derived from the bulk.

5.4.3 MEIS

By employing MEIS it is possible to determine the surface composition and surface structure of 

the fivefold plane of i-Ag-In-Yb. The acquired spectra, of which an example is given in figure 

5.20, can then be compared to previous XPS results in regards to composition. For the structure 

determination, a Monte Carlo simulation is employed using the i-Cd-Yb model to generate a 

theoretical MEIS spectrum, which has then been compared to experimental data.

Composition Analysis

The initial compositional MEIS results were taken on i-Ag-In-Yb sample 1. MEIS spectra 

were taken after annealing at various temperatures, and are shown in figure 5.21 (a). The lower 

energy section is associated with the signal from the bulk, and originates from scattered ions 
that have undergone many inelastic collisions. Due to the spread of energy from emerging ions 

it is not possible to determine the bulk composition from this data.
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Figure 5.21: (a) One dimensional spectra taken from sample 1 along the energy axis, showing 
the intensity of scattered ions as a function of energy. Peaks relating to the presence of Yb and 
Ag/ln are highlighted, (b) Concentrations of Yb and Ag/ln as a function of anneal temperature.

Signals at higher energies of the spectrum originate from the surface, and elements can be 

characterised from the energies of the measured peaks. Yb produces a strong signal at a high 

energy due to it being the heaviest element present, while Ag and In feature at a lower energy. 

Due to their similar sizes and masses, ions scattered by Ag and In have similar energies leading 

to one indistinguishable peak. As such the concentrations of both elements are counted as one 

species.

Figure 5.21 (b) shows the normalised intensities of these elements with respect to the square 

of their atomic number Z2, as a function of anneal temperature. As the anneal temperature 

increases, the concentration of Yb increases. At 430°C the amount of Yb at the surface is 

roughly 30%. This value is slightly higher than the expected value of bulk concentrations for 

Yb, due to the fact that the top-most surface plane is composed mainly of Yb. The average 

Yb concentration over all potential surface planes of the z-Cd-Yb model (shown in figures 5.4 

and 5.7) varies between 31% and 75%, with an average value of 46%. As MEIS will detect an 

average composition over an area of several /im2, the detected Yb concentration is consistent 

with that indicated by the model at surface terminations.

An energy spectrum from sample 2 has also been obtained. This spectrum has yet to be 

fully analysed due to the complex nature of fitting a theoretical scattering plot. However it is 

possible to see that there is a large contribution of Yb on the surface. The Yb signal intensity 

from sample 2 is comparable to that of the intensity recorded on sample 1. This indicates that
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Figure 5.22: (a) One dimensional spectra taken from sample 2 along the energy axis.

if single grain quasicrystalline i-Ag-In-Yb sample is studied using MEIS, the surface will be 

composed mainly of Yb.

Structure Analysis

By taking angle resolved information from the 2D spectra, the surface structure of a material 

can be compared to the theoretical model. Figure 5.23 shows a comparison of the experimental 

data taken from sample 2 and theoretical scattering spectra. The theoretical spectrum was 

determined by taking a small slice from the unrelaxed z-Cd-Yb model and simulating a MEIS 

experiment using appropriate software packages. Due to the complexity of the model and lack 

of a unit cell, the theoretical spectrum is limited to an angular resolution of 0.5°. Although 

the z-Cd-Yb model does not feature Ag and In, the average mass and size of these two atoms 

is similar to Cd. Another issue is that the populations of these two differing atoms cannot be 

identified, so using Cd in every Ag/In position produces a reasonable estimate.

In both experimental and theoretical spectra, three major blocking dips occur at angles of 

69°, 90° and 110.5°. The theoretical data also shows blocking features at angles of 75°, 79°, 83°, 

102° and 121.5°.

Due to the low flux of ions incident to the surface, a significant signal to noise ratio was 

produced. However the coincidence of major blocking dips provides good evidence of the surface 

of the z-Ag-In-Yb quasicrystal is bulk terminated and undergoes no reconstruction.
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Figure 5.23: The experimental and theoretical structural spectra from the clean fivefold e-Ag- 

In-Yb surface.

Binding Energy (eV)

Figure 5.24: XPS spectra of the clean fivefold surface of i-Ag-In-Yb (indicated by a grey line) 

and pure metals (indicated by a black line) core levels for (a) Ag, (b) In and (c) Yb.

5.4.4 XPS

XPS spectra of the clean fivefold surface for Ag 3d, In 3d and Yb 4d core levels are shown in 

figure 5.24 (a), (b) and (c) respectively. These are compared with the core level spectra of a 

Ag(lll) crystal and pure (99.9%) metallic foils of In and Yb. The binding energies for Ag and 

Yb from the fivefold surface are slightly different to their pure versions. The Ag 3d peaks are 

shifted to higher binding energies by 0.5 eV, while the Yb 4d peak are shifted by about 0.7 

eV to lower binding energies, while the binding energy for In remains unchanged from its pure 

metallic form. This suggests that there is a charge transfer occurring between Ag and Yb in the 

quasicrystal, and that the two elements are bonded. Charge transfer as a result of bonding may 

leave an atom with a partial positive or negative charge. The Columbic interaction between
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the core levels of a charged atom and it’s nucleus will cause an energy shift of the core level 

electrons, to a higher binding energy for a positive charge, and a lower binding energy for a 

negative charge. The line shapes of Ag and In are unchanged from their pure counterparts. The 

Yb 4d line shape from the quasicrystal also exhibits its characteristic spin-orbit doublet shape, 

which is observed in other Yb compounds [141],

Previous XPS studies [64] have shown that sputtering preferentially removes In and Yb from 

the surface leading to a surface composition of Agyi In24Ybs. After annealing the composition 

is restored close to that of the bulk resulting in a surface composition of Ag4oIn45Ybi5, which 

is close to the bulk composition. The previous study was performed using sample 1.

A compositional analysis using sample 2 has also been completed. The surface composi

tion after sputtering was found to be Ag62.i±o.8ln28.4±o.6Yb9.4±o.3. After annealing the surface 

composition changed to Ag35.0io.4In44.3io.8Yb2o.oiO.6-

5.5 Summary

The comparison of STM, LEED, MEIS and XPS studies performed on the fivefold z-Ag-In-Yb 

surface with that of the model of i-Cd-Yb have yielded results consistent with the theory that the 

surfaces exhibited by this material are bulk terminated. The surfaces produced by preparation 

conditions yield an atomically flat step terraced structure. Comparing the step sizes to the bulk 

model of ACd-Yb imply that the surface forms at atomic planes that intersect the center of the 

Rhombic Triacontrahedral atomic clusters that construct the bulk material. These planes are 

not the most dense atomic planes, but contain high concentrations of Yb and In. The most 

dense planes however are accompanied by gaps of atomic density but are absent at potential 

surface termination planes. This provides us with the understanding that bulk terminations for 

this system are not chosen purely for their atomic density or gap sizes in the atomic model, but 

that the surface free energy is a major determining factor. Such surfaces will have low surface 

free energies as Yb and In have lower surface free energies than that of Ag [142].

This surface exhibits a bias dependence when viewed by STM. At a negative bias large 

protrusions indicating the positions of clusters of atoms are visible. The sizes of these clusters 

coincide with the diameter of the ten fold Cd ring that encircles a cluster center, which is 

formed by an icosidodecahedron or the fourth shell of an RTH cluster. This indicates that these
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protrusions are truncated RTH clusters. The inability to gain atomic resolution is possibly 

caused by the electronic coupling of Ag and In atoms. A pentagonal tiling can be superimposed 

onto this image with the vertices of such a tiling lying on the cluster center. A tiling of identical 

edge length can be superimposed upon the model structure also.

At a positive bias decagonal rings are observed. The diameter of these rings matches up to 

the diameter of a decagonal ring of Yb atoms present on the i-Cd-Yb model, which are shared 

between different clusters. The same tiling as described for images at a negative bias can be 

superimposed onto this image, with the vertices placed at the center of the ring features.

Autocorrelations of negative biased images resemble autocorrelations taken from the z-Cd- 

Yb model with the cluster center positions highlighted. Another similarity is also shared by 

comparing an autocorrelation between positive biased images and the positions of Yb atoms 

from the model structure. This gives further proof to STM images at negative bias showing 

states enhanced around Ag/In positions and positive bias showing states enhanced around Yb 

positions.

LEED patterns taken from the surface demonstrate fivefold symmetry. K-vectors obtained 

from these images match reciprocal lattice vectors measured from X-ray diffraction, and suggest 

that the bulk structure is present at the surface. Compositional MEIS analysis concludes that 

the annealed surface has a high concentration of Yb. This also agrees with predictions that 

the surfaces occur on atomic planes rich in Yb. Analysis of the angle resolved MEIS spectrum 

compares well with the theoretical spectrum obtained from the model structure.

XPS spectra show no changes in the line forms of the core level peaks from the quasicrystal 

when compared to their pure metal counterparts. The Ag 3d and Yb 4d core levels undergo an 

energy shift suggesting a charge transfer indicating bonding between these two elements. The 

surface composition is found to be similar to the bulk composition.

This system shares many similarities with the z-Al-Pd-Mn system. Both systems exhibit a 

step terraced structure, where step heights may be identified in their model structures. They also 

display many fivefold features upon their terraces which can be identified in their models, but 

the bias dependency when observed by STM is only exhibited to the z-Ag-In-Yb quasicrystal. It 

is possible to pick out atomic arrangements on the Al-Pd-Mn surface at either bias, which led to 

the designation of features such as dark stars and white flowers, which are formed from truncated 

Bergman and pseudo-Mackay clusters respectively. The z-Ag-In-Yb surface is different in terms
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of visible features, with the predominant surface features being purely protrusions for negative 

bias and rings for positive bias, both of which conform to the same pentagonal tiling. These 

features may be considered to be truncated RTH clusters. Both systems are also considered to 

exhibit surfaces that are bulk terminated [11,143], The i-Al-Pd-Mn system is reported to adhere 

to all three factors that govern the formation of a stable surface plane; high atomic density [144], 

being composed of elements that have a low surface free energy and each termination being 

accompanied by a large gap in atomic density [88,89]. Surfaces of the i-Ag~In-Yb quasicrystal 

are, however, determined primarily by the fact that a surface is composed of elements that have 

a low surface free energy. While there are gaps in atomic density that do accompany the highest 

density atomic planes in the model, these planes do not contribute surfaces.
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Chapter 6

Structural characterisation of the 

two and threefold surfaces of the 

i-Ag-In-Yb quasicrystal

6.1 Introduction

This chapter deals with the characterisation of the three and twofold surfaces of the i-Ag-In- 

Yb quasicrystal. This characterisation follows a similar approach to the methods used for the 

fivefold sample. The surfaces of the three and twofold crystals are initially studied using STM. 

The results from this technique are then related to the model structure in an effort to discover 

which surface planes are responsible for the observed surface structures. The long range order is 

then tested using LEED, and finally XPS is utilised to analyse the chemical compositions of the 

surface. These two surfaces are also oxidised and their behaviour studied. This is elaborated on 

in chapter 8.

6.2 Experimental Details

Preparation of these samples was similar to that of the fivefold sample. These samples were cut 

from the same ingot that produced fivefold sample 2 after their symmetry planes were identified 

by Laue backscattering [131]. Preliminary surface preparation involved the same process to
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remove residue left over from the cutting process. This produced samples of size and appearance 

similar to the fivefold sample 2. Further preparation of hand polishing with varying grades of 

diamond paste was performed in the same way as the fivefold sample, before they were mounted 

onto suitable plates and entered into UHV. Preparation in situ featured sputtering for 30 mins 

and annealing for 2 hours using similar conditions of those used for the fivefold sample. The 

only difference was that both the two and threefold samples were only heated to 420° C. The 

samples were then left to cool for 15 minutes after annealing.

STM experiments were conducted in three different laboratories. The microscopes used to 

study these samples are Omicron variable temperature STM’s operating at room temperature in 

two different laboratories, Liverpool and Tsukuba, Japan. XPS measurements were performed 

with unmonochromatised AlKa. radiation (hi/ — 1486.6 eV) using a PSP Vacuum Technology 

hemispherical electron-energy analyser. Results from the two and threefold sample were treated 

in a similar way to that of the fivefold sample, in how peak intensities and binding energies 

were measured. LEED measurements were performed using an Omicron Specta LEED optic 

and source, using a LaBe filament. During LEED measurements the samples were kept at room 

temperature.

6.3 Results

6.3.1 STM: Threefold Surface

Step heights

The threefold surface exhibits an atomically flat surface consisting of steps and terraces as 

shown in figure 6.1 (a). Terraces range in size from several hundred nanometres to half a mi

cron. Two step heights are observed which have been measured from a total of 199 steps; a small 

step S = 0.12 ± 0.02 nm and a larger step L = 0.44 ± 0.03, with relative occurrences of 15% 

and 85% respectively. The small step height is encountered relatively rarely, and is indicated 

in 6.1 (b), and also in figure 6.2 (b) by white arrows. In these figures, the small step is part 

of a layer of atoms that only partially covers the terrace, which will be detailed in a later section.

High resolution STM images

Like the fivefold surface, the threefold surface exhibits a degree of bias dependency. Cluster
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Figure 6.1: (a) Large scale image of the threefold surface, enhanced to distinguish step edges. 

(300 nm x 300 nm) (b) A larger terrace with the terraces bordering an S step indicated by white 

arrows (500 nm x 500 nm). (c) A distribution of measured step heights with the S and L step 

heights indicated.

Figure 6.2: (a) A negatively biased STM image of the threefold surface (-1.0 V bias, 80 nm x 

80 nm). (b) A positively biased STM image of the same surface, detailing atomic positions (+1.1 

V bias, 50 nm x 50 nm). (c) An FFT taken from image (b).
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Figure 6.3: Variation in the atomic density in layers perpendicular to the threefold axis using a 
step size of 0.005 nm. Red indicates Cd, green indicates Yb, blue indicates cluster centers (which 
has been increased by a factor of 100) and the grey line represents the overall atomic density.

resolved images, shown in figure 6.2 (a), were visible when the sample was biased negatively 

with respect to the tip. Atomic resolution, shown in figure 6.2 (b), was only observed when the 

sample was biased positively with respect to the tip. Atomic resolution was difficult to obtain, 

and was only witnessed after the tip underwent a voltage pulse in an attempt to sharpen it. 

This inadvertently changed the tip shape, either through picking up material from the surface 

or by the tip losing part of itself, increasing its sharpness to such a level where individual atoms 

can be imaged. In other instances when using a positive bias, the clusters as seen in figure 6.2 

(a) were slightly more resolved.

The surface is shown at both of these resolutions in an attempt to provide a clear view of 

the surface over a small scale, and over a larger scale; it is difficult to pick out the positions 

of the clusters in the atomic resolution image, for example. The sizes, and atomic and cluster 

separations are investigated below. An FFT generated from figure 6.2 (a) is shown in 6.2 (c), 

which demonstrates the 3 fold ordering and r scaling exhibited by this surface.

Comparison with the i-Cd-Yb model

By searching through each atomic plane in the i-Cd-Yb model, it is possible to identify 

many potential planes that might present a possible surface. In figure 6.3 the atomic density 

along the threefold axis is presented. This figure shows that there are several atomic planes of
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high density present. Each of these atomic planes will be considered to discern which atomic 

plane can be feasibly related to experimental results. None of these planes are accompanied by 

significant gaps in atomic density.

Before comparing the model to the STM results, several features are identified from the 

experimental results. These features are discussed in greater detail below. The features are 

the shapes of several atomic arrangements that come in the form of a distorted hexagon, large 

triangles, small triangles, and the configuration of these features in relation to each other.

Three atomic planes identified from the model that have high atomic densities are presented 

in figure 6.4. These are; plane 1 shown in figure 6.4 (a), plane 2 shown in figure 6.4 (b) and plane 

3 shown in figure 6.4 (c). Comparing these planes to an atomically resolved STM image shown 

in figure 6.4 (d) indicates the presence of, or the lack of, comparative features. Specific feature 

sizes and separations, which are detailed later, are compared in the elimination of these atomic 

planes. Plane 1, (figure 6.4 (a)) which is composed entirely of Cd, exhibits several rows of atoms 

in a triangular structure. Such features are not observed by STM and as a result this plane is 

discounted. Plane 2 (figure 6.4 (b)) shows several Cd distorted hexagons, which are indicated by 

black circles. However these features are not of a similar size to the distorted hexagons observed 

by STM, but are instead a factor of r smaller. There are triangular arrangements of Yb atoms, 

indicated by broken black circles, which have similar separations as the small triangles imaged 

by STM. Plane 2 is eliminated however, due to the lack of distorted hexagons of similar sizes. 

Also, the selection of either plane 1 and plane 2 as a surface would create step heights which are 

not compatible with those observed by STM.

Plane 3 is the final atomic plane to be considered. This atomic plane intersects the RTH 

cluster centers. Initially there does not seem to be any matching features if the RTH cluster 

center positions are regarded as being responsible for a distorted hexagon. By removing the 

RTH cluster center positions and the Cd atoms, it becomes possible to identify every feature 

observed by STM.

The first feature, shown in figure 6.6 to be considered is the distorted hexagon. This feature 

has two differing atomic separations measured experimentally to be 0.93 ± 0.07 nm (1) and 

0.68 ± 0.07 nm (2). These match up to the separations from the model of 0.97 nm and 0.67 nm 

respectively.
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Figure 6.4: Atomic planes from the Cd Yb model normal to the 3 fold axis. Each plane features 

relatively high atomic densities, indicated as (a) plane 1, (b) plane 2 and (c) plane 3. Positions of 

these planes are indicated in figure 6.3. (d) A comparative STM image displaying atomic resolution 

is included. Red dots indicate Cd atoms, green dots indicate Yb atoms, while blue dots indicate 

the centre of an RTH cluster. (8 nm x 8 nm)
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Figure 6.5: Features from STM images of the threefold z-Ag-In-Yb surface which include (a) A 

distorted hexagon, (b) an arrangement of small triangles, (c) a large triangle. (5 nm x 5 nm) (d) 

Shows these features together. (8 nm x 8 nm). Features have been highlighted with a variety of 

shapes, to make the identification with the model structure shown in figure 6.6 easier.
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Figure 6.6: Plane 3 with the cluster center and Cd positions omitted. Shapes corresponding to 

those used to identify features observed by STM in figure 6.5 are also included.

The next features observed are the triangular arrangements of small atomic triangles. The 

distances between the triangles of 1.69 ± 0.07 nm (black triangle (3)) are slightly larger than 

those of the model value of 1.57 nm, although these values still reasonably agree with each other. 

The orientation of this triangular arrangement is 180° to the overall triangular arrangement of 

the distorted hexagons, in both the experimental and model observation. The small triangles 

have an edge length of 0.68 ± 0.07 nm (grey triangle (4)) as observed by STM and of 0.60 nm 

as measured from the model, which is in agreement. The orientation of the small triangles is 

parallel to the distorted hexagon triangular arrangement in both STM results and the model.

The large triangle has an edge length of 1.61 ± 0.09 nm (white triangle (5)) when measured 

by STM, and of 1.57 nm from the model. These triangles are aligned at 180° to the overall 

triangular arrangement of the distorted hexagons in both examples. For the model however, 

there is a small distorted hexagon in the middle of the large triangle, which is not observed by 

STM. These atoms are glue atoms however, so it is possible that they are not present on the 

surface. Glue atoms are found to play an important role in the appearance of the surface of 

quasicrystals and their approximant phases. For example, when the surface of the i-Al-Pd-Mn 

crystal is prepared by fracture, the fracture plane is forced to circumvent the clusters, due to
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Table 6.1: Size and separations of features observed on plane 3, and comparative measurements 
of features observed by STM of the threefold 'i-Ag-In-Yb surface.

Feature Model size Experimental size

Distorted hexagon (i) 0.97 0.93 ±0.07

(atomic separations) (2) 0.60 0.68 ±0.07

Small triangle (3) 1.57 1.69 ±0.07

(4) 0.60 0.68 ± 0.07

Large triangle (5) 1.57 1.61 ±0.09

Regular hexagon (6) 0.97 0.93 ±0.07

Distorted hexagon (7) 4.10 4.20 ±0.14

(hexagon separations) (8) 2.53 2.51 ±0.17

their stability [145], producing a corrugated surface. This indicates that the intervening atoms 

between the clusters (the glue atoms) exhibit less stability than atoms that are contained within 

a cluster.

The relative stability of the clusters does not only depend on the positions of glue atoms 

within them, but also the positions of glue atoms in the surrounding environment.

Prom the model, a cluster center is encircled by a regular hexagon of edge length 0.97 nm 

(black hexagon (6)). It is possible to identify these regular hexagons from the model, which 

share an edge length distance with the larger edge length of a distorted hexagon of 0.93 ± 0.07 

nm.

The final characteristic to be measured are the separations of the distorted hexagon arrange

ments. Two separations of 4.20 ± 0.14 nm (7) and 2.51 ± 0.17 nm (8) are observed by STM, 

which match separations observed in the model of 4.10 nm and 2.53 nm respectively.

The partial terrace (which borders an S step) has a slightly different density to the terrace 

it sits upon (which borders an L step). A typical S step terrace contains 0.72 db 0.19 atoms 

per nm2 while a typical L terrace contains 1.08 ± 0.14 atoms per nm2. These densities were 

calculated by highlighting a 10 nm x 10 nm area on an STM image of both an S step terrace 

and an L terrace and counting the protrusions that relate to atomic positions.

The densities of the L terraces and S terraces as measured by STM are less than the densities
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Figure 6.7: An STM of the threefold i- 
Ag-In-Yb surface taken at at Ecole des 
Mines, a separate experiment to the one 
that recorded the threefold information al
ready presented. (25 nm x 25 nm) The 
image is distorted along the horizontal 
axis due to tip drift.

of the L terraces and S terraces as calculated from the model, of 1.15 ±0.12 atoms per nm2 and 

0.87 ± 0.12 atoms per nm2 respectively. Although they are still similar, the lower densities as 

observed by STM indicate that there are atoms missing at the surface, which is consistent with 

the conclusions that certain glue atoms are not present on these terraces.

A feature that can be observed by STM that cannot be explained by the model is the 

existence of an object in the middle of a distorted hexagon that has a greater height than the 

atoms that make up the distorted hexagon of 0.05 nm. Very rarely a non-centered distorted 

hexagon is observed. The layers above or below plane 3 do not contain any atom that could 

reasonably situate itself in these sites. However, figure 6.7 shows STM data observed during 

a separate experiment conducted at Ecole des Mines of near-atomic resolution showing non- 

centered distorted hexagons. It is possible that these sites are highly active when exposed to 

contaminants, and that the chamber used for the initial experiment was subjected to a source 

of contamination [127]. In the chamber used in the experiment conducted at Ecole des Mines, 

only a small amount of oxygen was detected after several hours of STM data collection. It was 

not possible to check oxygen levels in the chamber used in the initial experiment. However, it 

was found during an oxidation study (presented in chapter 8) that the threefold surface is highly 

reactive to oxygen.

By considering only the atomic planes that intersect RTH clusters, it is possible to determine 

what step sizes and sequence will be established from this surface selection. This is shown in 

figure 6.8. Two steps of size S = 0.107 nm and L = 0.452 nm with occurrences of 19% and 81% 

respectively, are formed from this selection of surface planes. The sizes of both steps, and their
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Figure 6.8: The atomic density of viable surface terminations along the threefold axis using a 

step size of 0.005 nm. Blue indicates the amount of cluster centers (which has been increased by 

a factor of 100), red indicates the amount of Cd and green indicates the amount of Yb.

frequency match STM measurements. Combinations of these steps are also scaled by factors of 

r, such that = r.

The instability of a terrace bordering an 5 step, shown in figure 6.1 (b) as an incomplete 

terrace, can be explained by the relative densities of each surface plane, as well as the glue 

atom content. The atomic planes bordering an S step in the model have relatively lower atomic 

densities to those planes bordering an L step. There is also a contribution to the surfaces from 

glue atoms. While the behaviour of glue atoms is not fully known, it is possible that some of 

these atoms are not present at the surface, as explained above in regards to the lack of a small 

distorted hexagon formation being present on the surface, and differing atomic densities between 

experimental and theoretical results. This would lead to a lower stability of the atomic plane. 

An atomic plane that borders an 5 step has ~ 27% of its Yb atomic positions belonging to glue 

atoms. This is greater than a 5-20% of Yb atomic positions belonging to glue atoms from the 

atomic planes that border an L step.

As mentioned above, this surface exhibits a degree of bias dependency when observed by 

STM. As discussed in chapter 5, at a negative bias the STM will detect the density of states of
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Figure 6.9: Autocorrelations of (a) the atomically resolved STM of the threefold surface (b) plane 
3 with no contribution from Cd atoms. (10 nm x 10 nm)

Ag, In and Yb. At a positive bias, only the Yb states will be detected. This would indicate that 

at a negative bias it is more likely to observe the larger clusters, as the density of states at such 

a bias are not purely concentrated around the Yb atoms. However at a positive bias, the visible 

states are firmly concentrated on Yb atoms which makes their resolution more obtainable.

The identification of atomic features from STM results and the similarities of features ex

pressed from atomic planes that intersect the centers of the RTH clusters, as well as the produced 

step heights and sequences, gives reasonable evidence that these atomic planes are responsible 

for surface terminations for the threefold surfaces of z-Ag-In-Yb.

Surface ordering

To further give evidence for plane 3 being responsible for the observed surfaces, autocorrela

tions from the atomically resolved STM and plane 3, with only the contribution of the Yb atoms 

considered, are compared. Figure 6.9 (a) shows the autocorrelation from the atomically resolved 

threefold surface and figure 6.9 (b) shows the autocorrelation taken from the Yb atoms of plane 

3. Only the Yb atoms are considered due to the matching of features observed by STM to the 

Yb atoms of atomic planes that intersect the RTH clusters. Figure 6.9 (a) displays r scaled 

maxima in sixfold directions. The first maxima of 1.53 nm relate to the size of the triangular 

arrangements of small triangles, and the size of the larger triangles, while the second and third 

maxima of 2.69 nm and 4.19 nm relate to the positions and separations of the distorted hexag-
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Figure 6.10: (a) A large scale STM image detailing the size of the terraces present on the twofold 

z-Ag-In-Yb surface, enhanced to distinguish step edges. (1.5 //mx 1.5 /zm) (b) Another large scale 

image showing the twofold angles encountered from the step and terraced structure, as well as some 

locations of the more frequently encountered step heights, enhanced to distinguish step edges. (500 

nm x 500 nm). (c) A histogram of the encountered step heights on this surface, with the S, M, L 
and bunched M + L steps indicated.

onal clusters. The specular feature obscures any maxima that relate to any atomic separations. 

The autocorrelation in figure 6.9 (b) displays maxima at the same distances as those observed 

in STM, although it is possible to see other maxima that relate to atomic separations. The 

brightest maxima that occur in figure 6.9 (a) are highlighted in both images. The similarity of 

the autocorrelations of both experimental and model results gives further confirmation for the 

threefold surfaces of ?-Ag-In-Yb being formed at atomic planes that intersect cluster centers.

6.3.2 STM: Twofold Surface 

Step Heights

After preparation, the twofold surface exhibits an atomically flat surface featuring steps and 

terraces, shown in figure 6.10 (a) and (b). Three unique step heights are observed which are 

measured from 265 steps; a small step 5 = 0.27 ± 0.03 nm, a medium step M = 0.45 ± 0.04 nm 

and a large step L = 0.73 ± 0.06 nm. A histogram of measured step heights is shown in figure 

6.10 (c). Steps of greater heights are also observed. The occurrence of the basic steps heights 

5, M and L are 25%, 47% and 28% respectively. The fourth step height indicated in the step 

height histogram is due to a bunching of an M and an L step. Other bunched steps of greater 

height are observed in rare occasions that can be combinations of any of the three basic step 

heights.
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During the initial scans of the twofold sample the terraces appeared pitted, as shown in figure 

6.10 (a). The condition of the terraces improved over the course of the experiment, as shown in 

figure 6.10 (b). The occurrence of pits can be related to two factors; firstly, the preparation con

ditions were changed at the commencement of this study. Previous preparation had the crystal 

being mechanically polished using alumina paste. This was changed to hand polishing using 

diamond paste. Secondly, as a sample is subjected to preparation procedures, bulk vacancies 

migrate to the surface. This occurs more readily with a newer sample.

High resolution STM images

During this study several different structures from the twofold surface have been observed. 

These can be categorised into two different groups: a crowded surface which features rows 

and a surface which displays an arrangement of protrusions. The surface displaying rows was 

observed when applying a bias voltage of ~ —1 to +1.5 V, while the protrusion structure was 

only observed when using larger positive bias of ~ +1 to +3 V.

The first surface to be considered is the crowded example, referred to as twofold surface 1, 

and is shown in figure 6.11 (a). This STM image has been enhanced with a Fourier pass filter. 

After enhancing the image a row like structure becomes apparent, with the distance between the 

rows being 1.52 + 0.17 nm. These rows are linked occasionally, with the intervals between these 

links being 2.03 ± 0.16 nm. The presence of these links gives the the occasional appearance of a 

zig zag motif, highlighted by a broken black line in figure 6.11 (a). The angle between the row 

and the linkage is 90°. An autocorrelation of this image displays rows containing maxima at 

various points. The distance between the rows is 1.55 nm, while the distance between maxima is 

2.22 nm, indicating that these features originate from the presence of the rows and their linkages 

observed in the STM images.

The second surface, defined by the arrangement of protrusions and referred to as twofold 

surface 2, is shown in figure 6.11 (d). Like the first surface it is still possible to observe the 

presence of rows and their linkages, as highlighted by broken black lines, but the majority of 

these features is obscured by the protrusions. The protrusions have a FWHM of 1.30 ± 0.04 

nm. By creating a unit cell, the protrusion separations are measured as 2.55 + 0.15 nm and 

3.03 + 0.13 nm, with a lateral separation of 3.38 + 0.17. The internal angles of this parallelogram 

are 65°and 115°.
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Figure 6.11: (a) An STM image of the clean twofold surface displaying a row like structure, 

enhanced by a Fourier pass filter (+1.1 V, 30 nm x 30 nm). (b) An autocorrelation of image (a) 

(15 nm x 15 nm) (c) An FFT pattern of a larger STM image displaying the same structure as 

seen in (a), (d) An STM image displaying a surface structure composed of protrusions (+1.8 V, 

30 nm x 30 nm) (e) An autocorrelation of image (d) (15 nm x 15 nm). (f) An FFT pattern of a 

larger STM image displaying the same structure as seen in (d).
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Figure 6.12: Variation in the atomic density in layers along the twofold axis using a step size 
of 0.01 nm. Red indicates Cd, green indicates Yb, blue indicates cluster centers (which has been 
increased by a factor of 200) and the grey line represents the overall atomic density.

The autocorrelation of this surface, shown in figure 6.11 (e) shows a pattern displaying 

maxima in three different directions. The first maxima have varying distances of 2.64 nm, 

3.00 nm and 3.28 nm which relate to the separations of the protrusions in the STM images. 

Successive maxima in each of these directions have separations that are related by a factor of r. 

The internal angles of the positions of the maxima are measured to be 74°, 58° and 48°. The 

separations of the rows and linkages in twofold surface 1 are related to the separations of the 

protrusions in twofold surface 2 by a factor of r.

An FFT calculated from figure 6.11 (d) is shown in figure 6.11 (f). This FFT confirms a 

twofold ordering, as well as r scaling indicating the presence of aperiodicity. For both FFT’s 

two groups of spots have been highlighted by a broken white box. These boxes indicate corre

sponding maxima that have the same k-values.

Comparison with the i-Cd-Yb model

Like the five and threefold surfaces, there are a number of atomic planes that occur on the 

*-Cd-Yb model that could potentially be responsible for the surfaces observed by STM. Figure 

6.12 shows the distribution of atoms along the twofold axis. Immediately it is possible to identify 

several high density and moderate density planes. Several gaps in atomic density have also been
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highlighted by broken black boxes.

Figure 6.13 shows the atomic planes that could potentially be responsible for a surface. 

Firstly, the planes of moderate density that occur between atomic planes that intersect the 

center of the RTH clusters are considered. Figure 6.13 (a) displays a low density plane composed 

entirely of Cd, while figure 6.13 (b) shows a low density plane composed of both Cd and Yb. 

While the image in figure 6.13 (a) shows a row structure, the row spacings are too large. Also, 

the density of atoms in this image could not be responsible for the crowded nature of the STM 

images. Figure 6.13 (b) features rows of Yb atoms, which have spacings similar to those observed 

by STM. However, the density of this plane is again too sparse to be responsible for the observed 

STM images. Also, selecting either of these planes as a surface termination produces step heights 

that are much smaller than those observed by STM. As such, both planes are discounted.

Figures 6.13 (c) and (d) both show atomic planes that intersect the RTH cluster centers, 

with (c) displaying a less dense version of (d). The most striking feature of these planes are 

the bands of Cd atoms. The structure of these bands features Cd atoms adopting a zig zag 

motif. The separation of these bands varies from 1.27 nm to 1.57 nm. This range of separations 

encompasses the observed row separation from twofold surface 1. The distances between clusters 

along a direction parallel to these bands is 2.05 nm, which matches the distances of the linkages 

from twofold surface 1. The angle between the Cd row and the linkage formed by a cluster 

center is 90°. Figure 6.13 (d) also exhibits the same features and separations, of bands of Cd 

atoms and of cluster center separations along a direction parallel to these bands. There are, 

however, smaller cluster center separations along a direction parallel to the Cd bands, which are 

not observed by STM. However, while the linkages observed by STM occur often, they do not 

always occur when expected. It is highly likely that linkages that exhibit smaller distances than 

2.05 nm are not observed by STM. This is described in more detail below.

The origin of the protrusion structure of twofold surface 2 is unclear when considering the 

entirety of the atomic planes that intersect the RTH cluster. By considering only the cluster 

center positions in figure 6.13 (c), it is possible to construct a rhombus of edge length 2.41 nm. 

This edge length agrees with one of the cluster separations as seen in figure 6.11 (d). This does 

not explain the larger edge length however. This time, considering the cluster center positions 

in figure 6.13 (d) is is possible to create a parallelogram of edge lengths 2.41 nm and 2.98 nm, 

with both edge lengths similar to the protrusion separations in figure 6.11 (d). This indicates
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Figure 6.13: Four atomic planes that could potentially create a surface plane. These planes are, 

(a) a Cd plane, (b) a Cd/Yb plane, (c) a lower density plane intersecting an RTH cluster and (d) 

a dense plane intersecting RTH clusters and (10 nm x 10 nm) Red dots represent the positions of 

Cd, green dots the position of Yb, and blue dots the center of the RTH clusters.
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Figure 6.14: The atomic density of viable surface terminations along the twofold axis using a 
step size of 0.01 nm. Blue indicates the amount of cluster centers (which has been increased by a 
factor of 100), red indicates the amount of Cd and green indicates the amount of Yb.

that the protrusions and linkages occur at the positions of the RTH cluster centers.

By considering only the atomic planes that intersect RTH clusters, it is possible to determine 

what step sizes and sequence will be established from this surface selection. This is shown in 

figure 6.14. Three steps of size S = 0.30 nm, M = 0.48 nm and L = 0.78 nm and occurrences of 

13%, 50% and 37% respectively, are formed from this selection of surface planes. The sizes of all 

three steps and their frequency match STM measurements. Also, the plane separations formed 

form this surface selection are related to each other by a factor of r, such that = t.

Due to the distribution of step heights and density occurring from the atomic planes that 

intersect RTH cluster centers, it is determined that these atomic planes are responsible for 

surface terminations. The step height distribution, low density and lack of features relatable to 

the STM precludes the selection of the intermediate atomic planes.

The STM results indicate that while being observed by this technique, the surface exhibits a 

bias dependency. A negative bias image can be considered to be a crowded twofold surface 1. At 

a negative bias the density of states of all three elements, Ag, In and Yb, are probed. Since there 

is a high density of all three species at the surface, an STM image will be composed of a large 

amount of features, giving an overall crowded appearance. The Cd atoms form bands across the
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Figure 6.15: Autocorrelations of a high density plane from the *-Cd-Yb model along the twofold 
axis concentrating on specific features; (a) Cd and Yb atoms, and cluster center positions, (b) 
Cluster center positions, (c) Cd atoms only, (d) Yb atoms only. (All images 10 nm x 10 nm)

surface which will have a density of states concentrated about them, which is consistent with the 

observed STM results. At a positive bias, the visible states around the Yb atoms are empha

sised. Although there is no particular concentration of Yb atoms about an RTH cluster center 

position, the density of Yb on these planes (elaborated below) would mean that the tunneling 

current from other species is also contributed at this bias. Hence, when considering Cd, there is 

an overall concentration of atoms about the RTH cluster center positions, and it is also possible 

to sometimes measure a contribution from the bands of Cd atoms.

Surface ordering

To provide further evidence that these atomic planes are responsible for the surfaces observed, 

autocorrelations of the model are considered. The least dense atomic plane that intersects the
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Figure 6.16: (a) An atomic plane intersecting RTH clusters along the twofold axis with an area 

of ~ 1.30 nm around the positions of the cluster centers emphasised. (10 nm x 10 nm) (b) An 

autocorrelation of image (a). (10 nm x 10 nm) (c) A copy of figure 6.11 (e) (15 nm x 15 nm)

RTH cluster centers was chosen due to the clarity in the produced patterns when compared to 

autocorrelations taken using the higher density atomic plane. The autocorrelations are shown in 

figure 6.15. Firstly the autocorrelation calculated from the contribution of all present atoms and 

cluster center positions, shown in figure 6.15 (a), shows a r scaling of successive bright maxima. 

The autocorrelation taken from the cluster center positions (figure 6.15 (b)) demonstrates a first 

order maximum whose separation from the center agrees with the smaller separation of clusters 

observed on twofold surface 2. The autocorrelation taken from just the Cd atoms (figure 6.15 

(c)) Displays bands of maxima across the image. The separation of these bands is between 

1.23 nm and 1.59 nm, which agrees with the model and STM observations of rows on twofold 

surface 1. The Yb placements (figure 6.15 (d)) generate an autocorrelation which features rows 

of bands. The separation of these bands of 0.54 nm does not correspond to any separations 

observed by STM.

To further explain the origin of the protrusions displayed on twofold surface 2, only the 

cluster center positions are considered. The positions of the center of the RTH clusters is no 

longer envisioned as a point source, but is instead increased in size to match that of a protrusion, 

of ~ 1.30 nm. This is shown in figure 6.16 (a). The size of these protrusions encompasses several 

Cd and Yb atoms. The autocorrelation of this is shown in figure 6.16 (b). Rows of maxima 

are observed that have distances that are r scaled. The highlighted distances from the specular 

to the maxima are 2.56 nm and 3.11 nm, with angles of 44 °, 58° and 78°. Both the distances 

and angles are observed in the comparative autocorrelations taken from STM images, as shown
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Figure 6.17: (a) an STM image taken from the clean twofold i-Ag-In-Yb surface (35 nm x 35 
nm). (b) A close up of an area from (a) (10 nm x 10 nm)

again in figure 6.16 (c).

It is possible to create parallelograms using the positions of cluster centers as the vertices, 

and an example is shown in figure 6.11 (a). The edge lengths of this parallelogram are 2.41 

nm and 2.98 nm, and internal angles are 64°and 116°. These edge lengths and internal angles 

match up with the parallelogram created in the previous STM image shown in figure 6.11 (a), 

of 2.55 ±0.15 nm and 3.03 ±0.13 nm, and 65°and 115°. Angles observed in the autocorrelations 

of 44 °, 58° and 78° are present when considering the next nearest cluster center position.

It was mentioned previously that in some instances linkages do not appear on twofold surface 

1 as shown in figure 6.11 (a). It is possible that these features are not appearing at the surface 

for similar reasons to why certain Yb atoms do not appear on the threefold surface. However 

these atoms are not glue atoms, so the reason why they may not be at the surface has yet to 

be confirmed. The current understanding suggests that some feature relating to the position of 

the cluster center is responsible for the protrusions. But, due to the lack of atomic resolution 

obtained in the STM images, it is problematic to identify features observed in experiment with 

features occurring on the model with a large degree of certainty.

Impurity phases

During a separate experiment at Ecole des Mines conducted by Sharma et alin Nancy, 

a structure on the twofold crystal that is more closely related to the threefold surface was
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Figure 6.18: LEED patterns taken from the threefold z-Ag-In-Yb surface at energies of (a) 15 
eV, (b) 20 eV, (c) 40 eV and (d) 50 eV.

observed. Figure 6.17 (a) shows an example of the images taken during this experiment. The 

surface appears predominantly threefold in its ordering, which is emphasised in FFT patterns. 

A closer look at the protrusions, as seen in figure 6.17 (b), shows a triangle arrangement of 

distorted hexagons. These formations appear as a principle feature on the threefold surface. 

It is likely that this impurity was formed during the crystal’s growth, or manifested during a 

preparation cycle.

6.3.3 LEED

Both high symmetry surfaces give well defined and strong LEED patterns. These occur at energy 

ranges of around 10 eV up to around 60 eV. Threefold LEED patterns are shown in figure 6.18 

and twofold LEED patterns are shown in figure 6.19.

The threefold surface LEED patterns show a clear threefold symmetry. The LEED patterns 

exhibit many diffraction spots, indicating the well ordered three and six fold symmetries that are 

present on the surface. This also shows that the ordering is well preserved over long distances.
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Figure 6.19: LEED patterns taken from the twofold z-Ag-In-Yb surface at energies of (a) 15.7 

eV, (b) 20 eV, (c) 26 eV and (d) 35 eV.

Increasing orders of maxima are also r scaled, shown in figure 6.18 (b).

The twofold surface LEED patterns show a clear twofold symmetry. The LEED patterns 

displays a greater number of diffraction spots. This indicates that there is atomic ordering 

on the surface that has yet to be observed with STM. Increasing orders of maxima are also r 

scaled, shown in figure 6.19 (c). This confirms the presence of aperiodicity expected from the 

icosahedral geometry present.

6.3.4 XPS

XPS spectra of the clean two and threefold surface for Ag 3d, In 3d and Yb 4d are shown 

in figure 6.20 (a), (b) and (c) respectively. Like the fivefold system, these are compared with 

the core levels of a Ag(lll) crystal and pure (99.9%) metallic foils of In and Yb. The sur

face compositions have been found to be; threefold Ag63.o±i.4ln27.3±i.oYb9.7±o.6 and twofold 

Ag62.i±i.iIn27.8±o.8Ybio.i±o.5 after sputtering, and threefold Ag37.9±o.9ln43.5±i.4Ybi8.7±i.o and 

twofold Ag34.7±o.5ln45.5±i.oYbi9.8±o.7 after annealing. This indicates that the annealed surface 

composition is comparable to that of the bulk, and similar to the composition of the fivefold 

surface.
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Figure 6.20: XPS spectra of the clean two and three fold surface of i-Ag-In-Yb and pure metal 
core levels for (a) Ag 3d, (b) In 3d and (c) Yb 4d. Twofold spectra are represented by blue lines, 
threefold spectra by green lines, and spectra from the pure metals are represented by black lines.

The binding energies for Ag 3d, In 3d and Yb 4d from the two and threefold surfaces are 

similar. Indium binding energies for both surfaces are unchanged from that of the pure metal, 

while Ag binding energies for both materials have undergone an energy shift to a higher binding 

energy, while the Yb binding energies for both materials have undergone a shift to a lower 

binding energy. These results are in agreement with those from the fivefold surface.

6.4 Relative stabilities

The twofold and threefold surfaces demonstrate comparable stability to the fivefold surface. 

The samples yield surfaces that are atomically flat and composed of steps and terraces and 

display no evidence of faceting. The formation of these surfaces is in contrast to that of the 

Al-Pd-Mn system. The surface of the twofold i-Al-Pd-Mn system does not exhibit the same 

stability as that of the fivefold i-Al-Pd-Mn surface [129,146], This surface produced LEED 

patterns that match that expected from a twofold face centered icosahedral phase and the 

surface composition is more closely matched to that of the bulk. However there is evidence of 

facetting on the surface, with domains roughly 150 A in size being present. These facets are 

closely related to the proximity to the edge of the sample, and orientations along the threefold 

and fivefold symmetry axes. The threefold a-Al-Pd-Mn surface exhibits similar behaviour to the 

twofold i-APPd-Mn surface [129], in that it produces the expected threefold diffraction patterns 

for this phase. Facetting also occurs for this surface, with facets oriented along the fivefold
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axis and an unknown axis. This also indicates that the threefold surface is less stable than 

the fivefold z-Al-Pd-Mn surface. Such facetting was however not observed on any of the high 

symmetry surfaces of i-Ag-In-Yb when examined with STM or LEED, indicating that all three 

surfaces have similar stabilities.

Table 6.2: Atoms per nm2 of a typical atomic plane that constitutes surface terminations for the 
five, three and twofold surfaces of the z-Ag-In-Yb quasicrystal.

Atomic density 5f 3f 2f

Yb 3rd shell 1.50 1.24 1.82

Glue atom 0.61 0.22 0.58

Total 2.11 1.46 2.40

Ag/In 1st shell - - 1.62

2nd shell - - 1.62

4th shell 1.71 0.32 1.58

5th shell - - 3.27

Total 1.71 0.32 8.09

Overall total 3.82 1.78 10.49

Overall total

(no glue atoms) 3.21 1.56 9.91

The selection of a surface plane is dictated by three rules as mentioned previously; The 

atomic density of the surface plane, the surface free energy of the elements that constitute the 

surface plane, and the presence of a gap in the atomic density of sufficient size adjacent to the 

surface plane. For the first factor, the densities of typical atomic planes giving rise to five, 

three and twofold surfaces are presented in table 6.2. The atomic densities of Ag(lll), In(100) 

and Yb(lll) crystals are 11.89, 9.43 and 6.62 atoms nm-2. These orientations were chosen 

as they yield the greatest atomic densities of all possible orientations for these specific species. 

By considering these densities and the composition of each surface (specified previously), the 

surface atomic density can be considered to be 8.10 atoms nm-2, 7.21 atoms nm”2 and 9.69
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Table 6.3: Percentages of Ag and In in the 1st, 2nd, 4th and 5th shells of the RTH cluster, from 

the 1/1 approximant. The 3rd shell is composed of 100% Yb. Values provided courtesy of Cesar 
Pay Gomez [137].

Shell In Ag

1st 100% 0%
2nd 40% 60%

4th 80% 20%

5th Vertex 63% 37%

Midedge 0 100%

Total 22% 78%

atoms nm 2 for the five, three and twofold surfaces respectively. These densities are similar to 

those exhibited by the surfaces of the crystalline constituents of this quasicrystal.

Table 6.4: Overall percentage populations of In and Yb in a typical surface for the five, three 
and twofold planes.

Symmetry plane Ag In Yb In and 3rd shell Yb

5f 9-12 % 37-55% 31-54% 80-85%

3f 5-10 % 19-40% 50-77% 84-89%

2f 37-42 % 25-41% 23-33% 52-57%

While the pure metals have no other factor for the density of their surface planes other 

than at which angle a surface is created at, the quasicrystal surfaces exposed surface planes 

are influenced heavily by what atomic species make up the surface plane as well as the density. 

Figure 6.4 shows the percentages of elements that occur at potential surfaces for all three high 

symmetry planes, as calculated from the model. The surfaces of each three planes are dominated 

by Yb and In, while having relatively smaller amounts of Ag. The surface free energies of surfaces 

of Ag, In amd Yb are 1.302 Jm-2, 0.591 Jm-2 and 0.428 Jm-2 respectively [142]. While surface 

free energy is determined by the density of the packed atoms, there is a coincidence that the 

potential surfaces are made from planes that have high concentrations of elements which have
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lower surface free energies.

For the third factor of surface selection, gaps in atomic density are observed for the five 

and twofold planes, although only a small gap occurs at an atomic plane responsible for a 

threefold surface plane. The appearance of these atomic gaps at a surface plane is consistent 

with the provision of an interlayer spacing occurring with a surface termination for an icosahedral 

quasicrystal [16]. However, it appears that the most influential factors are the surface free energy 

of the plane, followed by the atomic density, and finally the presence of a gap accompanying a 

surface termination.

It is generally regarded from STM and LEED observations that the five, three and twofold 

surfaces all have comparable stabilities. This is evidenced by the step terraced structure pre

sented by STM, and the clear and sharp diffraction patterns they produced. On the macroscopic 

scale, it is a reasonable to estimate that a crystal grown by a suitable method (for example, the 

flux method) will exhibit facets relating to the most stable plane. This is the case for i-Al-Pd- 

Mn which only expresses fivefold facets [147]. For this crystal, the fivefold plane is the most 

stable plane. For the 'i-Ag-In-Yb quasicrystal, an ingot grown by the flux method, as shown in 

chapter 5 figure 5.1 (a), exhibits five, three and twofold facets. Assuming that the facets yielded 

by an ingot of this method are indicative of the stability of the high symmetry planes, then for 

AAg-In-Yb the five, three and twofold surface planes offer comparative surface stabilities.

6.5 Summary

The two and threefold surfaces have been investigated by STM. Both surfaces yield atomically 

flat step terraced structures that, like the fivefold surface, exhibit a degree of bias dependency. 

The threefold surface is composed of terraces that originate from atomic planes that intersect 

the center of the RTH clusters, which exhibit aperiodicity as observed from FFT patterns. 

These atomic planes present Yb configurations that match the distorted and regular hexagon, 

and other triangular arrangements observed on the surface by STM. The twofold surface also 

presents large terraces, which are also formed on atomic planes that intersect the center of the 

RTH clusters. Two structures have been measured from the surface; a dense crowded surface 

where surface features are hard to image, and a surface featuring an arrangement of protrusions. 

Both of the twofold surfaces observed exhibit twofold ordering and aperiodicity as indicated
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by their respective FFT patterns. These surfaces can be explained using the same atomic 

planes, by considering the singular atomic arrangements in the case of the crowded surface, 

and considering larger objects at the positions of the center of the RTH clusters for the surface 

displaying protrusions.

Both surfaces produce good quality LEED diffraction patterns that emphasize the ordering 

present on the surfaces, as well as the aperiodicity inherent in this system. Surface composition 

as measured by XPS is similar to that of the bulk.

The stability of all three surfaces can now be understood in terms of their elemental compo

sition and density. On the nanoscale all three surfaces exhibit the same stability as is indicated 

by the presence of large terraces for all three surfaces. On a macroscopic scale, the primary 

factor for stability is the surface free energy, with a contribution from the atomic density of the 

surface plane. This is shown by observing the shape of an ingot of ^-Ag-In-Yb which exposes 

large fivefold surfaces, moderate sized threefold facets and small twofold facets.
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Chapter 7

Growth of thin films on the 

icosahedral Ag-In-Yb quasicrystal

7.1 Introduction

The growth of thin films is an important technique in several applications such as electronics. 

The ability to coerce an element to grow in a manner that it classically does not adopt also allows 

the study of the interactions between substrates and adsorbates. Antimony provides a potential 

candidate for the formation of a single element quasicrystalline overlayer on the A Ag-In-Yb 

crystal. This element is similar to others that have successfully formed quasiperiodic overlayers 

on other quasicrystals, as it has a similar size to Sn and has a similar electronic configuration 

to Bi, two elements that have previously been seen to form quasiperiodic overlayers [39, 92]. 

Antimony has been shown to form quasiperiodic overlayers on AAl-Pd-Mn and d-Al-Ni-Co [30] 

and as such the evidence for it adopting an aperiodic structure is promising.

There are also other potential candidates for the growth of single element quasiperiodic 

overlayers. A current study by the Liverpool quasicrystal group featured the deposition of Pb 

on the clean fivefold surface of A Ag-In-Yb. A summary of this work is shown in figure 7.1. At 

sub-monolayer coverages the Pb atoms form localised fivefold features on top of the truncated 

RTH clusters. Upon completion of the monolayer, a bilayer begins to form. This second layer 

takes the formation of an aperiodic arrangement of decagonal rings of Pb atoms. Further growth 

leads to the formation of Pb(lll) islands whose orientation is modulated by the quasiperiodic
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Figure 7.1: STM images of the deposited Pb thin film on the clean fivefold surface of the i-Ag-In- 
Yb quasicrystal, (a) Monolayer (30 nm x 30 nm), (b) Bilayer (30 nm x 30 nm) and (c) Triangular 
Pb islands (400 nm x 400 nm). (d) An STM image of a bilayer of Bi on the same surface. (50 nm 
x 50 nm)

substrate.

Another current study features the growth of Bi on the same surface with an example shown 

in figure 7.1 (d). Initial results show sub-monolayer depositions of Bi atoms forming pentagons 

on the truncated RTH clusters in a similar way to sub-monolayer coverages of Pb. The Bi thin 

film only forms up to a monolayer, with this monolayer resisting the growth of a bilayer, islands, 

or any disordered growth.

While it is possible to grow single element quasiperiodic overlayers, interest lies with replicat

ing such growth using molecules. Buckminsterfullerene has an a truncated icosahedron structure 

made up from 60 carbon atoms, and essentially behaves like a large atom. This provides an 

excellent candidate in probing the adsorption properties of a surface using a molecule. Ceo
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is also a P-type semiconductor material, and provides a potential choice in the application of 

growing optically active layers on top of other materials in an attempt to create new types of 

photo-sensitive materials.

7.2 Experimental Details

Sample 2 was used in the studies of Sb deposition for this system. The fivefold sample was 

treated in the same way for this experiment as it was when it was characterised. This involves 

the same cleaning method using diamond paste, and the same parameters when sputtering and 

annealing. STM measurements were performed using an Omicron variable temperature STM 

operating at room temperature and at constant current mode. The surface was prepared until 

it presented flat terraces of sizes greater than 200 nm. This was to ensure that time was not 

wasted finding a flat area in between depositions.

Sb was deposited using an Omicron triple cell EFM-3 electron-beam evaporator. The evap- 

orant was placed within a molybdenum crucible which was then inserted into the evaporator. A 

high voltage was applied until a flux was detected, and the current adjusted until the required 

flux was obtained. A flux of 120 nA/sec provided a deposition rate of 0.05% of a monolayer per 

second on the clean surface. Pressure during deposition was 2 x 1010 mbar. Cgo was deposited 

using a home built evaporator comprising a tungsten filament wrapped tightly around a Pyrex 

crucible containing Ceo powder. The sample remained at room temperature during deposition. 

The evaporator was operated at temperatures of 485-495K.

For XPS measurements, the growth of Sb was with non-monochromatised Mg Ktt radiation 

(hv —1486.6 eV) using a PSP Vacuum Technology hemispherical electron-energy analyzer. UPS 

measurements were performed with non-monochromatised He I radiation (21.2 eV) at normal 

emission. Helium pressure in the analysis chamber was kept constant (3 x 10“8 mbar) for all 

UPS measurements. All XPS and UPS measurements were performed at room temperature 

with the sample oriented normal to the analyser. Photoemission experiments were conducted in 

a different chamber to STM measurements. The surface was oxidised by gradual contamination 

from the residual gases within the chamber.
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Figure 7.2: Negative bias STM im
ages of Sb deposited on the fivefold i- 

Ag-In-Yb surface at 0.15 ML (a), 0.30 
ML (b), 0.85 ML (c), 1.25 ML (d), 1.65 
ML (e) and 15.5 ML (f). Image (f) Has 
been superimposed on its derivative to 
enhance the present features (all images 
are 30 nm x 30 nm, except for (f) which 
is 150 nm x 150 nm)

7.3 Results 

7.3.1 STM

High resolution STM images

The deposition of Sb on the fivefold clean surfaces has been investigated at several coverages, 

ranging from sub-monolayer to several monolayers of deposited material, and at positive and 

negative bias. STM images of specific coverages and bias are elaborated upon here. Coverages 

are calculated by analysing the area of substrate that is covered by the adsorbed material. Figure 

7.2 shows negative biased STM images at coverages of 0.15 ML up to 15.5 ML.

At a coverage of 0.15 ML the substrate is still visible as shown in figure 7.2 (a). The brighter
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Figure 7.3: Deposition of 0.30 ML of Sb on the clean fivefold surface of z-Ag-In-Yb. A small 
pentagonal feature is highlighted by a grey broken pentagon.

spot-like features are related to the positions of Sb atoms with a height of 0.06 ± 0.01 nm. 

The Sb atoms form pentagons of edge length 0.97 ± 0.04 nm which are all oriented in the 

same direction. Several incomplete pentagons and the pentagonal tiling of the substrate are 

highlighted by broken black pentagons. Figure 7.2 (b) shows a 0.30 ML deposition of Sb. At 

this coverage a greater number of complete pentagons are observed.

A 0.85 ML coverage of Sb features the formation of larger pentagonal arrangements shown 

in figure 7.2 (c) highlighted by broken white pentagons. The pentagons have a height of 0.18 ± 

0.02 nm from the substrate and thus are part of a second layer. The larger Sb pentagons have 

an edge length of 1.60 ± 0.06 nm, which is related to the size of the smaller Sb pentagons of the 

first layer by a factor of r, and the larger pentagons have two different orientations, rotated by 

36°. Several incomplete small Sb pentagons from the first layer are still observed.

While the majority of Sb atoms form features on top of the truncated RTH clusters, smaller 

features form within the pentagonal arrangements of cluster centers of the substrate. Figure 7.3 

shows a pentagonal arrangement of RTH clusters with forming Sb pentagons on top of them. 

In the center of this arrangement, another Sb pentagon begins to form. The atoms that form 

this pentagon express the same height as the atoms forming pentagons on the truncated RTH 

clusters. While these features are seen to form readily, a complete pentagon has yet to be 

observed, with incomplete pentagons being predominantly present. The size of these smaller Sb
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Figure 7.4: Positive bias STM images of Sb deposited on the fivefold i-Ag-In-Yb surface at 
coverages of (a) 0.15 ML (75 nm x nm) (b) 0.85 ML (30 nm x 30 nm) and (c) 1.70 ML (75 nm 
x 75 nm). Arrows indicate the positions of protrusions unrelated to the Sb monolayer.

pentagons is roughly 0.57 nm, which is scaled down in size by a factor of r when compared to the 

other first layer Sb pentagons. Due to the rarity of these features it is not possible to conclude 

whether they only form in one orientation of pentagonal features formed by the truncated RTH 

clusters of the substrate. These formations are also observed during the growth of the Bi thin 

film on the fivefold surface of i-Ag-In-Yb. The small pentagons are mainly observed in only one 

orientation of larger pentagons formed by the truncated RTH clusters. For the Pb system these 

smaller pentagons are not observed.

Depositing up to 1.25 ML of Sb yields a layer containing more complete pentagons as shown 

in figure 7.2 (d). There are many complete and incomplete larger Sb pentagons at this coverage. 

At a coverage of 1.65 ML, the structure becomes obscured by clumps of disordered Sb (figure 7.2 

(e)) but it is possible to observe larger Sb pentagons as well as the disordered Sb. A deposition 

of 15.5 ML of Sb leads to disordered growth covering the terraces as shown in figure 7.2 (f). 

Annealing high coverages produced an overlayer that was too rough to scan by STM.

Figure 7.4 features STM images taken at a positive bias at different coverages. Unlike the 

images taken at a negative bias, no Sb pentagons are observed at low coverages. This was 

attempted during repeat experiments with the same outcome. Instead, it is possible to image 

the substrate directly with no intervening adsorbed structures present. For example, figure 7.4 

(a) shows an image at a 0.15 ML coverage of Sb. In this image black dots are observed which 

are related to the middle of the Yb rings, which is the expected structure of the clean substrate
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at this bias. Also, several protrusions are imaged, indicated by black arrows. The height of 

these protrusions is 0.149 ± 0.03 nm, and have a FWHM of 0.99 ± 0.27 nm determined using a 

line scan as detailed in chapter 5. These protrusions are also observed on negative bias images. 

These features are considered to be related to Sb and are not encountered on the clean surface.

Figure 7.4 (b) shows an STM image at a 0.85 ML deposition of Sb. In this image, the 

density of states attributed to the Yb atoms has been enhanced, with the decagonal arrange

ment of atoms within the rings observable. More protrusions are also observed. Figure 7.4 (c) 

demonstrates an STM image at a deposition of 1.70 ML. The adsorbate appears as a disordered 

layer, with FFT’s of the adsorbate appearing diminished when compared to FFT’s taken from 

a deposition of 1.65 ML. Some areas of fivefold structure observable in the form of pentagons 

of edge length comparable to the pentagons encountered on the 2nd layer of Sb as observed 

at negative bias. Depositing more Sb yields disordered layers comparable to images taken at a 

negative bias, indicating the bias dependency is not observed at higher coverages.

Ordering of the thin film
By studying the FFT patterns of the STM images, the presence of long range ordering can 

be ascertained. Figure 7.5 (a) shows an FFT pattern of this surface after the deposition of 

Sb, but with the contribution from the substrate removed. This denotes an FFT pattern that 

arises from the adsorbate only. The resulting pattern mimics that of the clean fivefold surface 

indicating that the Sb pentagons are forming on the repeating features of the substrate, namely 

the truncated RTH clusters. The subsequent maxima of this pattern are r scaled. An FFT 

from the second layer is shown in figure 7.5 (b), again with the contribution from the substrate 

removed. The inner maxima correlate to that of the clean surface and are again r scaled, and 

higher orders of maxima are now observable. Both films share the same k-vector value.

The autocorrelations of the monolayer and second layer after height filtering to remove the 

contribution of the substrate are shown in figure 7.5(c) and (d) respectively, after the con

tribution of the substrate has been removed. Both patterns are reminiscent of clean surfaces 

autocorrelation explained earlier in chapter 5, with r scaled maxima separations comparable to 

cluster separations measured by STM. This indicates that the Sb thin film’s structure is dic

tated by that of the substrates structure. For the monolayer autocorrelation a ring is observed 

around the specular. This ring is related to the edge length of the Sb pentagons, with a spec-
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Figure 7.5: (a) Fast Fourier Transforms of the (a) monolayer (0.85 ML) and (b) bilayer (1.65 

ML) of Sb deposited on the clean fivefold surface of i-Ag-In-Yb. (c) and (d) Autocorrelation of 

the Sb monolayer and the Sb bilayer at the same coverages as the respective FFT’s (a) and (b) 

(15 nm x 15 nm). The contribution of the substrate was removed prior to the calculation of the 

FFT’s and autocorrelations.
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Figure 7.6: STM and model images 
showing the positions of Sb atoms on 
the clean fivefold surface of z-Ag-In-Yb. 
(a) Fourier filter enhance STM image 
at a coverage of 0.85 ML of Sb (30 nm 
x 30) nm). (b) Close up of a partially 
formed large Sb pentagon at a coverage 
of 1.25 ML of Sb. (c) Tiling super im
posed on a coverage of 1.65 ML of Sb (20 
nm x 20 nm) (d) Model structure of i- 
Cd-Yb with a super imposed PI tiling, 
decorated with the theoretical positions 
of Sb (20 nm x 20 nm. Cluster cen
tres, Cd (Ag/In) atoms, Yb atoms and 
Sb atoms indicated by blue, green, red 
and white sots respectively. Smaller and 
darker red spots indicate Cd (Ag/In) 
atoms on lower atomic planes), (e) A 
pentagonal arrangement of 8 RTH clus
ters taken from the z-Cd-Yb model de
tailing specific absorption sites.

ular to ring distance of 1.02 nm. This agrees with the atomic separation of Sb as measured by 

STM. For the bilayer autocorrelation this ring is now more diffuse and has a radius of 1.59 nm. 

This is scaled larger by a factor of r when compared to the ring observed for the monolayer au

tocorrelation. The size of this ring corresponds to the edge length of a second layer Sb pentagon.

Comparison with the i-Cd-Yb model

Comparing STM images with the model structure, adsorption sites can be identified. Figure 

7.6 (a) shows a Fourier pass filter enhanced STM image of the fivefold z-Ag-In-Yb surface at a 

coverage of 0.85 ML. The enhancements added to this image assist in identifying the positions of 

the RTH clusters, with the monolayer Sb pentagons decorating the top of the substrate features.
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This observation is evaluated in relation to a simple configuration of one up and one down 

pentagon constructed from RTH clusters from the substrate, with the atomic positions of the 

surface atoms and the two underlying layers considered also, with these atomic layers positioned 

at a distance of 0.40 A and 0.51 A from the surface termination respectively. This is shown in 

Figure 7.6 (e). Equivalents of these adsorption sites as seen experimentally are shown in Figure 

7.6 (f), which is used to deduce the positions of the bilayer Sb atoms below. These subsequent 

layers must be considered as they add chemical uniqueness to several adsorption sites and hence 

will modify their adsorption potential. Firstly the adsorption sites of the first layer of Sb must 

be determined. Sites 1 and 2 are positioned between a decagon of Ag/In atoms and a decagon 

of Yb atoms. On the surface plane these two sites are equivalent to each other, but when atoms 

from the next underlying plane is considered they become distinct. As well as this adsorption 

site a smaller first monolayer Sb pentagon forms in the middle of this pentagonal arrangement 

of RTH clusters and oriented at 36°

For a clean surface the middle of the RTH cluster pentagon features a pentagon of Yb 

decorating adsorption sites 3 and 4. If adsorbing Sb atoms form a feature inside this Yb pentagon 

around sites 3 and 4 a smaller pentagon will be created that matches STM results.

The determination of second layer Sb atoms provides a more complex selection of possible 

adsorption sites. It is possible to see both small pentagons from the first layer and larger 

pentagons from the second layer in figure 7.6 (b), which has a coverage of 1.25 ML. This image 

indicates that the position of the bottom right vertex of the larger Sb pentagon is located 

between the two Sb atoms of the smaller pentagon.

For determining the adsorption sites of the second layer, site 1 is no longer considered as it is 

assumed these are filled with Sb atoms attributing to the 1st layer. Site 2 now appears to be the 

most preferential adsorption site. This site lies in between two underlying first layer Sb atoms. 

If all site 2s in a pentagonal arrangement of RTH clusters of a certain orientation are filled, a 

pentagon of edge length 1.57 nm is formed, agreeing with experimental observations. However 

the differing orientation of a pentagonal arrangement does not have equivalent distributions of 

atomic species. As such, to form the same arrangement on an RTH cluster oriented at 36° would 

mean the 2nd layer of Sb adsorbs directly on top of 1st layer Sb atoms, shown as site 5. This 

is not preferred and is explained in more detail below. The next preferential site for adsorption 

of a 2nd layer Sb atom appears to be site 3 which creates the pentagonal tile featuring an Sb
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atom in the centre. This position will be modified by the presence of an underlying monolayer 

Sb pentagon. Site 4 is also seen to feature a 2nd layer Sb atom, being in an equivalent position 

as site 3 and will also be modified by the presence of a monolayer Sb pentagon. Site 5 is a 

seemingly unstable adsorption site. If occupied in the model, the interatomic distances exhibited 

are slightly smaller than those measured between pentagons constructed using site 2. As such, 

when encountered in STM images, these Sb atoms appear to be in positions around site 5 in an 

attempt to maintain the interatomic distance exhibited by the pentagonal features.

A pentagonal tiling (consisting of two pentagons oriented at 36° to each other, two stars 

oriented at 36° to each other, rhombi and boats) has been superimposed over an STM image 

displaying the Sb bilayer at a coverage of 1.65 ML shown in figure 7.6 (c). Up and down 

pentagons are indicated by accompanying arrows. The up and down pentagons express motifs 

that are encountered throughout the tiling, with the up pentagon containing a large Sb pentagon 

and the down pentagon containing a single Sb atom. The stars oriented in the same direction as 

the up pentagons contain no Sb atoms, while stars oriented in the same direction as the down 

pentagons contain an Sb pentagon. The same tiling has been super-imposed onto the model 

structure shown in Figure 7.6 (d), and theoretical positions of the second Sb layer decorated onto 

it adhering to the decorations encountered in the STM images (however only 1 orientation of star 

is encountered in the current size of the model). This creates a sparse aperiodic arrangement of 

Sb atoms.

Star features occur in the experimental results in two orientations as expected from a PI 

tiling. Star formations that are parallel to the down pentagon tiles are occupied by a pentagon of 

2nd layer Sb atoms. Stars parallel to the up pentagon tiles do not display a stable configuration 

of 2nd layer Sb atoms. Comparing this to the model, we find that stars parallel to the up 

pentagon tiles do not demonstrate any stable adsorption sites. Anti-parallel stars are observed 

on other atomic planes (not shown here) and do feature adsorption sites to create a pentagon 

of edge length 1.57 nm.

Calculations of the adsorption potential for Pb, Sb and Bi on the clean fivefold surface of 

z-Ag-In-Yb are presented in figure 7.7 [148]. A line is projected along a fivefold axis and the 

adsorption potential for each element is calculated along it. Considering the area inside the 

decagonal Yb ring, there are two potential adsorption sites that would give rise to a pentagon. 

These sites are indicated by an orange circle and a black circle. A pentagon created from orange
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x-axis (nm)

Figure 7.7: Adsorption potential calculations for Pb, Sb and Bi for the clean fivefold surface of 
i-Ag-In-Yb. (a) Pb, (b) Sb and (c) Bi adsorption potentials along the projected line indicated in 
(d), (e) and (f) respectively. The Ag atoms present are on an atomic layer beneath that of the 
atomic layer that constitutes the surface. Courtesy of Kazuki Nozawa of Chuo University, Tokyo, 
Japan.

adsorption sites would yield an edge length that is not encountered by STM. However, using 

the black adsorption site, which is equivalent to adsorption site 1 in figure 7.6, does create 

a pentagonal feature that matches experimental results. For Pb, Sb and Bi the adsorption 

potential for the black site is lower than that for the orange site, indicating a preference for 

adsorption for all three elements.

7.3.2 Sb growth on the threefold surface

A preliminary study on the growth of an Sb overlayer on the threefold surface has been com

pleted. Figure 7.8 shows the threefold surfaces over a range of coverages of Sb from submonolayer 

to several monolayers. At sub-monolayer coverages, shown in figure 7.8 (a), no Sb formations 

are present. However, the STM image is enhanced considerably and obtaining similar resolution 

is relatively easy. Depositing more Sb, shown in figure 7.8 (b) continues to show no apparent Sb 

structures. However, protrusions are present on the surface, highlighted by white circles. These 

protrusions have a width of 1.50 ±0.26 nm width and a height of 0.15 ±0.05 nm when measured 

from the top of an Sb atom. As this image was taken at a positive bias, it is assumed that
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Figure 7.8: STM images showing the growth of Sb on the threefold z-Ag-In-Yb surface. Images 

taken after a depositions of (a) 0.03 ML (40 nm x 40 nm), (b) 0.12 ML (100 nm x 100 nm) (c) 

6.12 ML (200 nm x 200 nm). (d) An EFT pattern generated from (b). Coverages are calculated 

in reference to fivefold deposition times and coverages where 1 min at 60 nA gives 0.015 ML. (a) 

was taken at a negative bias, while (b) and (c) were taken at a positive bias.
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Figure 7.9: Variation of intensity (as measured by the area under the peaks) in In 3d5/2 and Sb 
3^5/2-

single Sb atoms are not visible as evidenced for the fivefold surface, and instead only significant 

concentrations of Sb can be imaged. This is indicated by the similarities in protrusion heights 

for both five and threefold surfaces, although the widths vary between both surfaces. However 

such a large error is recorded for the widths it is expected that the formation of these protrusions 

have random sizes. At a greater coverage, as shown in figure 7.8 (c), a rough layer forms.

Taking an FFT pattern of figure 7.8 (b), shown in figure 7.8 (d), produces a pattern related 

to the threefold surface (which can be viewed in chapter 6. Removing the contribution from the 

substrate from 7.8 (c) and calculating an FFT produces a no overall pattern.

7.3.3 XPS

XPS has been utilised to explore the growth mode of Sb and how the growth affects the core 

levels of z-Ag-In-Yb. Sb was dosed at a constant rate of 120 nA for 45 second deposition intervals. 

XPS spectra of the Ag 3d, In 3d, Sb 3d and Yb 4d core levels were then collected after each 

deposition. As Sb is dosed, the Sb signal increases, while the In signal decreases as seen in figure 

7.9. A comparison was accomplished by placing linear fits across the first 5 data points and the 

latter 8 data points, and an inflection point is observed. Inflection points occur for both Sb and
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Figure 7.10: Comparison of the core levels of clean fivefold z-Ag-In-Yb and at a coverage of 1 
ML of Sb. (a) Ag 3d, (b) In 3d and (c) Yb Ad.

In at the same coverage. Comparing these results with STM observations, it is concluded that 

the Sb grows as a monolayer, and then grows as a disordered 3D layer.

The core level peaks of the substrate were recorded before and after Sb deposition. XPS of 

the clean substrate peaks and after a deposition of 1 ML are compared in figure 7.10. The line 

shapes of the core levels are unchanged after deposition. The 3rd peak located between the Yb 

4d3/2 and Yb 4d5/2 peaks is due to a slight oxygen contamination of the surface [127]. The lack 

of change in binding energy, FWHM or line shapes of the substrate spectra indicates that Sb is 

not alloying with the substrate. However, calculations have indicated that there is the presence 

of a strong adsorbate-substrate interaction.

7.3.4 UPS

UPS spectra have been taken at specific deposition times to identify any changes that occur 

within the valence band. Spectra were taken at coverages of 0 ML, 1 ML, 2 ML, 3 ML and 

10 ML and are shown in figure 7.11 (a) and (b). The clean surface displays Yb 4/ and Ag Ad 

peaks whose line shapes agree with previous work by Sharma et al. [83], with the Yb 4/ peaks 

being close to the Fermi edge. Upon dosing Sb, the Yb 4/ and Ag Ad peaks begin to diminish. 

The Fermi edge remains relatively unchanged until a large amount of Sb is deposited, with the 

Fermi edges spectral intensity decreasing when large amounts of Sb are present.

Annealing a heavily Sb deposited surface to 400° C for 15 minutes results in a complete 

change of the valence band as shown in Fig. 7.11 (c). The Yb 4/ and Ag Ad peaks disappear
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Figure 7.11: (a) UPS spectra of Sb deposited on fivefold z-Ag-In-Yb at several stages of deposition 
(b) Spectra focused on the Yb peaks at the Fermi edge (c) UPS spectra of a heavily Sb dosed 
annealed surface.

and a large peak occurs at a binding energy of -5.5 eV. This behaviour is indicative of oxygen 

present on the surface, which has affected the annealed surface such that the original metallic 

peaks are no longer present. This behaviour has been observed after the oxidised clean surface 

has been annealed [83].

7.3.5 Oxidation of Sb overlayer

Ikble 7.1: Binding Energies for the Sb3d, In3d and Ols core levels, for the oxidised fivefold 
i-Ag-In-Yb surface, heavily Sb dosed Ge(110) and Sb dosed fivefold z-Ag-In-Yb

Sb In O Is

3/2 5/2 3/2 5/2 In oxide Yb oxide Sb oxide

Oxidised fivefold - - 451.5 443.8 529.6 530.8 -

Sb on Ge (110) 537.7 528.3 - - - - -

Sb dosed fivefold 537.0 527.6 451.5 443.8 530.4 531.3 532.4

The grown Sb monolayer was exposed to oxygen, and binding energies were compared to 

a heavy Sb deposition on a Ge(110) crystal. Germanium was chosen as a comparison due to 

its resistance to oxidation. After deposition the binding energies of the Ge 3d peaks remain
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Figure 7.12: XPS spectrum of the Sb3rf3/2, Sb3c?5/2 and Ols peaks.

unchanged from those of the clean semiconductor indicating no alloying has occurred. The Ge 

crystal with Sb overlayer was then oxidised to 2000L, after which no O Is peak was observed. 

When the clean fivefold surface is exposed to oxygen the In and Yb components of its surface 

oxidise, with the Yb oxidising more readily than In [127]. After exposing the Sb overlayer to 

oxygen, three oxide peaks are observed as shown in figure 7.12. These peaks have been fitted 

using a Gaussian line form. The peaks due to In oxide and Yb oxide are identified at 530.4 eV 

and 531.3 eV. These values are shifted to a higher oxide binding energy from the values observed 

by Nugent et al. The 3rd oxide peak is observed at a binding energy of 532.4 eV.

For the oxidised Sb deposited layer, the peaks due to Sb 3d3/2 and Sb 3d5/2 occur at 537.0 

eV and 527.6 eV respectively. These are shifted to a lower binding energy by 0.7 eV from the 

Sb 3d3/2 and Sb 3d5/2 peaks observed on Sb deposited on Ge(110) of 537.7 eV and 528 eV 

respectively. The In oxide and Yb oxide components of the surface behave in a similar way on 

the clean surface and when a monolayer of Sb is present.

7.4 Growth of Cgo

During the course of the clean fivefold study presented previously, and the Sb study. Ceo was 

deposited on the surface in an attempt to create a quasiperiodic molecular overlayer. This was
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Figure 7.13: Two different depositions of Ceo on the clean i-Ag-In-Yb surface, (a) demonstrates 
a 0.1 ML deposition (50 nm x 50 nm). (b) Shows the same surface after a deposition of 1 ML of 
Ceo- (100 nm x 100 nm)

attempted initially on the clean surface, but was repeated on the clean surface after a predepo

sition of Sb, in an attempt to modify the behaviour between the substrate and Ceo-

Clean surface

Figure 7.13 (a) shows the clean surface with a deposition of 0.1 ML of Ceo- The protrusions 

have heights that occur around two values, heights of 0.46 ± 0.04 nm and of 0.65 ± 0.04 nm. 

The protrusions have a FWHM of 1.2 ± 0.1 nm determined using line profiles as specified in 

chapter 5, which is consistent with the van der Waals size of a Ceo molecule of 1.02 nm [149]. The 

smaller scaled heights of Ceo molecules relates to a molecule being absorbed in the space between 

protrusions, while the larger scaled heights of Ceo molecules relate to a molecule absorbed on 

the top of a protrusion.

The bunching of protrusion heights into two groups suggest that there are preferred adsorp

tion sites present on this surface. However when measuring the distances between successive 

Ceo molecules, no relationships are observed indicating that their adsorption sites are random. 

Figure 7.13 (a) does not provide any autocorrelation patterns. This is the case for both the 

raw image, and the image with the substrates contribution removed. Taking an FFT pattern 

of figure 7.13 (a) of both the raw image and with the contribution from the substrate removed, 

yields FFT patterns displaying no overall ordering.
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Figure 7.14: STM images of the fivefold i-Ag-In-Yb surface at a coverage of 0.17 ML of Sb and 
subsequent deposition of C6o at coverages of (a) 0.01 ML (30 nm x 30 nm) (b) 0.2 ML (50 nm x 
50 nm) and (c) 0.9 ML. (75 nm x 75 nm)

Depositing more than one layer of Ceo as shown in figure 7.13 (b) creates a rough layer of no 

apparent order. This is further evidenced by its FFT pattern which displays no overall ordering. 

LEED patterns of depositions up to a monolayer show a LEED pattern related to the substrate, 

which becomes suppressed until no pattern is viewable indicating the monolayer of Ceo exhibits 

no order.

Clean surface modified by Sb

Figure 7.14 (a) shows an STM image after depositing 0.17 ML of Sb on the clean fivefold 

z-Ag-In-Yb with a subsequent 0.01 ML deposition of Ceo- The fivefold Sb features are clearly 

visible and are highlighted. A further deposition leads to the appearance of several protrusions, 

shown in figure 7.14 (b). The protrusions have heights occurring in the range of 0.44 zh 0.03 nm 

and 0.62 ± 0.04 nm. They have a FWHM of 1.26 ±0.1 nm, which is consistent with the van der 

Waals size of a Cgo molecule. Taking autocorrelations and calculating an FFT from 7.14 (b), 

for conditions of no substrate contribution and the raw image, the resultant patterns indicate 

no long range order.

As for the clean surface, Ceo heights occur in the same two ranges. As these are similar to 

the heights seen on the clean surface, and with no emergence of ordering, the predeposition of 

Sb onto the fivefold z-Ag-In-Yb surface has not modified the interactions between it and Ceo- 

Forming a 0.9 ML Ceo layer as shown in figure 7.14 (c) creates a disordered 3D over layer. 

This coverage of Ceo was annealed to 500 K for 10 minutes, after which no STM images were 

obtainable due to instabilities in the tip and surface induced by the rough nature of the overlayer.
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7.5 Summary and comparisons

By employing STM and XPS we have studied the deposition of Sb on the clean z-Ag-In-Yb 

surface. The analysis of STM images taken from a range of coverages indicated that the Sb 

first grows as a sparse monolayer up to partial second layer, after which an amorphous growth 

mode becomes prevalent. Comparing the STM images to the theoretical substrate structure, it 

was possible to identify the adsorption sites of the first Sb layer being located between the 3rd 

shell of the RTH cluster which is composed mainly of I [137] and the Yb ring that is shared 

between many RTH clusters [48]. The second layer Sb atoms were observed adsorbing in sites 

that formed pentagons in the middle of truncated RTH cluster pentagonal arrangements.

X-ray Photoemission Spectroscopy was then employed to verify the monolayer growth of 

the system. A monolayer break was observed during steady amounts of growth, after which 

simultaneous multilayer behaviour was observed. UPS shows the same valence structure as 

expected from the clean surface. This structure is not drastically modified at increasing levels 

of In, with only the metallic Ag and Yb peaks diminishing in intensity as more Sb is deposited.

Oxidation of the system has shown that an Sb oxide peak forms as well as the expected 

indium oxide and ytterbium oxide peaks. The metallic In peaks continue to shift in the same 

way for both the clean system and Sb overlayer system, suggesting overall that the oxidation 

behaviour does not change in the presence of Sb [127].

The growth of Sb on the clean fivefold surface of z-Ag-In-Yb is similar to the growth of Pb 

and Bi on the same surface. The first layer of all three materials share similar adsorption sites, 

with pentagonal features forming on top of the truncated RTH clusters. These sites have the 

lowest adsorption potentials for all three elements, of all the possible adsorption sites identified 

within the Yb ring that surrounds an RTH cluster center. This adsorption potential is the 

greatest for Sb, then Bi, with Pb having the weakest. This indicates that Sb interacts more 

strongly with the substrate than Bi and Pb. However Bi forms the densest monolayer, while Sb 

is the next densest and Pb exhibits the sparsest monolayer. It is then not possible to observe the 

growth of a second layer of Bi; the monolayer resists the growth of any structures upon it, be it a 

wetting layer, island growth or the formation of a disordered three dimensional layer. This is in 

contrast to both Sb and Pb, which form second layers. However Sb does not complete a second 

layer, with a disordered growth mode occurring. Pb forms a complete second layer, of a greater
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density of that of its monolayer. After the completion of the second layer, Pb begins to grow 

as hexagonal (111) islands whose orientations are modulated by the underlying quasiperiodic 

order.

Depositing Ceo on both the clean surface and the clean surface modified by a predeposition 

of Sb yields a thin film with no ordering. This is unlike the deposition of Ceo at low coverages 

on the fivefold surface of the z-Al-Pd-Mn quasicrystal [150], At low coverages (~ 0.065 ML) 

it is possible to observe local r scaled ordering. This however was not observed for Ceo on 

i-Ag-In-Yb. Although Ceo has not been observed to form a quasiperiodic overlayer on i-Ag- 

In-Yb, current experiments that involve the use of pentacene have been successful in forming 

quasiperiodic features using organic molecules.
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Chapter 8

Oxidation of the high symmetry 

surfaces of the i-Ag-In-Yb 

quasicrystal

8.1 Introduction

With the structure of the fivefold surface now understood, as well as the structures of various 

epitaxially grown over layers, it is possible to study the interactions of these systems when 

exposed to more complex adsorbates. A common chemical any material is exposed to is oxygen. 

This chemical is responsible for the corrosion experienced by many different materials, such as 

iron. For z-Ag-In-Yb to be considered for applications in atmospheric conditions, the reactivity 

of its surfaces to oxygen must first be observed to identify any changes in structure, composition 

and properties.

The oxidation behaviour for all three high symmetry surfaces is compared to that of the 

pure forms of the constituents of the quasicrystal, namely Ag, In and Yb. The stability of the 

oxide layer for the fivefold surface is then tested, as well as calculations of its thickness. Finally, 

the method of oxidation is tested, by oxidising the fivefold surface and pure metal foils in both 

atmosphere and pure water.
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8.2 Experimental Details

All three surfaces were prepared as stated in previous chapters, using fivefold sample 2 and two 

and threefold samples cut from the same ingot. One main difference however is the preparation 

time. After the samples yielded surfaces that were lacking of the presence of oxygen, preparation 

times were lowered to 15 minutes of sputtering and an hour of annealing. This process yielded 

surfaces that when measured by XPS were devoid of contamination and presented compositions 

similar to the bulk. The samples were only left to cool for 5 minutes between the end of their 

anneal cycle and the commencement of XPS, ensuring that oxidation due to residual gases in 

the chamber was kept to a minimum.

Surface composition and cleanness of the oxidation experiments were monitored by XPS 

with unmonochromatised AIKq. radiation (hi/ = 1486.6 eV) using a PSP Vacuum Technology 

hemispherical electron-energy analyser. For studies of the pure elements, 99.9% pure In and Yb 

foils and a Ag(lll) single crystal were used. Each sample was cleaned by Ar+ sputtering with 

XPS used to monitor their cleanness. The Yb foil was difficult to prepare, with a trace amount 

of oxygen detectable by XPS after many cycles of sputtering. These reference samples were used 

to calibrate the XPS core-level binding energies while oxygen adsorption on these surfaces was 

useful in identifying the oxidation states on the quasicrystal surface.

Oxidation in vacuum was carried out by introducing 99.6% pure oxygen gas through a leak 

valve directly into the XPS chamber. Oxidation was performed at different exposures, ranging 

from sub-Langmuir (L) to 1000 L, where 1 L is equal to the exposure of 1 x 10-6 mbar of gas 

per second. For exposures of > 10 L an oxygen pressure of 1 x 10-8 mbar was used, for 10 - 100 

L exposure an oxygen pressure of 5 x 10-7 mbar was used and for larger exposures an oxygen 

pressure of 1 x 10~6 mbar was used. For air oxidation the samples were exposed to atmosphere 

in the fast entry load-lock chamber for 15 hours. The samples were cleaned prior to air exposure. 

Yb and In foils were exposed to the atmosphere for longer than 15 hours. For oxidation in water 

the samples were submerged into distilled pure water. Exposure time for the quasicrystal was 24 

hours, and for Yb and In 15 hours. Prior to water exposure the samples were sputter annealed 

and briefly exposed to atmosphere while being transferred to water. All XPS measurements and 

oxygen exposures were performed at room temperature. XPS measurements were made at an 

angle of 15° to the normal emission, except polar angle-dependent measurements for which the
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angle was varied from 15° to 75° at intervals of 10°. Peak properties such as binding energy and 

intensity were recorded in the same way as the core levels from the clean five, three and twofold 

samples as detailed in chapter 5.

Determining the error on binding energy was possible in several ways. The simplest way is 

to assume that the error on the binding energy is limited by the resolution of the detector of 

0.1 eV. The second way is to vary a peak fit from the experimental data by shifting the value 

of the peak binding energy to a higher or lower energy until the standard deviation of the peak 

approaches a value of three. The second method was employed to calculate uncertainties in this 

chapter and these are included in the appropriate tables.

The binding energy shift in XPS contains contributions from both initial and final state 

effects [151]. Initial state effects originate from the local Madelung potential and the ground state 

valence levels, reflecting the ground state chemistry. Additionally, final state effects arise from 

charge redistribution or relaxation around the core hole following the photoemission process. 

In XPS analysis of oxides, the final state and Madelung potential contributions to the binding 

energies are often neglected and it is assumed that the shift predominantly reflects the initial 

state chemistry. In our measurements, it is not possible to separate the initial and final state 

contributions to the shift in binding energies, but we consider the shift to be dominated by the 

initial state effect.

STM experiments were performed in Ultra High Vacuum (UHV) using an Omicron variable 

temperature STM operating at room temperature. LEED measurements were performed using 

an Omicron SpectaLEED optic and source, using a LaBe filament, also at room temperature.

8.3 Results

8.3.1 XPS

Clean surfaces review

Previous chapters have reported the composition of the surface as studied through XPS. 

The compositions of the two, three and fivefold surface sample 2 after sputtering were found to 

be in the ranges of 62 - 63% Ag, 27 - 28% In and 9 - 10% Yb, while annealing recovered the 

compositions to ranges of 35 - 38% Ag, 43 - 45% In and 19 - 20% Yb. The surface composition 

after preparation, using the conditions stated in the experimental details, are identical to that
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Table 8.1: BE and FWHM of the core-level peaks for pure elements and the fivefold, threefold 
and twofold i-Ag-In-Yb surfaces after annealing and their values after oxidation in vacuum. The 
values are in units of eV with an uncertainty of ±0.1 — 0.2 eV as specified above. The FWHM 
were determined from the spectra taken with 10 eV pass energy. FWHM of the Yb peaks for the 
clean, threefold and twofold samples after oxidation are not given due to the complex nature of 
spectra after oxidation.

Ag 3^5/2 In 3d5/2

BE FWHM BE FWHM Yb 4d

Pure element 368.1 1.0 443.6 1.1 182.3, 191.3

Fivefold 368.5 1.1 443.6 1.1 181.5, 190.6

Threefold 368.5 1.1 443.6 1.2 181.7, 190.6

Twofold 368.6 1.2 443.5 1.2 181.6, 190.6

After oxidation

Pure element 368.1 1.0 444.0 1.5 -

Fivefold 368.5 1.1 443.9 1.4 181.6, 185.0

189.65, 199.0

Threefold 368.6 1.1 443.9 1.7 -

Twofold 368.6 1.2 443.9 1.5 -

of the bulk. This is in agreement with previous results for sample 1 by Sharma et al. [64].

A summary of core levels for the clean surface are shown in table 8.1. Core levels for Ag, 

In and Yb are displayed for each high symmetry surface of the quasicrystal, and for pure metal 

versions of each element (in the form of a Ag(lll) crystal and In and Yb foils), for reference. 

The core levels analysed are the 3d peaks for Ag and In, due to their large intensities, and the 

4d peaks for Yb. A summary of peak binding energies and FWHM is given in table 8.1.

Core levels for the two, three and fivefold samples are identical in position and width after 

preparation conditions. However the positions of the Ag and Yb peaks in comparison to the pure 

versions are shifted to higher binding energies and lower binding energies respectively. Indium
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Figure 8.1: XPS spectra of the i-Ag-In-Yb high symmetry surfaces and pure elements. Black 

lines represent a clean surface and grey lines represent an oxidised surface. The first column shows 

Ag 3d second column shows In 3d peaks and the third column shows Yb 4d peaks. Spectra (a)-{c) 

are taken from the clean fivefold surface, (d)-(f) from the clean threefold surface, (g)-(i) from the 

clean twofold surface and (j)-(l) from the pure elements. Oxygen exposure was 1000 L for all 

surfaces except for the Yb foil, which was exposed to 10 L. Vertical dotted lines represent the peak 

positions of the pure elements. Spectra were taken with 50 eV pass energy at the analyser.
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for both quasicrystal surfaces and the pure foil is unchanged. Yb displays the same divalency 

characteristic for the quasicrystal surfaces as it does for other Yb compounds [141].

The similarities of the three surfaces is not surprising. As photons used for XPS penetrate 

several layers into the material, combined with the low resolution of the system, means the 

contribution of the surface layer will be negligible. This is shown by comparing the annealed 

core levels to the sputtered core levels. Apart from relative intensities, the core levels are 

identical after each process, indicating that the surface contribution is negligible.

The clean surfaces have also been investigated using synchrotron radiation...

Oxidation in vacuum

A summary of before and after core level spectra from the high symmetry quasicrystal 

surfaces and pure elements are shown in figure 8.1, with a summary of binding energies in table 

8.1. The surfaces were oxidised to 1000 L, with the exception of Yb which was oxidised to 10 

L. The oxidation behaviour of Ag is unchanged for each surface and the pure metal version, in 

that it is not affected by the presence of oxidation at all, apart from a decrease of intensity for 

the quasicrystal as is expected for an intervening oxide layer forming in the path of incident 

photons and escaping electrons.

The In component of each surface reacts to the presence of oxygen. The pure metal version 

shows a shift in binding energy to a higher energy level. This behaviour also occurs for the 

quasicrystal surfaces. The Yb foil undergoes a profound change in the presence of oxygen, as 

its line shape changes drastically. This is also observed for each other surface.

The evolution of the Ag 3d, In 3d, Yb 4d and O Is core levels for the fivefold surface are 

shown in figure 8.2 (a)-(d), with comparative spectra from the evolution of the In and Yb foils 

are shown in figure 8.2 (e) and (f). Spectra were taken at several exposure levels up to 1000 L, 

except for Yb which was oxidised to 10 L. The Ag(lll) is not displayed due to its unreactive 

nature to oxygen.

The signals from the core levels shown in figure 8.2 (a)-(c) decrease with oxygen exposure, 

as expected when an oxide layer forms. Ag core levels are unchanged throughout, while In shifts 

to a higher binding energy. Yb undergoes a significant change.

The Yb component of the quasicrystal surfaces oxidises readily in the presence of small 

amounts of oxygen. The Yb 4d core levels are shown in figure 8.2 (c). The clean surface exhibits
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Figure 8.2: XPS spectra from the fivefold z-Ag-In-Yb surface ((a)-(d)) and In (e) and Yb (f) 

foils with increasing exposures (bottom to top). The exposure began at 0.25 L and ended at 103 

L for all samples, except Yb foil where the exposure finished at 10 L.
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spin orbit doublets at 181.5 and 190.6 eV. Upon exposure to oxygen, these are accompanied by 

oxide peaks at around 185 and 199 eV. The intensity of the oxide peaks increases with increasing 

oxygen exposure, while the metallic peaks are suppressed. A trace amount of the metallic peaks 

are still detectable at 1000 L. Previous studies on an Yb thin film indicate that there is a total 

of five oxidation states in addition to the original metallic peaks, relating to the oxidation of 

Yb [152] in the given range of binding energies. However with the resolution of the system 

used it was not possible to observe them all which hinders a quantitative analysis of the Yb 4<f 

metallic and oxide core levels. Over increasing levels of oxidation, the intensity of the Yb 4d 

peaks is found to be invariant. This indicates that there is no Yb segregation to the surface 

during this process.

The behaviour of the Yb core levels is different for that of A1 based quasicrystals. For A1 

based quasicrystals, oxide peaks arising from the A1 2p core levels are distinct from each other 

and the metallic peak [153]. This causes some issues when attempting to determine the thickness 

of the oxide layer, which is done below using a different method. The lack of Yb segregation 

upon oxidation is also in contrast to A1 base quasicrystals, as oxidation induces segregation of 

A1 to the surface which then forms a passivating oxide layer [154,155].

The oxidation behaviour of Yb in the quasicrystal is very similar to that of pure Yb. As 

shown in figure 8.2 (f). Pure Yb oxidises at a very low exposure yielding additional peaks 

at higher binding energies. The separation of the metallic peaks is the same as it is for the 

quasicrystal. High exposure produces a complex structure with a remnant of metallic peaks as 

in the quasicrystal.

The O Is core level is shown in 8.2 (d). At low levels of oxygen exposure a peak at 529.6 eV 

is present. However, at increasing levels of oxygen exposure a second peak develops at a slightly 

higher binding energy.

Overall, the increase in FWHM, peak shift and modification of the Yb core levels indicate 

that these elements are being oxidised. The behaviour of the individual constituents upon 

exposure to oxygen are identical to that of their metal foils.

The results of the gradual oxidation are examined quantitatively and presented in figure 

8.3, in which the change in FWHM, binding energy and intensity are considered. The FWHM 

of the Yb 4d levels is not displayed due to the complex nature and hence difficulty in reliably 

determining its value.
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Figure 8.3: Change in the FWHM, position and intensity of core level peaks as a function of 

oxygen exposure for the fivefold, threefold and twofold Ag-In-Yb surfaces, as well as for the pure 

Ag and In materials, (a)-(c) In 3d for the quasicrystal surfaces, (d)-(f) In 3d for the In foil and 

(g)-(i) Ag 3d for the quasicrystal surfaces, (j) and (1) O Is intensity for the fivefold and twofold 

surfaces, (k) Yb 4d intensity for the quasicrystal surfaces. The intensities of the In 3d Ag 3d 

and Yb 4d peaks are normalised with respect to the clean surface whereas the O Is peaks are 

normalised to the value obtained at an exposure of 103 L. Note the log scale on the x axis.
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The variation of FWHM, peak position and intensity of the In 3d5//2 peak is shown in figure 

8.3 (a)-(c). Upon increasing exposures of oxygen the FWHM gradually increases as the peak 

shift occurs and the overall intensity drops, which almost saturates at an oxygen exposure of 

100 L. The peak shift after an oxygen exposure of 1000 L is 0.3 eV, which is expected if In 

oxide forms. This is then compared to the variation in the In 8^5/2 peak during the oxidation of 

the pure In foil, shown in 8.3 (d)-(f). As for the quasicrystal surfaces, the FWHM increases at 

higher levels of oxygen exposure. However as the exposure increases, the core level peak grows 

asymmetrically, featuring a tail at the higher binding energy side. This increases the FWHM at 

a greater rate. At high levels of oxidation, the FWHM only increases slightly, indicating that 

the process of oxidation begins at low exposures and saturates at a higher exposure. For the 

binding energy of the pure foil, the shift occurs only slightly at small levels of oxygen exposure, 

which then increases rapidly when it reaches a certain exposure level. This is in contrast to 

the gradual change in binding energy expressed by the quasicrystal surfaces. The overall energy 

shift and FWHM is greater at 1000 L for the pure foil than the quasicrystal surfaces.

A more recent study conducted at Ecole des Mines, Nancy by Sharma et aL, has evidenced 

behaviour contradictory to that seen for the results presented in this chapter. Chambers used 

for both experiments had similar base pressures. Over the course of the experiment conducted 

in Ecole des Mines, the clean two, three and fivefold crystals were contained in a UHV chamber 

for durations exceeding 8 hours. During this time the surfaces were subjected to STM measure

ments, with XPS spectra recorded before and after, which after 8 hours showed only a small 

amount of oxidation on the surfaces. This suggests that during the experiments where the re

sults presented in this chapter were taken, there was a source of oxygen contamination in the 

chamber.

The quantitative analysis of Ag 3d levels for the quasicrystal surfaces are shown in figure 

8.3 (g)-(i). the FWHM and binding energy are unchanged at all levels of oxygen exposure, 

confirming the same inert behaviour for this species at these conditions. The sticking coefficient 

of Ag in the Ag(lll) crystal at the pressures employed has been found to be negligible [156]. 

However, if oxygen exposure is carried out at temperatures greater than room temperature and 

at high exposures, the oxidation of Ag(lll) can be induced [157]. For this study the Ag(lll) 

crystal was limited to room temperature.

Figure 8.4 shows the O Is levels for the fivefold quasicrystal surface, the In foil and the Yb
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Figure 8.4: 0 Is spectra from the fivefold i-Ag-In-Yb surface (black), In foil (dark grey) and Yb 

foil (light grey) after oxygen exposure. Exposure for the quasicrystal and In was 103 L for the Yb 

foil was 10 L.

foil. At greater levels of oxygen exposure, two distinct peaks are seen to form for the quasicrystal 

surface. By comparing the oxide peaks from both the pure In and Yb foils, we can determine 

which peak originates from specific compounds for the quasicrystal. The peak at 529.6 eV is 

determined to be caused by In oxide, while the peak at 530.8 eV is determined to be Yb oxide. 

The In oxide peak is in good agreement with that expected [119,158], while the Yb oxide peaks 

binding energy is close to the expected binding energy for that compound [152]. The intensity 

of O Is peak has a larger contribution from In oxide than Yb oxide, as expected from the com

position of the surface.

Stability of the oxide layer

To test the thermal stability of the oxide layer, the system was annealed to various temper

atures and spectra recorded. The anneal temperature however could not exceed that used for 

the preparation, as above this temperature the surface reconstructs, potentially permanently. 

Pre oxidised core levels for O Is, In 3d and Yb 4d, and at two anneal temperatures are shown 

in figure 8.5. The time for each anneal was 15 minutes. After annealing the oxidised surface to 

250°C, the oxide peak relating to In oxide disappears shown in figure 8.5 (a), indicating that
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Figure 8.5: (a) O Is, (b) In 3d and (c) Yb Ad spectra from the fivefold z-Ag-In-Yb surface after 
an exposure of 103 L, and after annealing at different temperatures (key given in insert). The 
vertical dotted line marks the peak positions for the clean surface.

oxygen bound to In has desorbed at this temperature. However, the O Is peak arising from Yb 

oxide has increased in intensity. This can be explained if the oxygen bound to In is transferred 

to Yb at this temperature. This is confirmed by considering the In spectra in figure 8.5 (b), 

where the In 3d binding energy reverts to its non oxidised value. The previously shifted binding 

energy and increased FWHM for In expected from oxidation have reverted to their pre-oxidation 

values.

The O Is peak from Yb oxide can still be detected after annealing the oxidised surface 

to 400°C. This suggests that oxygen is more strongly bound to Yb than to In. This is ex

pected from the heats of formation of bulk oxides which are -1815 kJ mol-1 for Yb2C>3 and -926 

kJ mol-1 for I^Os at room temperature [159]. Since the heat of formation for Ag20 is -31 kJ 

mol-1, which is much less than that for ytterbium and indium oxides, Ag is expected to be inert.

Thickness of the oxide layer

A specific method for calculating the oxide thickness for A1 alloys requires the comparison 

of the ratio of the metallic and oxidic A1 2p core levels [160]. While this method can be used 

for other metallic alloys, the lack of a distinguishable oxide peak for In, and the difficulty in 

quantifying the oxidised Yb Ad core level make this method impractical. Instead, an angle 

resolved approach is considered for determining the thickness of the oxide layer. Polar angle 

dependent XPS measurements were performed on the fivefold surface after an exposure to 1000 

L of oxygen. The overall intensities of the Ag 3d and Ols peaks as a function of the polar angle
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Figure 8.6: XPS intensities of the O Is and Ag 3d peaks as a function of polar angles (9) taken 
from the fivefold i-Ag-In-Yb surface after an oxygen exposure of 103 L. the O Is intensity is the 
total of indium oxide and ytterbium oxide. Solid curves are results of the best fit with exponential 
functions.

9 are shown in figure 8.6. The intensity of the () Is peak increases exponentially with increasing 

grazing angle, while the intensity of the Ag 3d peak decreases exponentially. The exponential 

decay of the Ag 3d peak can be modeled using the Beer-Lambert formula:

lAgM^e~d/XA^dCOse (8.1)

Where is the inelastic mean free path of the Ag 3d photoelectrons and d is the thickness

of the oxide layer if a uniformly thick oxide layer is formed. Similarly, the increase in the O Is 

intensity is expected to be

lois oc (1 -e-d/AoisCOS0) (8.2)

The observed variations of peak intensities fit well with the Beer-Lambert formula, shown 

by the exponential curve fits in figure 8.6. The thickness calculated from these fits is (1.1 ± 0.1) 

nm. The value of A used in the calculation was determined using the Tanuma-Powell-Penn 

equation [120] assuming that the photoelectrons travel through a layer of In oxide and Yb oxide 

of composition similar to the relative amounts of In and Yb present in the bulk. This value
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Figure 8.7: O Is, In 3d and Yb 4d spectra form the clean surface (solid grey) and after exposure 
to oxygen in vacuum (dotted black), air (solid black) and water (dashed black), (a)-(c) fivefold 
i-Ag-In-Yb; (d) and (g) Yb foil and (e) and (f) In foil. The vertical dotted lines mark the peak 
position for the clean surface.

was cross checked by comparing the intensity of the Ag 3d core level at a specific polar angle 

before exposure to oxygen and after 1000 L of exposure to oxygen. For this, the intensity for 

the clean surface (^g3^) and after oxidation (lAg3d) were measure for two polar angles, 15° and 

45°, and compared. The value for the thickness is calculated using the Beer-Lambert formula 

and determined to be (1.3 ± 0.3) mn, which is consistent with the previous method.

The oxide layer thickness of this system is similar to that of the oxide layer on the fivefold 

surface of i-Al-Pd-Mn [155]. The oxide thickness for i-Al-Pd-Mn varies due to the segregation 

of A1 to the surface during the process; a greater degree of A1 segregation leads to the formation 

of a thicker oxide layer. The oxide layers thickness varies from 0.5 nm to 3.0 nm. At an A1 

concentration similar to that of the bulk (~ 70 — 80 at.%) the thickness of the oxide layer of 

z-Al-Pd-Mn is similar to that of the oxide layer for *-Ag-In-Yb.

Oxidation in air and water
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While oxidation in vacuum gives an indication of how the surface behaves in the presence 

of minute levels of oxygen, it does not show the behaviour of the materials when exposed to 

conditions encountered in atmosphere. The oxidation of the fivefold quasicrystal surface was 

carried out in atmosphere and pure water, and is shown in figure 8.7 (a)-(c). These are compared 

to the in-vacuum oxidation spectra. These are then compared to the oxidation of the In and 

Yb foils in the same environments, shown in figure 8.7 (d)-(g). A summary of peak positions is 

given in table 8.2. The Ag core levels remain unchanged for both methods of oxidation, and are 

not displayed.

For oxidation in atmosphere, the In 3d peaks and Yb 4d peaks (figure 8.7 (b) and (c)) are 

identical in positions, and for the case of In, identical in FWHM when they are oxidised in 

vacuum. This suggests that the same degree of oxidation occurs in both environments. This is 

also true for the In and Yb foils (figure 8.7 (f) and (g)), which display similar behaviours when 

oxidised in both vacuum and atmosphere.

The O Is spectrum after oxidation in atmosphere still exhibits two peaks, as it does after 

oxidation in vacuum. However, the peak at a higher binding energy relating to Yb oxide is larger 

than peak relating to In oxide, after atmospheric oxidation. The increase in the intensity of the 

Yb oxide oxide peak is due to a hydroxide species and physisorbed oxygen. This is expected 

due to presence of water vapour in the atmosphere. The O Is spectra from the In and Yb foils 

after air exposure also exhibit hydroxide species at higher binding energies.

After exposing the quasicrystal to water, the Yb 4d core levels showed no remnants of the 

metallic peaks. This indicates that oxidation is more effective in water than it is in air or vacuum. 

The In 3d core levels are shifted to higher binding energies by 1.3 eV. This is comparable within 

experimental uncertainty to the binding energy shift observed for the pure In foil, and is caused 

by the formation of the hydroxide species. The Ag core levels remain unaffected by exposure to 

water.

The Ols spectra for the quasicrystal and pure In foil are dominated by the presence of the 

hydroxide species after water exposure. The Yb Ad and Ols spectra from the Yb foil after water 

exposure are shifted to higher binding energies, with the O Is peak now located at a binding 

energy of 535.5 eV. This shift is larger than expected and could be caused by the charging of 

the insulating oxide layer. After water exposure, the Yb foil was found to be corroded and 

discoloured, while the other samples suffered no major surface discolourations.
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Table 8.2: Binding energies of the In 3d and 0 1s core levels for the fivefold i-Ag-In-Yb surface, 

In foil and Yb foil after oxidation in vacuum, air and water. The data for clean samples has also 

been included. The values are in units of electron volts (eV). uncertainty in the peak position is 

±0.1 — 0.2 eV except for values marked with *, which have a large degree of uncertainty due to 

the low intensity and overlap with neighbouring oxide pealcs.

In 3d5/2

In oxide

O Is (oxide)

Yb oxide 0 Is (hydroxide)

5f i-Ag-In-Yb

Clean 443.6

O2 exposed 443.9 529.6 530.8

Air exposed 444.0 *529.7 531.9

Water exposed 444.9 *530.0 532.4

In foil

Clean 443.6

O2 exposed 444.0 530.2

Air exposed 444.1 530.4 531.9

Water exposed 444.9 533.0

Yb foil

Clean

O2 exposed 530.7

Air exposed 531.0 533.7
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8.3.2 STM and LEED

The surface ordering techniques of STM and LEED were employed to study the surface ordering 

after oxidation. The experimental set up allowed the measurement of the surface by STM after 

different oxygen exposures. The tenfold EFT patterns from the clean surface images disappear 

soon after oxidation starts (< 1 L) suggesting that the oxidation destroys the quasicrystalline 

order on the surface. However, the step terraced structure could be observed even after an 

oxygen exposure of 104 L. The terraces were found to be very rough after oxidation and produced 

EFT patterns indicating no overall long range order. No LEED patterns were observed from 

the surface after oxidation suggesting that oxidation has destroyed the surface structure and 

agreeing with STM results.

8.4 Summary

The oxidation behaviour of the fivefold, threefold and twofold surfaces have now been compared. 

The variation in FWHM and chemical shift of In 3d, Ag 3d and Yb 4d with increasing oxygen 

exposure is identical for all three surfaces. The variation in the 0 Is intensity is also similar 

for the three surfaces. This, as well as the fact that experiments were carried out under the 

same oxygen pressure and substrate temperature, suggests that the sticking coefficient is very 

similar for all three high symmetry surfaces. The intensity of the In 3d peaks decreases faster for 

the fivefold surface than for the other two surfaces. This could be due to differences in surface 

roughness: if a surface is flat and oxygen is adsorbed on top, a unform layer of oxide species 

would be formed. Photoelectrons would have to pass through the layer and thus intensity would 

decrease. The observed contamination was evidenced by the change in line shape of the Yb 4d 

level and also in the valence band structure when studied by UPS [83]. For the initial experiment 

it was found that the threefold surface was very difficult to clean. This could be due to a source 

of contamination in the chamber used, as this did not occur for a more recent experiment.

The quasicrystal responds to oxygen in a similar manner to that of its separate constituents. 

Ag remains widely unreactive to the presence of oxygen, while In shows a moderate sensitivity 

to oxygen and Yb is very reactive to the presence of oxygen. This is expected from the heats of 

formation of the bulk oxides of these elements. Upon oxidation the binding energy of In shifts 

to higher energies, while the Yb 4rf core level undergoes a more significant change. The metallic
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Yb peaks diminish while oxidic peaks emerge. Exposure to oxygen in vacuum and in air produce 

similar behaviour. Oxidation in pure water is more effective. Subsequent STM and LEED of 

the surface after oxidation suggests that this process destroys the quasicrystalline order of the 

substrate.
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Chapter 9

Summary and outlook

A quasicrystal is a material that exhibits long range order but no periodicity, and as a result 

can express previously thought forbidden symmetries. This discovery caused the definition of 

a crystal to change, as these new materials did not conform with previous ideas of solid state 

physics and how only a periodic system could constitute a crystal. Over a relatively short 

time these new materials have been widely investigated, with atomic structures being probed, 

physical properties being catalogued and new structures and behaviours being observed using 

elemental species and materials that do not classically accommodate aperiodicity.

The introduction of a stable binary quasicrystal system removes some of the issues en

countered when studying materials for which all stable species are composed of three metallic 

elements. The problem of chemical complexity has proven an issue when determining these 

materials atomic structures. A binary system alleviates this issue. Although this binary system 

itself cannot be studied in UHV, a daughter material, i-Ag-In-Yb can. In order to study the 

binary system, the isostructural ternary alloy must be investigated in its place. This has been 

studied using various techniques such as STM, LEED, MEIS, XPS and UPS in an effort to 

characterise its structure and properties. The surface of this system has also been modified by 

depositing various materials upon it, studying the effects of an aperiodic structure on elements 

that do not classically conform to such ordering.

STM provides a technique that can study the atomic structures of a material down to the 

atomic scale. This technique enabled the characterisation of the five, three and twofold surfaces 

through comparisons of experimental data to that of the model structure. STM has shown that
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all three surfaces exhibit terminations that occur at atomic planes that intersect the rhombic 

triacontrahedral clusters. Atomic resolution combined with techniques such as LEED, MEIS and 

XPS show that the fivefold surface exhibits no evidence of reconstruction. The compositions of 

all three surfaces has been found to be similar to the bulk. The stability of all three surfaces 

has found to be comparable on the nanoscale, although at the macroscopic level surface free 

energy, with a small contributing factor from atomic density, seems to dictate the most stable 

high symmetry plane as indicated by the size of the facets on an z-Ag-In-Yb ingot.

With the structures of the surface characterised it was then possible to conduct more com

plex experiments. The growth of single element quasicrystals provides the challenge of coercing 

elements that normally form periodic structures to adopt one that it would not normally exhibit. 

Sb was chosen due to its similarity in size and electronic configuration to previously grown single 

element quasicrystals, and also because Sb has been observed forming quasiperiodic overlayers 

when studied by diffraction techniques on AAl-Pd-Mn, It has been observed to form a quasiperi

odic partial second layer of which adsorption sites can be identified, until during the growth of 

the second layer a disordered growth mode becomes prevalent. The next step up from single 

element epitaxy would be the growth of a molecular quasiperiodic layer. The deposition of Ceo, 

which can be modeled as a large atom, was attempted on the clean fivefold i-Ag-In-Yb surface, 

as well as on the same surface modified by a predeposition of Sb. However, for both cases a film 

of no resulting ordering was produced.

With the study of single element quasicrystals being of great interest, the reactivity of the 

clean surface also has a great relevance, mainly to potential applications that would involve the 

material being exposed to atmospheric conditions. The oxidation of the three high symmetry 

surfaces was investigated and compared to the oxidation of the three constituent species which 

were oxidised as pure metal foils. The behaviour of all three quasicrystal surfaces are identical 

under oxidation conditions, and are also similar to that of their pure metal forms. The method 

of oxidation was then changed from in vacuum to that of atmosphere and water. While oxidation 

in atmosphere produced similar results to oxidation in vacuum, oxidation in water was far more 

effective, and the inclusion of hydroxide species emphasised the effects of the process. The oxide 

layer was found to be stable up until anneal temperatures used in the preparation cycle with 

the contribution from In oxide becoming reduced. The released oxygen appears to have become 

bound to Yb producing more Yb oxide.
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This new species of quasicrystal offers many new and different features that are not encoun

tered in the i-Al-Pd-Mn system. These include, and are not limited to:

• The higher order structures of i-Al-Pd-Mn are formed from an F-type lattice, while A Ag

in-Yb is formed from a P-type lattice.

• Both materials can be considered as an aperiodic stacking of atomic clusters. However the 

atomic clusters that make up z-Al-Pd-Mn are known as Mackay clusters while the clusters 

that make up «~Ag-In-Yb are known as Rhombic Triacontrahedral clusters. Both clusters 

have varying numbers and geometries of atomic shells. The surfaces of these materials are 

considered to be the truncation of their respective clusters.

• Sputter treatment of i-Ag-In-Yb leaves an amorphous surface while a sputter treatment 

of ?-Al-Pd-Mn forms a periodic structure.

• Under study by STM, i-Ag-In-Yb exhibits a bias dependency, while z-Al-Pd-Mn does not.

• Surfaces of z-Al-Pd-Mn are chosen from high density, A1 rich atomic planes that occur 

after a large gap in the model, or in other words suitable atomic planes adhere to all three 

bulk termination selection rules. TAg-In-Yb surfaces are chosen from only moderately 

dense planes that are In and Yb rich, meaning that surface free energy of the surface plane 

is the more important factor, as is expected for any surface.

• The stability of the two and threefold surfaces of i-Ag-In-Yb is comparable to that of the 

fivefold surface, and feature atomically flat surfaces and no evidence of faceting. The two 

and threefold surfaces of i-Al-Pd-Mn are less stable than that of the fivefold surface, and 

undergo faceting in order to obtain stability.

While the studies listed here may be comprehensive, there is still a great deal of work that 

could be done on this system. The major assumption of this study is that the atomic model 

of i-Cd-Yb is acceptable as the atomic model of i-Ag-In-Yb. While this is true for the atomic 

positions, the distribution of Ag and In are not yet included in this model. However, recent 

calculations have begun to determine the probability of occupation of Ag and In at each atomic 

position that is known to be a Cd atom in the i-Cd-Yb model. It is therefore not unreasonable 

to estimate that at some point in the near future, a specific model relating to z-Ag-In-Yb will
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become available. When this does manifest itself, the task for this system then lies in relating 

all the experimental evidence gathered thus far to the i-Ag-In-Yb model.

In conclusion, the high symmetry surfaces of the z-Ag-In-Yb surface have been characterised, 

with surfaces being identified in the bulk model as atomic planes that intersect the center of the 

RTH clusters. The epitaxy of Sb has been observed to form a quasiperiodic film up until the 

partial formation of the bilayer. Oxidation experiments discovered similar behaviours between 

all three high symmetry surfaces and the pure metal forms of the quasicrystals constituents, 

where water was the most effective environment for oxidation. The deposition of Geo produced 

disordered films on several variations of the fivefold surface.
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